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PADUCAH RETAINS Allies Will Stand Together When
OFFICIAL PLACE Fight Comes Off in Convention at
IN FEDERATION Chicago—Hitchcock is On Ground
, Mrs. James A. Rudy Elected
Third Vice President, Sue-
e,eeding Mrs. Post.
Mrs. Riker Reelected President
of State Organization.
11USINIkent (id?
ISIM%11%%%%•••••%%%Walala%Talk About Candidate For,
Vice President is I «tereetis(
Subject at This Time—Nat- 5
ional Committeemen Arrive. f,
••
•
Chicago. June I.—Practically a'. t
the Republican national committee-
nwn are here for the contest., which ;
begin tomorrow. Anti-Taft condi- 4,
THE felliAlOND DAY dates base their hopes on the work ;
Of the committee. If the contested 4
Taft delegates are thrown out' it ;
gives the field g`nod chance. Re-_
ports revived of Roosevelt's renorul-,
nation are laid to anti-administration
m•.n as means to weaken Taft. Hitch-
cock, Taft's manager. today
517 votes. Vice-presidential talk is
getting vigorous. Secretary Corte%
..1., Hammond. Governor Deneen. of
I Onois, and Chester I. bong. of Kali-
l:AP. are the latest mentioned..
There is one important difference
between the table compiled by .the
allies and that made. up b. the Tatt-
ers. It is that the allies :eft out of
censideretion altogether the-2'29 votes
for wish h there am ('ontests. whey,
Mr. Hitchenck put all those in where
one set of contestants was instructed
Muir. 1ftur Taft, the refu-al of Mars land and 14)0151-
Tile aih.s gav.• plentiful evidence ana conventiens to indorse Brsari
that they Sr.' allies. In Pittsbutg. oil; prevent the Nebraskan's nomina-
where "Uncle Joe" Cannon foregath- tion on first ballot. They declare
ered with tit•nistor ifeinenway and
R..presentative ban.dia of the Fair-
banks camp. and Senator Knox's.
manager, Representative James Fran
Iturke, the al:lance was frankly
admitted. And they ;tor nillch satis-
faction out of the conference because
they got assurances at last that Sena-
tor Knox was one of the allies.
Hammond in Earessert.
hyr York. June 4.—Charles W
Truslow, attorney for John
Ilamniond. declares the latter is in
eat nest as app'icant for the Republi-
ran vire-presidential nomination.
Ilatumond resigned as Ouggenlithis's
mining engineer and will devote him-
041f-to-his eanvitss.
l'inakiesa—Mes. Letcher Riker
Harrodisburg.
flout the-president —
1.uella Wool, ("0 Wigton.
Second tie...pre..1.1,11(
MOW% .1i • M1t4.11,111, 11..14 Imo;
Gress.
retro sice.presideut —
James A. Ileitis, enamels.
Fourth sicepossident —
Ida Withers Marti-Am, Lesingion
Itr•el)rdineg sec r. • a r) —
Lillian Lindsey. Crankfert.
nlar)
illekno. Hardin, Illarn.h._
Marg.
— Soo. th
ilk'
1 ederaik.t. matetary — Sir'..
c. It. Weever, lensiaville.
tiuilliter—istre Frank loory.
Pmts.
-4
;also-fled balletirrg resulted in th•
el..-( inn of officers of the Sentswk)
Isiale' IN .1a-retest'. of Wonsan's elutes
Ii. *own above, In thie niorning•s ses-
sion Paducah noising one state (M-
eer. and in the races for first sic.-
pre-dent and seeond sleaspiesid..nt.
Itody ran strung. Mr.. F.dtnund
Post .ballned to stand for re-election
I.. the third vt.....-presid...rey., which
....tad ha... received, 1...-aus.• her
plans for twit year will carry- her out
of Abe elate frequentl). The laden.-
tem gave her a rising vot.‘ for her
ettii in tellies's.' it.., clubs
Into the federation. •
Mrs Leteher "FA ker wits re'oloeted
ti /1 maii rst. of ea mo of 74 VOles
toi.r. Mr). James a Netchell. of Dow!
Ing Green, reces.ing h votvs and Mit,/1
yuella Roy d. of t'ovington. I 11.111'.
For flret vice prellident Mise !melts
Roy d.. liaavinglon, 46 voies; Mr.
James A. Rudy. Itadurah. :to rotes
and Mis James A Mitchell. rotes.
For second %ice president. Mrs
Janes .%.Mltrt.li. Boa ileg Greet'. 46
a ,,.... Ws. Janet. A_ Rudy. 21, anti
Mrs Gators Via). Laois:goon. I sot..
For third vice president. Mrs Jam.,
A Rudy, -fit votes, and Mr, Palmer.
I vole. 'For (mirth viee president
Mrs. 142 Withers Harrison. Ea vote-.
and Mrs. Laura Lexinirtim, 2
4,,i41, For recording (44.er.darv, Mis,
Lind/spy. 64) voles; Miss
den Hardin. Harrodebure. 4, ate1
Mrs Ranks. Riehmond. I vote, 11or
1..p.ondlog seerttery's race. Mise fiat-
den Hardin 7.5 votes. Mrs. C. I' We'.-
it r. Louisville. 6 votes. Treasurer's
,11e.. Mrs. U. r Mule. Nieholasaille,
11; vol. ii. 51r. (1'. P. Weaver. Ismis
vine. 5. and Mrs. Sims 4 votes. Fed-
clArintt secretary, Mrs C. P. Weaver
I etilsville. 14 votes, Mn' Frank Low-
,' Part, IQ vetoes. Auditor. 'first
ballot, Mts. Frank 1.owr). Paris, 21.
Mr.. I. Willis, Shelbyville. esi
...,e0f111 haliOr,. Wra Lowry 25
sious, titre Willis 10 vole's.
Mn.. [ha flookinbridee, of Lex-
ington, was eleeted delegate from th.
Ketitucki federation to the genera!
feiltration., in Boston. June 22, and
Mien 11.111e Bwcd, lamlsville. wa•
elected alternate.
1.4ttle could be jearned 'about th ,
probehle neat place qt meeting
though it is known that flarrodshure.
Owensboro and Lohleville are in the
race. This will lw devided either in
the eoupen meeting this afttrnoor
aftrr the humilities tesolon, or in the
exesutive board meeting Friday morn
Mg. As Mrs. kileer.-the prealdent.
ard Mins Hardin. the eecretary.
Isom ilarredshurg, a.stmng effort is
being put forth to have the federation
there next rear.
With the business stosion this af-
t.rnoon. the enderatIort proper' will
come to an end Prof. C. C. fitaxion
of the UnIvereity of Tennessee. will
Ipcturf at, the Caelno. Wallace park
tonight on the rights of children an
woman's opportstrilt.., which will be
the last meeting which the delegotes
will attend. This. afternoon the
'Mesta will be taken over the city by
the Automobile club, winding up at
Mayor and Mr.. James P. Omith's
PIMUI)er home. it le a'sesres- for a
resseetion, the last social event of the
meeting.
St i.
SIr-
• All Pleamed.
Delegates will begin to le-ave to-
night:though most of them will leave
Friday rnotning at 11:20 o'clock.
"gyei'y-thtng has been k) sooty but
Ova weathel ax the enclemmtiOi
(annalist oa ?stf...,.F°'LLX
le ROUE FLAGS.
Sergi, 1', A. Woke, of the Fe-
deral. 1.1.1ruiling eakf
Ito" 1114' Oar' tens the public
earhoole call be Nought for M1111.11
111.1111 1111/11 tr.811 Ripka regula•
tien deg like the one that 1111111•
',see the .-weent. booms N It)
1 feet 2 invitee, 1.10.4 11;;• 01;41
Stales 1112.0e. Those Haw. nrs•
made of the beet material and
art- etonem pr.1144, sergt. Rink..
would be glad to help the Nelesid
board in buying Ow dugs.
JOHNSON CLAIMS
BRYAN CAN'T IN
ON FIRST BALLOT
FIFTY HOGSHEADS SOLD
Fifth liegsh. ads of leaf tobacco
were so:d at the as:Relation sales-
room' today at prices ranging from
la to 12 t•ents. Several prominent
brokers are expected to visit the mai-
ket tomorrow or next day and It is
eep...t...1 the sales this week will be
up to the average.
FEEDING CHILDREN
New leek, June 4 --The Chil-
dren's Relief society is receiving thou
sands of donor's contributions as the
re.'-ult of the diseloeure that hundreds
of pupils among east side school
it oil were I m iwope rly -f ed . They plan
soitju kitchens and thee Noah Wands,
where all children mett mad get one
square meal daily. '•
Chili-ago, Jitne 4.-:Chicago head-
quarters of Governor Johnson. of
Minnesota, iersied a statement that
Johnson sentiment is growing while
lloan sentiment is receding.
BOYS TrItli %HAWK WALLS
OF VACANT RESIDENCE.
-- --
Wednesday afternoon five small
boys about five years old entered
vacant rtoidemse of 'Mrs Fannie Al-
lard. of Harrison street. and with
hatettets ruined some of the plaster
ing in four roome, whet, one suggeet-
ed they haves a battle with..the walls
of the rooms for the enemy. [Alec-
liVe T. J. Moore was put to work or
the job, as a eas thought some hobos.
were guilty, but after a search the
detective omid place the guilt on no
one but the. lads. No. prosecution,
will follow.
IRLAITORit LOVER c.ilti'ED
111
Because elle. alleged that Tom Jones
colored, had promised to marry he
and he was s., slow :Omit having Ce
ouremen) performed, Kate Hughes
alias Minnie Wilkerson, colored, near-
ly cut off her hoer.. left leg last
night. Jones was sitting on his
Porch on Ninth street between Ken-
tucky avenue and Washington street.
when Minnie entered and with a knit,.
began carving on him. After the
cutting the woman started off on a
run, but Patrolmen Wood and Prince
were on'her trail, and at Twelfth and
Harrison streets they arrested her
Jones was. unable to be in cosirt this
morning, and the case was continued.
Col. J. R. ,Lemon, of Mayfield. is
in the cily today.
NEW EMERGENCY ISSUE WILL NEVER BE
INVOKB, BECAUSE OF YlIAL OMISSION
Treasury officials Find That
(leering House Certificates,
!Alva aid Untaxed, Are
Cheapest For Banks.
Washington, June I.—Treasury
officials have found a defect in the
neig currency law, making the most
imiltirtant feature Inoperative. They
insist that the five 'hundred million
emergency will sieve!. be Issu,,d.
filf. law fails to make clearing house
veetitleates Illegal or to tax them.
The emergency currency is heavily
taxed to force its retirement as soon
as Ire emergency Is over. Officials
fear banks will resort to clearing
house certificates, which are untaxed,
in times' of 'panic, Initead ot pay,Ing
heavily for emergency blase
'LOST IN TYPHOON
London. June 4.-- Dispatches front
%untrue& _report the loss of fort)
hosts in a typhoon. Two hundred
and seventy persons are reported
drowned.
 •
Small Hemp Crop.
Isexington, Ky.. JUN) 4.—W. J
Loughridge. president of the Ameri-
can Hemp company, announced Mai
there would only be a half crop of
hemp this year. We said that the old
erbp had been aeld and that VI a
hundred was the *best price possible
this rola.
„ .
POSSE AFTER ROBBERS
Tulaa.I. T, June 4.—A' posse !-
pursuing three robbers who looted
the hank of Fairiand and getting
ilottoo. Robhers entered the town
on hoist-hack and rode away after
rifling the vaults
child Killed Hy Hall.
Covington, Ky.. June 4.—George
Gleason, one year old, died from
being hit on the cheek trith a batted
ball. He is theidath victim in this
neighborhbod of the bibeball season
thus far,
WitAlfinCR.
OLLIE JAMES IN
PADUCAH TODAY
FIIIEG FENCES
Big First .District Congress-
man Has No Information to
Divulge.
Interest in County Convention
Here Saturday.
THOSE SEEKING FOR HONORS
'Congressman Oak. Ni. James ar-
rived In the city this morning from
Marion, presumably to feel the local
Democratic pulse. Mr. James said
all elements are agreed on the plan
of sending a solidtinstructed delega-
tion fri Kentucky to Denver.. for
WillieiJ. Bryan, and both seem
confident that the convention in Lex-
ington will follow their wishes.
Mr. James professed not to knee'
who will be chairman of the state
convention, and could not verify the
report that Judge Robbins. of May-
• would preside. fle said the
next president would he a Democrat
and that Democrat will be W. J.
Bran. Mr. James will leave this
afternoon.
McCracken ctounty will hold a con-
vention Saturday to elect delegates
to the Lexington convention. This
county Is entitled to 14 delegates.
The Couvention,
Interest In the Democratic con-
vention and committee meetings Sat-
urday is increasing among members
of the party and the indicatiotle are
that there will be a good crowd at
the court house when the chairman
calls the convention to order.
There, will be no contest for in-
structions to the state convention, as
a great majority of Democrats are
for Bryan, and all the interest in the
First district centers around the
party organization and the selection
of delegates to the national conven-
tion at Denver. •
011ie James will he hacked for one
of the delegates from the state at
large. while Senator Conn Linn and
Gus Thomas. of Mayfield, are tipped
as delegates from the district. -
Three . candidates are out for
elector: 'J. S. Rosa. of MeCracken;
John M. Moore. of Ballard, and Ward
Headley. of Caldwell.-
For state central committeeman.
C. W. Emery, of Paducah, and Ed
Crossland. of Mayfield. are contest-
ants. and Senator N. W. Utley. of
Lyon, and Henry Lawrence. of Trigg,
each want to he the, member of the
executive committee from the First
district.
Although there is violent oppcs -
tion among many of the 'candidate's
for county office to the primary being
called for this fall, it is practically
conceded that the primary will be
held on the regular election day. or
one year, In advance of the election
when the offices will be filled. It is
believed there is a scheme in this to
take snap judgment on -aspirants,
who have not been laying their plans
to capture the nominations long in
advance, and it is feared that candi-
dates exposed to public scrutiny
many months in advance of the cam-
paign will be made to suffer politi-
cally.
 ..•111
CAPT. WILLIAMS' GIFT
Captain Mike Williams. of the ma-
rine ways, ham given the city a fine
white flagnpole fifty feet long. The
pole wile:We erected on the city hall.
and on June 15. flag day, a flag wilt
be raised. The gift is appreclateBby
the city officials. The pole Is a fine
one. and Captain Williams did much
of the work himself.
J. S. LIBELLFIR GIVES
• BOND IN U. S. COURT
Deputy United States Marshal El-
wood Neel returned this morning
from Cairo. where he served papers
on the excursion steamer "J. S."
Prank Rounds, who owns a gasoline
t at Owensboro, had the papers
issued on complaint trat the steamer
damaged his boat about 9250. The
J. S. Is running excursions out of
Cairo. and Marshal Neel served the
papers on Captain John Strechfes.
The captain will come to Paducah
this afternoon and execute a bond
of $7M1 before Federal drourt Clerk
J. R. Puryear.
0 01
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Chicago Market.
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Pair tonight and probilbly priday. tens  
PLEASANT
High. lasw. Close.
91 11 119(1' . 89%
6a7,4 in%
47 • 40 411'
.1:1.72% 111.47% 13.67%
s So 8 524 S.5i4
750 7.45 7.45
Co. Attorney W. L. Krone, of Lyon,
Threatened With Anonymous Note
That He Should Resign His Office
• ralefa1%%%%%%•••••1%•%•%%%14.:
Call for Troops Justified by
Conditions Aro'undEddyville
and tiuttawa—Courage of
Official, Who Stands Alone.
Dangers are thickening around
County Attorney W. L. Krone, of
Lyon county, as'etown by an anony-
mous letter he received this week
which warned him to resign from his
office. The letter Was dated at Kut-
taw& ands mailed to Attorney Krone,
It is as follows:
,'W. L. Krone. Eddyville, Ky.
"I would advise you to throw up
your office and step down and out.
Wm had better heed."
Feeling in Lyon county against
Attorney Krone by persona who have
good reason to fear a faithful official
is strong. as shown in tile unwarrant-
ed attack OD the attorney Monday,
and this feeling seems to be growing
more bitter every day. Those citi-
zens who desire the enforcement of
the laws, are giving indifferent sup-
port to the county attorney and Judge
Crumbaugh, while their enemies are
losing no opportunity to intimidat,,
them. It has gotten to the point
where these two men stand practical-
ly alone in their position against law-,
lessness, and the call for more troops
was made only in dire necessity.
No raids by large bodies of men
are looked for in Lyon county, but
the situation has settled down Into
personal and individual feuds and an-
imosities.
••• GHOLSION 'At 'QUITTED. de9
411; Hopkbeerilits Ky., June 4. ff
(slovial•)—Max titiolson, a half
breed Indian, charged with night
riding in connection with tha
raid pn Hopkinsville, was acquit.
ted. The Jury was out a few
minutes,
%46%%%9CMIEVIVISAIISIMICNItsoit•
CLASS B PACERS
SHOULD SATISFY
LOVER OF HORSES
The class 13 pacing race tomorrow
afternoon should furnish one of the
most exciting contests of the season
There are five starters and only three
seconds difference in the best time
made by them this spring, for a mile
Brook Hill holds first place with a
mile in 2:32 last Tuesday. Sam
Patch has worked a mile this year
in 2:33. Rain in the Face in 2:34,
and Gus B and Tobe Scott in 2:35.
Races of this kind wbere the starters
are evenly matched please the public,
and the management of the club is
going to make every effort to classify
the horses properly throughout the
season. The heavy rains of the past
two days will put the track in fine
shape and fast time is expected.
01•••••••••0 006 
Attempt on Life of Dreyfus.
Paris, June 4.—William Gregory, military editor of the 'La Gauisls,
attempted, to assassinate Major Alfred Dreyfus, the French military
martyr, during the ceremopy transferring the body of Zola. the noted
writer and friend of Dreyfus. to the Pantheon. Gregory was standing
witrin three feet of President Failieres when he fired two shots at Drey-
fus. The bullets entered his right arm, but he was not seriously loot.
Fallierest party. including Dreyfus, was leaving the Pantheon to review the
troops. A* they passed Gregory, in the press stand, he fired. With cool-
ness Fallieres and diplomats proceeded to the reviewing stand without
manifesting any concern and prevented a stampede. Gregory was arrest-
ed. Gregory was badly beaten by bystanders before he was rushed to
the police station. The worst feature of the affair is that it promise* to
reauaken the tight over the Jewish question throughout France.
BASKET FACTORY
WILL BE STARTED
BY CAPITALISTS
WANT TIGHT LID
A committee from the Retail Gre-
er,' association was In consultation
this afternoon with Chief James Col-
lins and Mayor Smith in regard to
the prosecution of grocers keeping
open on Sunday. One warrant has
been gotten out by the association,
and the grocer was fined, but it is
said that some grocery stores were
If Judge Walter Evans will sustain own for sales last Sunday. The main-
the sale of the Mergenthaler-Horton bats of this association are content
basket facotry to F. E. Lack for that Is not their place to get out
$34.075 it is an assured fact that the warrante and want the co-operation
plant will be operated. While names of the police in keeping the grocery
are withheld it has been learned that i storesi cloned on Sunday.
foreign capitalists want to tease thei
plant for at least live years, and that Murray. Shy or Haan'.
the plant will be kept in operation I The game between the Paducah
for that time. While there is doutotilndependents and the Murray Invin-
as to whether Judge Evans will sus- cibles, arranged for next Monday, has
lain the second sale, it would he good
brace for Paducah's business to have
the basket factor). In operant/it.
MARVIN TURNER 'BRYAN
DIES FROM CONGESTION.
Marvin Turner Bryan, the 3-year-
old son of Mr. and Mrs. Dallas Bryan.
lik, alsof Elolva. died last 4,:-'t of congestion
of the stomach. funeral will be
held tornorroW moral at 10 o'clock.
The burial will he in Wallace ceme-
tery, Marshall County. ' o
Frame Building.
Mr. Ed 'Greif has taken out a
building permthfor a frame building
on Kentucky avenue between Four-
teenth and Fifteenth streets, to cost
$1,500, The contractor is John Arts.
QUEER MURDERER
HAS KILLED MANY
IT IS BELIEVED
Minneapolis, *June 4.—The police
declare James Montague. 15 years
old, who killed A. ft. Camden, is the
queerest murderer on record. Tbe
ao) is believed to be demented,
had never seen Camden before and
said he felt the necessity of killing
gem.. one. '4 He insists he gets $150
for every mann he kills. The police
dlitoovereeblontague had been matt-
quisradtbs an a girl sad they are try-
ing ro trace other mysterious crimes
to him.
been called off On account of the in-
ablity of the management to reach
an agreement as to terms. It seems
that the Murray team, which has a
record of not losing a game this ma-
son, desires to keep up the- record
and will not go up against Hollan's
players.
LOCAL OPTION WINS
Springfield, Ill.. June 4.—The FII-
preme court denied the saloon inter-
ests a rehearing in the O'Brien came,
whereby the local caption law Was de-
clared valid.
•
LABOR IN POLITICS
Chicago, June 4.—The American
Federation of Labor campaign com-
mittee has decided to raise $.5•0,000
to b n e*.e eed to put labor candidat in
the field where regular nominees re-
fuse to support the labor program.
CRAZY WOMAN HELD
After sitting in the waiting room
of the Union station for several hours
Mrs. S. F. Lillie was brought to the
police station this morning by Patrol-
man Bryant and Rousch and Patina
Kirk, of the Illinois Central force.
tlrasin where she was going. She says. is , crazy and could not ex-
she is 57 years old, and that she is
from Smithville. Mo. She asserts
that she started to Charleston, W.
YR , on Visit to her son. She will
he held or several deyiss and If she
does not Improve, prohah•y lc!!! be
Isent to the asylum at Hopkinsvale.
SCHOOL IS ENDED
WITH EXERCISES
OF COMMENCEMENT
Ten Young Men and Women
Graduated From High
School This Evening.
Liman High School on TO
morrow Night.
EXERCISES OF CLASS DAY
Tonight the annual commencement
of the High school will be held at
the Kentucky theater, by the class of
its. The speaker of the evening will
be the Rev. E. S. Harris, of Hum-
boldt. Tenn., who has selected "The
Search for the Blue Flower" as his
subject. The stage has been deco-
rated prettily with flowers for the
commeneeinent by the school board.
although the board has refused- per-
mission for the graduates to receive
flowers. The woodia‘..n scene will be
used and the graduates will be seat-
ed in a semicircle on the stage with
the faculty, while the school 'board
will, occupy a box.
The girls of the class will wear
white dresses, and the young men
will be dresaed in blue serge stilts
with black bow ties Following the
request of the school board, the grad-
uates will not make any elaborate
show of dress. The spade from the
graduating class will be presented to
the B seniors. This has been done
oil class night for the past few years.
In the class are seven girls and three
boys. The class roll is: Misses
Saidee Marie Smith, Margaret Bea-
trice Schwab, Ethel Virginia Sights,
Helen Hills, Lucille F. Well, Eunice
Irene Robertson, Bess Marie Lane,
and Messrs. Gus Elliott, Edwin Wall
Randle and J. Will Rock. Miss Milder'
(Continued on Page Three.)
u..i
LANING INDICTED
Norwalk. 0., June 4.—Republican
Congressman J. F. Leaning and Jas.
F. Gibbs, F. W. Christian and Wil-
liam Perrin were indicted in connec-
tion with the failiere of the Ohio
Trust company. Lansing has been
renominated. He declares enemies
picked the grand jury.'
CLEVELAND'S DOCTOR
CALLED TO HIS HOME
C'hicago, June 4.—Dr. Bryant,
Grover Cleveland's physician, was
called home from the national medical
conference and it is reported that
Cleveland is worse.' Bryant refesect
to discuss the case,
SMALL FORTUNE DUE
GRANDFATHER'S HEIRS
To investigate $7,000 • worth of
property, that' has miter been dis-
tributed among the heirs. Caleb Har-
rison. of Grabantylle, left this morn-
ing for Hopkinevale. Mr. Harrison's
grandfather cewned considerable prop-
erty near Hopkinsville. When Har-
rison was quite young his father
moved from Hopkinevilles and at the
death of his grandfather the prop-
erty was not all divided. Just re-
cently Mr. Harrison learned that
there was 17.000 worth of property
with Interest on It for 110 years, that
should come to his sister, Mrs. John
Slinmons. and his brother. Joseph
Harrison, of Missouri. Mr. Harrison
war in Paducah today. but tart Sat
Hopkirrsville in the hope of learning
something of the legacy.
THE SUN'S GREAT voTiN“
CONTROT,
1 VOTE FOR
DiSt Xi 
Postofnce 
Street No.
•
This ballot when properly
, tilled out and brolieht or mullud
to the Contest Department saf
The Sun will count as one
' vote.
Vold after June 11.
• IOW
•
PAGE TWO. THE piatisiuf HigENING SUN. edh
TIVIltSDAT, JUNE 4.
1-1)drographic draftsman, $91,0 perigIsts.
annum, euly 1-2.
llechanicis; and chart draftsman, ; notice lots of people are collect-
$1.2041 per annum, July 1-2. 'ing silver., spoons," said the traveler
Fortification draftsman, $1,e00 per I who was rather new at it. "IS that
annum, July 8-9. a new craze?"
Electrical engineer and mechanical "No," replied the hotel clerk:
draftsman, Sloe to $200 per month.
July 22.
Old Cough
BIG
RACES
3
I Opening Meet of the IPADUCAH MATINEE CLUB
Friday, June 5th
"Pansy Blossom" starts
Deal's Band
against track record. "Billy Buck,"
. Trotter, will start.
Admission 25c
Paducah's Peerless
Races Start at 2:30
BIG
RACES
3
CIVIL SERVICE , 
These examivatione may be taken
at Blomitington. Ind.. Cincinnati, 0.,
.Clevelaud, 0.. Columbus. 0., Evans-
vile, led„ Fort Wayne, Intie. liddia-
itapol.s. Ind.. Ironton. 0., Latayettte
EXAMINATIONS CA LkLED FOIllind.• Louist Ky.. Idaducah,
JUNE AND JULY. .Toledo, 0., Zanesville, 0.--
Kodo: is the bestrknown preparation
lthat is offered to the people today
Eerellont Positions trffered in the 1 dYSP41)t'itt Of -ally
Government service-where to :stomat-h tronble. Kodol digests a:'•
Be Taken. foods. It is pleasant to take. It Is
sold here isy al! deuggists.
ABANDON A1II1MOBI1,ES.
LIFE INSURANCE
PAID INTO KENTUCKY AMOUNT.
ED TO.$0.672.721 IN 'YEW.
1 BASEBALL NEWS
Chi( ago
Pad-wait Receives Ilitit.t490 as Her , Cincinnati .
Share With Teo Big Policing ;Pittsburg
Paid. i Philadelphia
;New York 
'Boston . 
Brook') n .
114111.0NAL LICAAJUK.
Standing.
W. L.
 21 15
 20 17
en • 17
IS 16
20 I!.
19 eti
17 ;01
 17wCivil service examinations . a ill be , Louisville. June 4.-Louisville, St. Louis
hid for the following positions on Speaker Cannon and Party Arrived at with its payment of $1.523.56e. re l
the dates named: Illtsburg I.t NiØd. tei4e4 about one-quarter of all 
th.re
Assistant (male) Teacher (male Pittsburg, June 4.-Speaker Jo- Ilic insurence ,money paid into the, Boston. Ju.tikiet, 114 1"37.4thewson 1141,1 :lett "the ti),„etet so val'ed forfh.sh , tietsier, eleele for aloe, etaree end me eme ewe to start the fire .•11W414•
Ond female) - Philippine service. seph G. Cannon and his automobile
Dental leterne I male) government I party, lac:tiding Senator Hernenway.
hospital for the inane, $60-0, Junelof Indiana. Congressman Landis.
17. , ,re(ognized manager of the Fairbank.
Medical Interne, government hos- ,presie tiel campaign. and L. S.
s:ugle exeeption of Missouri, Ken-!Bowerwau; Mathewson and Need- . eentue.-'ion..1 on ,  stir I. 11!1,t• 1 man %lie •hall refit:- Or eteg'tet te Ie.-sent eery would bare moved tomorrow atpital for the insane. Pero. Jnne 17. Busby, the speaker's private sec.e- •
• ., _ e et the orgabizeti p 'Ala shall be held 4eirupelf for se. h muteter, upon beteg . noon.Telephone operator (male) $490itary. completed their tourney over iucky had more insurance money ham.
per annum, June 17. the mountains today and reached this Paid into her borders during l9e.!7,
Clerk-draftsman, $4 per dlern.lcity. than ally ether boat:tern state. New; At Pittsburg.
June 17-1S. It is probable that ite automobiles York leads all the states in this re-; Pittsburg. Jet, 4. --The visitot ,
rirst-class steam engineer. $1,4',O) we: be abandoned here- and the steel with $6.5.1esieete. .• 
I
. won a loosely plesed game.
per annum July 1.
Assistant chemist, engineer depart thee homes by train, both having re- two policies being over $1teterte Ern-
speaker and Hemerway hurry to PeduIcah received $Sel.S99. onH Score:
Pitteburg .  
_
s4 IS1 1
R H E;
15,019. and John Sin-,et. Louis vent at large. $100 Per annum, . eeirtel urgent telEgrams from pole:- t•st Rehkopf. $
July 1. 'cal and business Associates to hurry. notl. $10.1:;9. La Center receivel l, Batteries-Young. Willis and Gib-
Technical assistant in pearmacolo- to their homes. $ eetest; Maxon Mills. $3.1100); Bur-
i 
son: Raymond. Fromme. Ludwig and
I Benton, $10,11t0 .  and Hostetter. .'EY, $150 per month July 1. ray, $1.2 ;n11• 1 glif
Assistant coiner, schedule B. mint DeWitt'. Little Early Risers, the heti:Mon 
$9.950. I
Ind assay service, $1,9401), July I. .mous liver pliis, are sold by all drug j' .t4 Brooklyn. .
HORSE THROWS PRESIDENT. 1 Brooklyn. June 4.---Turn:ey'e home
!run in the thfrd inning won the
Chief Executive Lands in a Creek !game.
Near Washington. I Score: 
,
R H E
Washington. June it -President 'Brooklyn .  • ' 4 3 5 1
Roosevelt and Mrs. Roosevelt went I Philadelphia  1 :". 1
horseback riding,. actompanied only ' Batteriee--Ruckee and ' Bergen:
by an orthrly. 'A report became cur- Sparks and Boole."same old thing-kleptomania,'- -
Philadelphia Press. lent that when the president 
attempt-
 ed to cross the ford at Rocky Creek
...me-  park his horse reared and that both
thiiconghs,desperatecoeghs,rasping the horse and the president fell into
coughs, extremely perilouecoughs, .the stream, which is shallow at that
S coughs that shake the whole body. It poiut. Philadelphia . 22takes a strong medicine, a doctor's At the white house inquiry was Cleveland 2:
Keep in close touch utile your family doctor. in"licine' Is waster alleh 
coughs. A suet by laughing denial. It was said New York 20
Arc medicine Inas ever made that could lake • that the president was in excelleut st. Loots 21great many people rely on Aye: S cneritoral. z.c.,,.,....... . .... • • ihealth and spirits and had enjoyed Detroit . 21hts ride without accident.: IS. Chicago
 ,I to :ere ice beyond- the term of his ex. !calied itaili as herein prest eibtAr. eltall
leting E0111111.r.tiOh or, culistniente 'be eubject to 1 Pial by court-re:treat
1;There is :moth. r mot islou requlieng land shall be punished as emit eourt-i that "when lit., never:airy to exerritte mar...hal eliall diet., • astlee tette 4,4e theeteanee.,-,4.444.411 _.04.__,- She majority aiviubttneiii.,_ or ,a..h
letiret lion or repel iniesion canuOt be eourIeuxitial for the trial of tithe/es
!met le the ',teller foriee, the girgeu- or men of the riti',t1a who ate ei the
...at! tiiTtla ilia '.1 be called forth hell t..'l i h't• t.if the Untied Stales MUM I,"
,seriete ot the I, etted Stat•-s Ott ad.' e.inino,eit ur militia ..Meert.
, %.11.0. 4-f :1I4.1 4elanteer tone While) Thr, is OW 1.1•:11111-1. I.r th'. bill ahlrh
eas 'nee( stroni.;'. epine....1 to John
ril Sullt.:': 1:1..a:::111-* i'IntU'i'ileairilif.i.:j(;;;:r;.n. R.. or Sli.. ri. t% •l!:.. ma and k,,11t1t. other 1114•111-
' t!,i' la% !, tit- reetion a hi. )1 p,.ii id. ,. '!,. • sir ;ht. hoilYe.
.1. r., oni., r :tilde rilisted man I,:
Ili. icani..: 1 rescritsed shell he um. 
CHIEF WAs 11.1SHIN',lite iiii..t..i sin, shall tx. • ;i11-,1 No: te
., ',if tor serve,: 'at hose turtle , tud a Omer.' -11tart-ted 111441111.' I hily
lin I,' ' ,:t..1 a:, ilkilll turtier med. , Ile lentil Fire the ellaghte."
,, al • eattetiet 4471 /.1.4' % 1''It.. Its r•ili h Mittl,.n. 1111.o. lulls. 3 Ity4..111,. ....
NEW MILITIA LAW.
state dateug the year. The total for Bost" to tour , ;et, :•,ie
Kentneky was $6,672,724.i it was Secire: R 11 E
behind that of Indiana by $1,500,411r1 Boston  0 4 1
and in advance of Wisconsin by one-' New York _   7
tenth of a ninon dollars. M'itti the eBatteries--Fereu?on. Young and
‘‘'itshingten, Jute. b. w
leek .Militla law passed eoug,r.-1.
Pet. makes- ninny charig. • in the pi
%tat: Tht xiitic.7..1 itiVit .1 of the
,eti I .1,1111Zr it. I:110.11'0tat. •1.
.7,41 S1411,.0rI thl• ISO%er11111..11.,
.e2e animal!) app:oprlate
l• nth r tie be! %Ill r th. p'.•
.457 d to tars forth theeoreateed melt r
•39 4 • Ai tn. .4
i4taies pt ..% it.-.! I ha' !
'4'41\ in lc, p. r“.ri
it'Ii,11411 !tie. reqw r..1 al. !
441
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MORE THAN $2,000IIn Good=as-Cash Prizes
A $700 Lot
In beautiful Gregory
Height'.
It UN Diamond aim
Displayed at Wolff's.
A $300 Piano
Displayed at W. T. Miller's
A $150 in Furniture
Ail;arner Bros.
A SIN leggy nol largess
At Powell I;ogere
Will be given away abso-
lutely free to the- 'most
popular: men and women 
in-11_Paducah and vicinity.
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
Standing.
aubs. W. L. licr.
19
19
1,4
19
19
19
Washington ........141 22
Boston . 
.537
537
.524
.52e
.527.4
.4e6
.134)
.418
At Kt. Laski.
St. Louis Chicago, rain, no game.
At Detroit.
Score: R H E i
Detroit  2 11 1
Cleveland .  1 6_ 1
Batteriest-Willett and Schmidt;
Joss and N. Clarke.
.,..r.ta:ne to Pert, tb. p.r .41 -..
Nee alt!, is IC:
rr:"..rN of ihe I 111!..1.1 Sat.
2,411);,.-r r of the pee!.
ki•-nt." but tle te is a piov.so that -no
te tee re? alit heve ter eddy!. te, s,t, tbe it.ler of the Imre, fire dr-
s':,1! lard of tie 1.. esetusieteot: lir.- item*. of It It ('Is *4
,t4, I, 4. • le wai'r o 41, II. Ill', ...TA a As I/111cl (t to the rowel ,The
.,•41.re.,••ten 111,1''44 a pr 1.I4liit are eh had r.11146 fishing '111:
'11.11 "JR') i.iIk'ui iP rttlit4,-.1 01.111 rus-atee. pedery on the doiseeerved prov•
At Philadelphia.
Score R H E
Ph I I adelphia .  11 /I 5!
Washington .  6 6
Batteries -- Bender and Smith;
Fralkenburg, Burns. Cates and Street.
At Sew York.
Score: R H
'New York  I 7 I
Boston  6 14 I
Batteries& -Orth and Blair; Glaze
and Mt Parland.
tiOLLEXiE BASEBALL.
Annapolis. June 4.-Navy
Army G.
Princeton, Jose I.-Princeton 9.
Amherst 0.
DeWitt's WItrh Hazel Salve. It
especially good for piles. Be sure
to get DeWitt's. Sold by all drug-
gists.
Mummer Love
It was not I that dared betray
What none should know save you
and we: . -
The moon beheld from heaven's way
And told the tale to all the sea.
The ripples Witted In sltisn joy
And *Id the oar blade. water
*-veneer!:
The oar blade told the sailor boy,
Who,orsang our love to all the‘id
Wcarian''s Hanle- Campanian
for Jun..
41,..-
A SUCCESS WE'RE PROUD OF
And it's something to be proud of when so great a throng of
well-satisfied men respond so promptly to an announcement' of a
special sale, as occurred last week when we offered our Walcoff,
Udell & Go. purchase of Outing Coats and Pants at 54k on the
dollar. These $10, $12 and $1,5 two-piece suits at
6.49
of which we still have abotst 100 suits
to dispose of; all sues and patterns to
select from.
A Special Suit Sale for
Friday and Saturday
$25 Values for
20
Of the well-known Kruppen-
heimer make.
These suits were late cuttings l and rather than
carry them over foe next season, they dosed
tkem out to us at a price, and you'll reap the
benefit. They have hand-made shoulders, col-
lars and lapels; there is every new color of thc
season; each suit showing the care with duich
the cutting, making and selection of materials
have been looked after. Your unrestricted
choice of this entire purchase for twenty dollari.
These are but a few of the prizes.
Read the full particulars n
enotlIcr page of Tke Sup, s.
Poe ewe, sprains, braiiimt burnt, rheumatie
1101 all lalter_iitta., as. McLean'. Volcanic Oil
"Vniniiint ?vest ectil Ii 1102, 0111 the Mathe
.11 to-m.41y in ilea (1414.4.1 foe 'nal at
'out. Woe • 'OW itgl I 51.00.
It it man has an Iron conittltntIon
his seem. to ,thisk that if he drank
e s'er be would rust It.
PADUCAH'S GREATEST
CLOTEING STORE `",.;:̀,c'st)--'-- t5W4140911-416 eitomma:
See Window
Display
I
•
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51st FRIDAY BARGAIN SALE TOMORRO
Big dollars saved Friday. Attractive goods at bargain prices. Take advantage of these
offerings. Below is a partial list of tomorrow's savings, down to calicoes.
Stirring Values in
MILLINERY
nia rka tat to ngly
ha willful Hats with dainty. airy
'out bee fur summer, many of them
worth double and some of item Ihi
times tomorrow's, Friday, bargain
pr
Silks Compning for Honors
in Unusual Value Giving.
A go at assortment of 5tot, Silks on
glacial sale at :;:ic a yard.
Yard wide Taff. ta Silks at the
titar‘cloO., low pile's of 59v, 75e, S9t•
stellar... a yard.
tat 'Ilks at 2Ii• to 411C it yard
tonterr Friday.
Intensely Interesting
Dress Goods Prices
Off. t t That vividly at, roor.:Irati•
this saw extraordinary values; and
titidero !ling pritos 2.5e goods down to
15e -ow goods down to 29r. 35..
and 39e. Other dregs goods bargains
up to itse a yard.
imueill11111111111111111111111111V 
Notion Bargains
Extraordinary barga.n sal. n Em-
broideries. Lace .. It, Collar:, Fans
Combs, Perfumes. Parasols, Umbrel-
las. lianditerehlefs and other wanted
hot weather merehandise all on spr-
Oat sale and spatial prices tomorrow.
Friday, 5.4e Belts at 29e; lite bottles
of Perfume at 5.-; t1.50 Gloves at
$1,19.
A Great Sale of Hosiery and
' Underwear.
•Mo-I remarkable values of the sea-
son:
Women's aate Hose down to 29c.
sena, 25c [lose down to lie.
Some lite Oose down to 7c.,
Ladlea' Pee Gauze Vests down to 7e
Lutt;e4' $1.:po Muslin Skirts down
tat 9Nc_
Laditls' aot. Cur etCovers down to
3Ge.
Ladies' 25e Straw Sun Bonnets
down to Sc.
,
Department Store
North Third Street, Just Off Broadway,
Newest Fashionable Skirts
Sacrificed.
11.-re are 15 Voile Skirts to b.-
tomorrow.
A few slit Voile Skirts for $5 34.
A f• w $11, Voile Skirt's for $a;.-lm.
A la w $12 Voile Skirts for $7.19.
A few 513 Voile Skirts for as-49.
A few $111 Voile Skirts for $1.11 -00•
Anode r lot of ‘'oile Skirts at 51
A ft- w Panama _Slart.s.,
Ftiday at $5.ate.
A few $lo Panama Skirts Friday
for $11.15 -
A few 8!? Panama Skirts,
Friday for $7.47,
Terrific Reductions on Silk
Dresses Friday.
Fan. y Striped Silk Suits cheap at
$12. for46.95 Friday.
1112a 'Taffeta Silk Dresses cheap
at 412.51), for 97.50 Friday,
Black Taffeta Silk Dress worth
to $is for $9.75 Friday.
Shirtwaists Sacrificed Friday_
_Lot zWaizti at 69e_ worth up to $1
1.ct, Waists at 9Se worth up to
$1.75 each.
Lot Waists r.t $1.46 worth up to
$2.2,5 each.
Lot Silk Petticoats, sped..; Friday
at $4.90,
1 •
Phenomenal Values in White
Goods, Calicoes and Wash
Goods and Lawns.
Another sale of 40-inch fine India
1.1non worth 1-!ic to lac a yard for
only 10c.
$1.00 White Quilts 85c Friday.
IOC Long Cloth 8 1-3e Friday,
Bleached Muslin thae was 9c, for
7c Friday.
Friday and Saturday Bargains
in the Clothing Department.
Lot .boys'.":poe-131ue Overall Suits
! for only 29e a suit.
Lot boys' $125 Crash Suits for
only 75c a suit.
Broken lot men's 5.0c Summer Un-
derwear at
Broken lot men's 2,5e Straw lists
for 15c each.
Broken lot men's Suspenders for
15c a pair.
Lot boys' and girls' 50c Sailor Hats
for 29c and 35c each.
10 dozen men's .10c Negligee Shirts
special Friday and Saturday at 39c
each.
Lot men's $1.00 Soft Fur Hats.
special Friday and Saturday for 75c
each.
Lot men's 15e Wash Ties, special
at 10e each.at
• at
Ohio Valley Improvement' Will Be
Considered at Louisville Meeting
1.0414%111e, Ky., June i,-(%)1. John
I. Vita c. pr4shient of the ifffia) Vail
Dillow.. nil lit tisaticiation, arr!ved :71
1114 night from his home In
-4'-a-ru-Mittr., O. to render with the..
it. fob 7s of the local executki.
'Ice, in altos,. hands arrang
ter the coming converrikin of the as-
.a)titt!un, to be held October 22 awl
• 4/ 27: , hat.. Iv an left. Th';
(emanate* will hold a ew•etine tit!,
iirt.rroan at the Conlin rein; club at
Marla for thi. toe', et,-
ircioulling arrangements for the
. mrtittient of de!, gates and go.' -'s
and the question of obtain.ng redit..ed
tat.;an. all tailroads for de de -gat.-
ail! in diertoae.d Th•• commercial
ereartirsCons of his city, as wen as
New Alhati anti Jeffersomille. are
repreaent.d it rhe committee. •
laue-vire th first atop on the
(attend, if nip adorn the Ohio that Co'.
e halt 111-1 begun. In. h* Iltrerary
he ;at. mix to Include Evans', .11..
Padmah. nduraon and
%tiro The purpose of the trip. he
Viii! ;Jet eight, to arous.- enthu-
siasm at the abewe paints as well as
all Intu rmedlate pointh w.thIn the
0111.) valley In the otimine_eonvention, 
anal to urge a- many as palacianalc Id be
present and take part in the delibera-
tions and plaes
flight) Enthusiaatic.
rte. Vau.a. Is high:). etithusiastle
About pe she--Is just now. Looking at
law intuition front cvery viewpoint,
the good and the apparently bat, he
• aid theft. is a very reason for the pro-
motors of ilk Improvement of the
tth beeeve that it la mil) a mat-
e r of time till the entire attention
or the country w.11 be called to the
inartrItius possibillitka of the Ohio
titer. In the opinion of Co! Vane..,
lb.: Ohio holds in her waters the key
Ii, the soluram of the improvenent of
the waterways syetent of the entlre
tattled Slott as All that Is. it.: need.
-
;••
Wilson
lass hook Sale on ilnn't
forget it. 3.1e each.
Wilson
11.11s a MIMIC Sale an. P4C for
popular nitISIC
Wilson
Is running a stationery male.
All tine papers at cut prima.
Wilson
Is melting Falcon Pens alt
:Ale a grota.
Wilson
I n selling he Lead Pencil*
at 2:ie th•ten.
Wilson ,
is selling fine Ink 2:11' per
quart.
This is Wilson's Sixth
Anniversary Sale.
Nut! mid, Wiliam, null' said,
d. it. is a helping hand troll
!the eavernmont, ail increased enthu-
!tianni on du part of the people not
!only in the Oho ',all. '. but the who:
vartinter, and- an efficient staff of woyt
m' ii, than he said the muddy 01 0
a Thin the (oura• of a few yk,ar-,
fr..m Pittsburg to Csairo. he able to
11...it boats of gr. at nize because of
the 71.111 44)./t stage that moms to be
-a) great a Dee( to ttlartv who bars
be,•11 students of the waterwa)s prob-
lem.
TN GOSIS1
as
Immortal Kfuekespeore Sappremed by
1 Poliee--.end at Chicago.
rhieartsa III.. June 3.---The works
of the rumored Sttak-slapeare have fal-
la timid- th!, displeasUre of the Chi-
rac) police. Lieutenant Joel A.
Smith, pollee et moor, refused to per-
mit at meting picture .show which.d.
pi. tel the trarteily of Macbeth as
pla).11 Thomas W. Keent•, math
spthe iel between Macbeth and Mac-
duff had been ctit out. The Repro- ot
Lady _Macbeth aind the dagger was
else cut out.
Fialiermatea Leek.
The fact he caught no fish at all
Dan's not distress him much.
Upon had lock of Fact) a kind
Ile Is not apt to tench.
The flaherman wail raise his voice
Lamenting all the day
And te- of hew, despite his pains.
The big one >got away.
-New York Sun.
N .
THE IHNT T.RsTk
le•artand to Wink (babv when a
Bahy.
If parents realiagd the fact that
coffee contains a drag-caffeine--
which is espeeltilly harmful to chil-
dren, they would doubtless hesitate
before giving the babies coffee to
drink.
"When I was at child in my mo1h-
era arms and first bt.gan to nibble
things at the table. mother used to
etre me sips of coffee. As my par-
used coffee exclusively at meals
I -never knew there was anything to
drink but coffee and water.
"And so I contracted the, eoffee
habltearly. I remember when quite
)'oung. the continual use of 'coffee so
affected my parents that they tried
roasting wheat and barley, then
groune It In the coffe: -m111, AP a sub-
et1tute for coffee.
"But it did not taste right and
they went back to coffee again. That
was long before Poatum was ever
heard of. I continued' to use coffee
un-111 I was 27, and whiz I got into
office work, I began to have nervous
spells. Eapecialy after breakfast I
wait so nervons I could seatedy attend
to my correspondence.
"A friend persuaded me to try
Postum, wife and I did not like
It at first, but later when boiled good
and strong It was fine. Now we
would not give up Prate= for the
twst coffee re ever tasted.
"I can now get good sleep, am
free from nervousness and headache«.
I recommend Postum to all eiteffee
drinkers.'
"There's' a reason."
Name given by Postum Battle
Creei, Mich. 'Read "The Road to
Wellville," in pkgs
Ever read the above letter? A new
one appear' from time to time. They
are genuine, true, sod full of human
interest, •
SCHOOL IS ENDED
(Con(inued from tutge one.)
Smith is va.edietoriali. Miss Margaret
achwab is salutatorian and Miss
Eunice itebettson is president of the
dass. The class to:ors are green and
gold.
The program is: •
Music Deal's orchestra.
Invocation -The Hey. M. E. Dodd.
C.ass (-horns--"The High School
March."
Saiiitatoty. "Fame and Fortune or
the Result of Fads and Fancies-
alai.; Mat artt Beatrice Schwab,
Pie.-‘edfation of the spade .to the
(- lass of 19419--Edwin Wei; Bandit..
1 Acceptance for the class of 1909-Edwin Mitchell.
Music---Deal's orchestra.
Address. "The Seareh for the flint"
Invocation-Rev. J. W. Bell.
Plantaeon nielody-The Coleridge-
Taylor Cal).
Salutaton.. "Great Men as Types
ard ' as Italividitais"-Laura Belle
Hamilton.
Oration. "Great Men's Lives in-
fluereed 1)- Noble NVomen"-Il
•
enri-
.
Valedii atty. "The End Not Yet-
William ('it:vin Buford.
, Chorus. "Inchaizi the Dogs of
rWar"-Stiiisa.
Rey. E. \V. S. Hammond,
M.,.D. 11.. Mean in Walden Uni-
trsity).
! Musk- Orchestro.'
Awar.tr 2: of .1:plomas by Mr. J.
Bondir ant, president of the Board
of Educat .
j "The Stettin" (Verdi)-The Cole-
ridge-Tay ,or Club.
! Itenedietion-Rev. E. W. Rodiett.
The school Veer.
Padueah's public schools have just
F.ower"---The Rev. E. S. HarriS. of c:osed the most successful
llumboldt. Tern. I _
Music--1k s:'s orchestra.
Valedictory, -The Arm.riean Wo-'
man"- Miss ,Saidee Mail.- Smith.
Music- D. al's orchestra.
Pre4•ntation of diplotnas-Pre-'-
dent J. K. Honduran% of the sehooi
board.
Class ( hortts-"The Fairies'-Moon-
light Dance."
Address. "Our Schools"-Superin-
tendent John A. Carnagey.
Benediction-The Rev. G. T. Bull:'
van. .
Music-Deal's orchestra.
Tomorrow evening at the Woman',
ciub the A11111U1 SISPOCiattan of ti
High hehool will entertain with a ri -
(option to the graduates. A delight-
ful musical program wi:: be giver
The evening a ill close a week of r, -
(option in honor of the class of at
- Lincoln High School.
The c:ass day program rendered h)
the graduating class of Lincoln high
school. colored, was witnessed and
enkiyed by an audience that l tailed
the capacity of the Harrison street
church. -
The class day exercises were:
Invocation-Rev. V. S. Smith
Chorus. "We Love the School-
Coe.
Class history-Butler
Instrumental solo.- "Stabat Mater"
(Rossini)-Mrs. S. V. Lowery.
Class prophecy-Norman L. Win-
mbn.
Chorus, "Greeting--alerz.
Sentiments .- Daniel litighlett.
Maud L. Parker, Percie Hatch, Au
gusto E. Manion.
_Original toast to the class-Susie
D. Kivel.
Plantation melode-Coleridge-Tay-
lor gub.
Presentation of the spade-7-Oracle
B. Hughlett.
Acceptance of the spade-John A.
Morton. Jr.. '09'.
Class yel:s.
, The teacher's parting word.
"Miserere" (Verdi -The Coleridge-
Taylor Club.
Benediction.
The commencement exercises will
be held at The Kentueky tomorrow
evening. Dr. E. W. S. Hammond.
dean of the Braderrilible Training
Jeltool. Walden University. Nashville.
Wrenn., will dellver the address. Hie
subject will be "The Making of a
Man." '
The graduates are: VillItam Cal-
vin Buford. •Lurena Belle 'Hamilton.
Pereie C. Hatch. Gracie Belle HMO-
lett. Daniel J. Hughlete, Susie Dilla
Kivel, Augusta Elisabeth Manion.
!forman L. WinMon and Henrietta
Woodson.
Flowers and other presets will not
be received
Tickets for the ennoneerement
went on sale this morning at 9
o'clock.
The program Is:
Overture-Orchestra, 1
McPherson's
A Column of
Good Things
for
Saturday
Your eboiee of 'three styles
50e Hair Brushes for
4111111111B 
25c
Special
Price 10c fi(;:g":rn
Cake Imported Castile
Soap.
1 lb. can Imperial Crown
Talcum Powder, choice four
odors
25c
Just a reminder7fAkay's
straw hat cleaner, package
10c
have a few $1 narp Shave
Razoft Inft'for
25c
69e box Chocolates and
Bon Bons
31c
See the new post card size
Kodak only
$8.00
Only dradnates of phiamavy
till prescriptions; no boys.
Soda Special
American Ice, the beet yet.
AlicPherson's
Drug Store
that has ever been held. Throughout
the year perfect harmony has reigned
In all departments, and the best of
work has been done by the pupils.
The average attendance of the schools
has been 2,800, which is an increase
of 58 over last year. Superintend-
ent John A. Carnagey is especia:ly
happy over the good showing of the
schools at the close of ls first year's
work, and he is looking to a con-
tinued improvement next year with
an enla-rged course of study. At all
Owl' he has had the interest of the
schools at heart, and has given them
his ejosest attention.
During the year in every parth.ular
the schools were successful, as there
,was no epidemic to prevent regular
attendance, and the cases of sus-
pension have dropped materially.
School was held for the first time in
the Whittier building. In the middle
of the term the pupils and teachers
were changed from the old Longfel-
low to the new Longfellow building
without a serious interruption of the
school studies. The addition Of school
- buildings has relieved a cramped con-
dition for room, and lays open a
wider field for good results next year.
In the High school probably better
results hate been had than any other
year. With an average attendance
of 165 students, much brighter hopes
are looked for next year. In all
probability a manual traiping Four
will be adopted as well as a commer-
(Jai course. Prof. W. H. Bugg. the
principal. in his first year has had a
wonderful control over the school,
and throughout the session only the
best of feeling has existed between
the faculty and the school body.
Owing to the growing numbers one
addition-bas been made to the faculty
which makes the faculty consist of
eight teachers. In the school there
has been the same old trouble of
holding the boys until graduation.
and with the new courses, it is be-
lieved the dltlictily will be solved.
0.3
Chattarmoga  6.3 6.2
Cincinnati  16.9 1.1
Evansville  15.0 1.5
Florence  4.0 0.5
Johnsonville  4.0 3.0
Louisville  7.2 0.2
Mt. Carmel  6.5 1.5
Nashville  111a) 0.6
Pittsburg  4.6 1.0
St. Louie  211.6- 0.8
Mt. Vernon  15.5 1,4
Paducah  12.0 0.6
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River stage at 7 o'clock this morn-
ing read 22.6, a fall* of .5 since yes-
terday morning. Rainfall 1.90 inches.
The steamer Dick Fowler had some
repair work done to her wheel this
mornitig. The Dick took an excur-
sion of the delegates and members of
the Woman's club out for a trip up
the Tennessee rivqr Mutt night. The
Dirk Fowler made her regular trip
to Cairo this moraine ivith a fair trIp
of freight and imiseeneers.
The Royal made a round trip from
Golconda today doing a good business
each way.
The George Cowl ng was In port
twice today front Metropolis with a
big trip of passengers and freight.
The Reaper went to the mines at
Caseyville today after a tow of coal
for the West Kentucky Coal company
The John S. Ito kills was' in from.ifis
Evansville this mo g with a gOed
trip of passengers an freight. She
returned at noon to Evarinville.
The Joe Fowler will be the Evans
ville packet tomorrow morning.
The Miran will leave for Memphis
,, morrow with a tow of coal of td
i '('kt's Stir Ina Won liestaolly Coal
Special Prices on All Men's
Suits Friday and Sainrday.
Match there at our ldw velem-No.
no, not in Paducah at oar prices.
Suits at any price you want to pay.
<pecial Friday and Saturday from 85
up to $18 a suit.
Men's Cellars
Man's Loose Scarf Collars Friday
and Saturday at 10c each
Lot men's 10c Collars Friday and
Saturday at Sc each.
Shoes and Oxfords.
Not all sizes of each kiltd, but all
sizes in the lot. Children's Oxfords,
regular $1.O0 kind Friday at .. 75o
Misses' Oxfords, regular $1.26 _kind,
special Friday at ; 95c.
Women's $2:50 Oxfords, special Fri-
day  g1.75.
Grocery Department.
IS !ha C. *mar for  $1.011
1-7 lbs. Granulated Sugar $1.00
7 bars Star Soap  25c
4 cans Pride Corn  25c
6 cans Clipper Corn  25c
3 bottles Queen Olives  2.5c
24 lb. bag "Belle of Itsadotph" pat.
Flour  70a
3 pkgs. Toasted Corn Flakes for 2-.)c
3 bokes Search Light Matches for 10c
3 cans California Peaches for   504
I company. The Egan will remain at
Memphis to do harbor work while the,
A. J. Beardsley will undergo repairs
The J. S. passed down yesterday
from' the upper Ohio to Cairo. She
will run excursions out of Cairo.
The Kt•ntucky is due tonight from
the Tenness • and wit return Satur-
day night at 6 o'clock.
The Barth will go to Caseyville to-
morrow to do harbor work for the
I'Veld Kentucky Coal ,C01:001111.y _ while
the Fannie Wallace comes to Padu-
cah to be repaired.
The Wabash took an excursion of
colored people to Metropolis lase
night.
The Charles Turner arrived from
Joppa today with a tow of empty
horses. .
The Peters Lee will leave Mem-
phis this afternoon at 5 o'clock for
Cincinnati and will be due here Sat-
urday afternoon. The Peters Lee
will lin :n the place of the Georgia
Lee this week.
The Chattanooga W111 be due from
the upper Tennessee Sunday ad
return the following Wedattada)
The Cutaway took tie° eshi
parties acroos the river to the lel
this morning.
•
Official Forecarda.
The Obit) at Evaneville and
Vernon will continue falling for
or three days. it Paducah will
Orme to* fall slowly during tie
36 hours. At Cairo not muck
during the next 24 hours,
rise slightly.
The Tennessee at Florence and
erton will continue falling for
hours. At Johnsonville will rift
Ing the next 36 hours.
The Mississippi from below
Louis to Cairo, will continue r
two or three days, reaching betw
29.5 and 3,0.0 feet at Cape Girar
Old Gentleman-And if you
five hundred dollars and multipl
It by two what would you get
Boy- Natitomobile!
Bazaar,
The Paducah Traction
(isssiruarateg.)
To Owners and
Persons in
Charge of Vehicles
The manatment of this eompany asks the co-operation of
and persons in charge of vehick.a using the ',utak highways to
corlisione and accidents to mesons using the streets.
Motormen are governed by rule.' based 0114141 an expeeieesee of
than half A century. If these rules. were alwaym strictly observed5
dente would seldom occur. ltfotormen arc carefully interacted awl
and are hekl Perkily to account.
If driver% of VelliCleti would observe corresponding rule* k
lieved that eollisions would be reduced to almost nom, many
would never take place if either the motorma• or driver was alert to
duties.
The following roles for driver. are suggested:
1. Never e"" 1; highway without first making sure that dame
other celikle near enough to carve. a colliakm.
2. Never turn suddenly onto a track when a car la
from either direction.
3. Always crops street(' and turn corners at a moderate Mho
awed.
In turning into another street do not "cut the corner." but
a full turn, keeping aa far as possible to the right.
3. Ile sure your horse ha, or engine and brakes are. alike
control, espeslally where the streets are crooked; where the, *MO' 61
structell, or when passing cars which paesengere are eatetbig
a. Remember that a street car is confined to the meek sad ling
mottarinan vanntat turn taut or ,ttap his car instantly when mewl Wt."
7. Do not rely upon the motorman to (tate you from do
(mem-, of y.,ur own carelessness. He may not be able to an six
N, Vebere practicable, keep on the right of the road and •• far
II,,' tench AN safety requires.
0. Nesor turn noon a track in front of a car without drat
the tiwtorman your intention in Lime foe him to make It soft be yen
(1,, Mt v.ithout risk.
lo. Remember that comitaist visttlaSee is the twice of safety,
The Paducah -Traction
ansaresimssa.)
OkE RI8DIIBAD,Meander.
IPARW THE PADTTCAIFT VIVENTNG STTN•
II • TRTRSIDtT. nnrlt 4.
•Pll
Paducah Sun
aii.11010011 AND WIME113.I.
MIEN PUBLISHING OOMPARY.
IBOINIUMiariethge
1. M. PUDIZR. Presthesei.
S. ISILIToit. Getters' eilatusger.
at the eootornes at Pedalos&
CF. es wend glass matter.
SUMscsurtiou Karma
11111111 DAILY BM
defter. per week 
man. per month. In advisees.. .211
per year. In advance --MAO
III1NOKLY SUM
Ilfsn Tem. by wall. Poona,* paid • .11-11
Address THE SUN. leadasale
Mee. 116 illentk Third. Plisse Me
Palms at Teens. Amass end atm
Week. representatives.
!Ha 11(114 eau be toned at the fellow-
BatSams:D. Clements • Os.
Van Dulls Dee&
Palmer Moms.
THURSDAY, JUNE 4.
CIRCULATION STATERENT.
Niay--1908.
1 4640
2 4497
4 4501
4518
• 4545
7 45.52
4586
• 4614
11 4635
12 4650
13 4668
14 4704
15 4745
14 4769
18 4813
19 4834
20 4847
21 4874
22 4870
23 4874
25 4868
26 4863
27 4813
28 4827
29 4856
30 487
Total 122938
:Average for May, 1908 • 4725
-Average for May, 1907 3972
Increase  753
Personally appeared before me, this
Jane 3, 194)8, R. D. MacMillen, busi-
ness manager of The Sun, who affirms
that the above statement of the cir-
culation of The Sun for the month of
May, 130.8, is true to the best of Ills
knowledge and belief.
My commission expires January
10. 1913. PETER PURTEAR.
Notary Public.
Daily Thought.
A Man cannot be at peace with
himself while he 'Oyes in disobedleace
to known truth.—Benjamin Which-
cote.
- 
For so weighty an argument, Sen-
ator LaFollette's speech against the
currency bill had little effect.
A returned In!sslonary at Hopkins-
dine. after braetng the terrors of the
Jungle, fell a victim to convenience!
of modern civilization.
While admfrIng Governor Cum-
alas, of Iowa, we are glad the veter-
Alneon was returned to the senate.
Ilk party ssrvice•deserves the honor.
Uncle Joe Cannon and his auto-
ling got stuck in the mud
In Pennsylvania. Uncle Joe has al-
mays been considered a statesmen of
the old school, opposed to new enter-
prtses; but no doubt now Uncle loe
will recall the early interest of the
stational government in building post"
roads, and further the progress of the
National road building movement.
With Prey Woodson and former
Governor Beckham In a hand-to-hand
esoountir at the Lexington conven-
tion for the position of national Dem-
ocratic committeeman in the presi-
deatlal campaign, presiding over the
destinies of Kentucky's apportion-
ment of the boodle, their friends in
the districts of the state - will rally In
support of a cause they love, and
FOMP Interest will attach to a con-
vention. Wheal is Bryan, anyway, anl
otherwise very tame.
POLITICAL AMENITIES.
Thom gentlemen of the opposition.
who are making campaign capital out
of Beeretary Taft's memorial address.
should reflect that for the ;Republicsns
Jost at this juncture to asperse Grant
Clrant is safer than to asperse Taft.
A campaign of abuse and vIllification
seldom is effectual 4n a light between
which Melling Republicans and lead-
ing Republican mespapenc Move
awoken against him. end the Demo-
cratic candidate must be armed with
weapons from the Republican cseude
date's own camp.
It was to the interesi of the party
that every candidate should mak.
the race on his own merit and person-
al strength. Who led in every sec-
tion of the union in this contest of
popularity, is too plain for comment
If we should choose our candidat.-
taking the one who spoke his mind
most fearleaely and yet held the most
discreet tongue and kept his sup-
porters in check, we should cermee
Taft. Never has a candidate for the
nomination been hampered more or
Irritated more by his adversaries. A
cabal in congress did everything pea-
Able to injure him, and had not his
record for honesty and efficiency been
such as it is, he would have been
ruined by the searchlights that played
over his career. The light only made
more plain the tine qualities of the
man, and the ease with which he met
every trying situation.
Purposely he was hemmed In on
three sides by "favorite son" candi-
dates and the most vindictive opposi-
tion was offered him in his own state.
lie never compromised at home. Ir-
resistibly he swept every county.
every city and every voting precinct
in the state. .He kept hands off the
other states and permitted the "favor-
ite FOBS" to win the complimentary
votes of their own states: but north,
south, east and west, opposition or no
opposition, he won, and his strength
proved greatest in those states of the
north and west. where Republlean
Limited States senators and congress-
men and governors controlled the pat-
renage. even though they might have
been menet* enemies of the admin-
istration.
Is it likely that a man, who had
gttled the arlar land troubles in the
itigines, started the Mumma ca•
nal work nit a business basis, calmed
Cuba and smiled serenely through
the vicious light against him In the
contest. should, in the hour of his
triumph with a majority of the dele-
gates pledged to him and assuring
him of the loyal support of his can-
didacy, make a break with his tongue
on an occasion that called for nothing
more than a "hurrah for the flag"
oration!
We are inclined to think that cer-
tain press bureaus have not ,beeti
stopped. They were hired for the
campaign, and have not received oM-
Mal information that the fight Is over.
These spiteful outbursts should be
hushed. No one will believe the
charges made against Taft by people,
whose mouths have been the sources
of their own political undoing.
POLITICAL AROHiAEOLOGY.
"The historic Democratic party
was a firm believer in sound money,"
says a lcra! paper, which ip support-
ing Bevan for the presidency. -The
Federalist party of which the prnent
day Republican party is the succes-
sor end bodily heir. stood for infla-
tion and fiat money."
There is a column and a half more
of It: hetthe rest is just as true an,'
accurate as the declaration that the
Republican party is the "bodily heir"
of the old Federalist party, of which
probably not one voter was living
when the Republican party came Into
be:ng. Perhaps, some old Whig no-
tions clung to early Republicans aria
the party became indoctrinated with
certain- Naleg principles: but the Re-
publican party was created for a
purpose. free from the traditionary
limitations and the narrow views of
the first confederation of 'states. and
in that freedom and flexibility, borne
up by the purity of its original m
thee has met every demand of new
conditions and proteems. No adjec-
tives of antiquity, excepting such
fragments of the fundamental prin-
ciples of eternal truth as it may have
caught up. deecribe the Republican
party of today or yesterday.
In a Minor Rey.
Rich is its haunting minor key—
Mooning for things that can never be.
Or things that are lost to the day
and ann.
Back in some black oblivion.
It moves on wings from the misty
past,
Over its glades are shadows cart.
It whistles a dirge for ancient days—
Solemnly sad are the tunes it plays.
Its volunm, rises and falls. It Who
candidates of opposing parties; b4lk The heart with tremors and doubtsSI a campaign for a nomination it .4 and thrills.
treasonable to the Party's interests.
:It Is a sign-of weakness to seek pre- It roams the breadth of the sea and
Immient solely on comparative flee- i . earth,
from defects. Nominations for But it never harbors a note of mirth.t are not made according to t
politicol suitability for al —
,grey old harper, In wondrous ways,
4.114.
ays select a man without a
111ae7' if they were we
'm 
You requiem tells of the yester-lr 
days—
•siserd, so that he could not be at-,
ladled; whereasn 'Bet who that lives can the tale (Ill %-
eft records of public SPrOce Thel
Republican party Is not, as some poli-i 
late,
Or quote the presage of Life and
tilluan imagine, divided Into factions.'
ea* seeking to control for the sake 
Fate!
of control It Is selecting the man But sing away. In the chimney flue.
bust suited for the presideney of the— - - Of things that are old and things
dnd istrict convektiong the verioua
Vetted States, arid before the Mat/
a 
that are new—
candidates have been trying out their
popularity. 
'Till sorrow and suffering seem sub-
lime— _
t
TIM successful one must go beforlTo the very ends of the sands of
the country and make the figh Time!
aggitilut a Democratic candidate. le—Joel Benton, in Success Magazine
the maididatee all daring the long
ante-eMmesition campaign devote There Is no hope for the man who
their 1111$0 and energise to diapered- declines to gave himself a square
if Whir adlterearies, putUng evil deal
estonrilleilhee ea their eels and words 4
and belittling their remards. the ear
-I 
An ignorant permit IR one who
censful .a.i.tidai. ;newt iseeiMillirily be doesn't keels wlist pus have just
weakened in his party by the word, reenil out.
T
VANISHING
" FLEETS 4'
'a lay
ROY NORTON
ILLIJernera• IT W. Wen
611Sadas &sae
(('ontinued from last fume.)
CHAPTER IX.
Barred by Bayonets.
Rested by his sea voyage, and glow-
ing with a determination to win his
way across the border eest with no
definite idea as to whet method he
should pursue. Guy lielier landed in
Montreal. His first effc-t was to gain
what details he could as to the nature
of the embargo will.] had been placed
on travelers between the tea coun-
tries, after which he lost no time in
personally studying the habits of the
border camps. Long residence in
America had lessened the broadneas
of his A's, and wp a little practice his
R's were &Imo& those of the aver-
age New Yorker.
The meager information he suc-
ceeded in gathering was not alto-
gether trustworthy, as he was soon to
learn. He had been told that certain
Americans. In Canada at the time the
line of blue was drawn, were per-
mitted to pass, and thus regain their
homes, and on this he based his first
sally. There was no trouble whatever
in gaining the encampments nor in
interviewing the officers in command
of that section of the defense. A
smartuppearing sentry passed him
over to the guardianship of a soldier
of duty, who conducted him to one of
the regulation tents which dotted the
hillside bick of the line.
On the orderly's presenting his card,
I voice from within hailed: 'Come
in!" and be entered the little house of
canvas to find three officers engaged
in some game of cards which he did
not understand.
' "What can I do for you?' the com-
mander inquired, rising from his camp
stool and still holding the visitor's
card in his hand.
'1 am anaemia to cross the line," M-
eer replied.
The officer laughed and shook his
bead. "I'm sorry, sir, but we have
had as high as 100 applications of this
nature In one day, and my orders for-
bid my acceding to any such re-
quest."
"Hut you pass Americana, do you
not?"
Again the officer smiled tolerantly,
replying with good nature: "Not un-
der conditions like these. We have no
choice in the matter. If you are an
American, I thoroughly appreciate
your anxiety to go home; but I cannot
help you."
It began to look less easy. "In there
no way at all'!" asked Hillier.
"My dear sir," the officer answered,
"the prophet Moses leading his band
across the Red sea had an easier trip
than you could make through our
lines."
For a moment the courier lost pie
tience. and then as a last resort he de-
Med to make a clean -breast of his
errand. "Colonel," he said. "I am not
an American: I am the secretary of
the British embassy in Washington—
or was up to the time of this war.
I come as a special messenger from
my country, bearing important dis-
patches, which I am to deliver only
Into the hands of 'nig excellency, the
president of the United States. The
accomplishment of nty mission may
have a grave bearing on this conilict.
and It possibly may prevent blood-
"ed"The Colonel turned to oae side and
threw down the playing cards. which
he had been holding .before making
any reply. His COMpanloos looked
highly interested; but their faces gave
no hope.
:'Mr. Hillier, there have. been .at
least 20 men before MP with similar
important messages, many of whom
have come direct from other foreign
powers. The first of these I took from
them and seat forward by special
couriers of my own. In each ease I
was given a reprimand. Come here,"
he said, and preceded L4illier eat into
the open. where a bulletin board was
nailed against a tree. In the very
center of a collection of orders pasted
thereon was one which read:
-General Order No. 27,007: Order'
No 16,004, wheel was delivered to all
oMcers, bulletined anA.riNti to •11
men, permits of no mo~on what-
ever. It read: 'No ofrenhail pass
through the lines, either In or out,
and under no circumstances shall any
communication be passed, either in or
out, save on the written permit dull
sealed and signed by the president of
the United States' "
"Is that emphatic enough?" he
asked, turning to Hillier, who re-
luctantly admitted that it allowed of
no misinterpretation.
-Het," said the latter half Jokingly,
"suppose I make a run for IC!"
"In that case, Mr Hillier," the offi-
cer answered gravely, "my men would
unhesitatingly drill you full of holes,
and I should be sorry to we a man
whom I take to be a gentleman make
such an attempt. This may look like
Plats but underneath gloved hands
along this border are the claws of war.
Don't, please, soaks me noshes*
them!"
The secretary, baffled, declined the
proffer of a drink, and was promptly
escorted hack across the Canadian
lines; but on the way he made new
plans He was only rebuffed by his
fire (slime. ILLIti doggedness he
set his jaws and swore that by some
means or other he would go to %Vatib-
ington. Time was becoming more and
more valuable, so much of it had been
expended in his first inquiries and
overtures. He would now be driven to
stealth and disguise.
He returned to the city, bought •
shabby suit of clothes from a second-
hand dealer, checked his luggage in
the hotel, put the precious dispatches
In a pocket within his shirt, and called
for an automobile. The machine car-
ried him rapidly down a well rolled
road till night fell, whoa he paid the
chauffeur, and as IA additiatal pre-
caution for the sake of secrecy walked
ahead till satisfied that he had put
many miles between himself and any-
one who might have observed his coal-
He had seen enough during the day
to be convinced that under ordinary
circumstances It would be impossible
to pass the sentries, whose beats were
exceptionally short, and who formed
almost a continuous line as far as he
had been able to observe. Ills he
quiries had elicited the Information
that somewhere In the vicinity a small
river flowed between the two coun-
tries, and he purposed using this tribu-
tary of the St. Lawrence as a means
to gain the other country. His plan
was rendered more tenable because
the moon, being in the full, favored
him. The night itself seemed most
propitious, as from the west a dark
bank of clouds was slowly coming for-
ward, promising 'to lend obscurity at a
time when It should be most needed
(To he continued in next issue.)
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
aver, does makes yes leelbruer. Liz- Fe
co's" sour whale Insides dint. Vold en the
sassy-back plan 11.11171111IIITt. Prase be teats.
Watchmakers' oil is front the jaw-
bone of the porpoise
PADUCAH RETAINS
Continued from Page One,
an all sides, about this federation
meeting. Mrs. Riker was pleased
with the attendance and ethought it
large considering the cotnpetition of
the general federation in Boston,
which many Kentucky club women
will attend.
Great businesceand social exertions
Wednesday did not prevent a large
attendanse at this morning awee°,
at re o'clock. The Rev. W. E. Cave.
pastor for the First Presbyterian
cittircie opened the sese;on with
prayer. Mr* Riker announced that
the presidents of the Illinois and Mis-
souri state federations had sent tel.'-
Krauts of greetings to the Kentucky
federation. The council of Jewish
women in Louisville niece sent greet-
ings and' a leter from Mrs. &trims
Perkins. an ex-federation president,
who is .n Europe, was read.
Four tommittees cf the state fed-
eration reported thjs morning, the IS
hrary traveling - library.
civic, pure food. Mrs. Morris Bart-
lett, Of Lawrencebtlrlr. chairman er
tb library extension committee, re-
that'libraries all over the state
have been improved, some built and
interest In others greatly increased by.
her committee. Allied with the li-
brary extension work is the traveling
library, whose work for the year was
reported by the chairman, Mess Fan-
nie C. Rawson. The federation gave
Miss Rawson a rising vote of thanks
for her excellent work and at the con-
clusion of her report, th.• Rev. J. 'H.
Denry. pastor of ire Kentuo4tY Ave-
nue PreabyterLan okurch, expressed
his good opinion of the quality of
work being dame by the federation.
The traveling libraries have been
vastly enlarged this year, -
Mrs. Liston Riker, of Harrodsburg.
read the report of the civics commit-
tee for Mrs. T. J. Rmkh. who could
not be present. The report advised
the enlistment of the children :n the
Sisk of sanitation and beautification
in municipalities. This committee's
work is evident in every town In the
stale, where they have attempted Im-
provement. Mrs. C. P. Weaver, of
Louisville, had placards of statistics
to Illustrate her report from the sub-
committee of civic, on health, which
showed Kentucky to be low In the
scale of states that are spending mon-
ey to -prevent disease. Miss Lill*
Breed, of Louisville. chairman of the
Pure food committee reArted great
activity by the state authorities; et en-
forcing the laws.
Mies Elizabeth Sinnott In the last
report of the credentials committee.
said that 1.03 visitors are present,
of whom are delegates, it state °M-
eets and 8 chairmen.
finantitstIon Anseeded.
During the balloting for officers,
the committee on amending the con-
stitution reported, changing Article 6,
so that clubs with 34 members or lees
shall pay $3 a year to the state fed-
eration. and clubs with over 30 mem-
ben, ten cents per capita. This will
Increase (be rust to the large clubs.
Philanthropic clubs will be admitted
on the basis of Entail verbs. In the
dierretion of the executive board.
Three subjects on Wednesday's
program were given title morning,
l'he report of !he auditor 111111 accept'
ere as W11.1 I lo• treasurer's report,
which was given yesterday. Miss
%nna Webb read the report of the
arts and crafts committee in the ab-
sence of Mrs. J. R. Morton, of Isouls•
vIlle. This committee's work is to re-
store handicraft to rural homes, from
wbkh modern machinery has operat-
ed to remove it. Mrs. John Wirt Dins-
more. of Berea college, addressed
the meeting on "Fireside Industries.'
illustrating her talk with coverlets,
homespun cloth and baskets, made in
the mountains ef Kentaoky by WM.
en They were beautiful examples of
the art. In this connection, Mrs.
Riker read a personal letter from
Governor A. E. Willow Its which be
empuunited the work and promised to
give it his Memort.
. Thema the Prise
Mrs. &amend Post, of the press
committee, moved and it was unani-
mously agreed to. to thank the local
press for their reports of the meeting.
Mrs. Post wel not be as active In Pa-
ducah club work next year an for-
merly, owing to visits she will make
in Virginia and New York. She was
largely responsible for bringing
Judge Willis Brown, of Salt Lake
City, here winter before last, whose
lecture on juvenile courts was a nota-
ble event.
Mrs. Hubbard R. Wells. president
of the Matinee Musical club, probably
will have her work extended to In-
clude the whole state. A new depart-
ment to the federation will not be
created, but it Is desared that music
be treated front a state-wide view-
point.
Schmauf; Bros. furnished all the
palms and potted plants used in the
club buiiding. and Brunson decorated
the dinincroom for the luncheon yes-
terday. Post cards of Paducah welt*
furnished free to the delegates.
Miss Halite Hisey. chairman of the
committee on ushers and twee: an-
nounced the names of the persons to
serve today: Thursday morning,
Misses Faith Langstaff. ('arline Sow-
ell and Philippa Hughes, ushers:
Misses Jean Morris and Helen Hills,
pages. Thursday afternoon. Miss's
Blanche Hels. Lelie Mae Winstead.
Rept Coleman and Ethel Brooks.
ushers; Misses Juiia Dabney and
Ellen Boswell, pages. Thursday even-
ing, at Wallace park. Misses Lula
Reed, Clara Park. and Mary Scott,
ushers.
This Afternoma.
Wall Luella Boyd, of Covington.
first vice-president, is presiding over
this afternoon's session, which began
at 2.30 o'clock. It is customary for
the president to vacate for one Ses-
sion in favor of the first vice-presi-
dent. Mrs. Leteher Riker has made
a splendid presiding officer, and Miss
Lillian Lindsey. as recording secre-
tary. and Miss Halcion Hardin, as cor-
responding secretary, have given en-
tire satisfaction. All committees that
.have not reported will do as Wu
I Our Specials for Friday310-512 Broadway
Ideal Meat and Fancy Grocery Market
Hour Sale from S p. m to 6 p. m.
We will sell 2 doz. Fancy Lemons for ....... ....... 25C
Extra large Pineapple 3 for —...-... 25C
Fiali—Croppies, black Bass, Spaniel) Mackerel, Halibut, Lake
Trout, Red Salmon.
Brick Cheese, per pound 180
Cream Cheese, per pound -- --180
Imported Swigs Chem*, per pouud........._-- 320
Roastitig Ear Corn, per dozen -- 500
Extra Fancy Prunes, per pound__ —10o
Ikni't forget our cooked meats of all kin.,,
I
lamoommomb. 
gates tent to get supper before the
river trip. Those clubs that reported
were:
Browning club. Current Events
club and Current Topics club. of
Bowling Green; Woman's club. Clin-
ton; four clubs of Covington; Wo-
man's History club. Franieln; Fort-
nightly club and WomanSt Magazine
club, Fulton; College° Street .club.
Harrodsburg; Mercer County Teach-
lens club. itarrodsburn: Pierian t.lub.
Iswrenceburg; Woman's club, Lea-
1 iugton; Consumer league. Literature
'club. Monday Afternoon club, Free
Kindergai ten association, Tourist
club, Woman's club, Woman's Emer-
gency association, Louisville; Wo-
man's Book dub, Madisonvele:
Woman'r club, Mayfield; Acme club.
Nieholasvilice Married Ladies Read-
ing club. Woman's dub. Owensboro
Alumni association. Delphic. Maga-
zine, Kalosuphic. Matinee Musical
and Woman's clubs. Paducah; Liter-
ary club. Paris; Progressive Culture
club, Paris; Woman's club. Paris.;
Twentieth Century club, Smith:and:
Woman's (-Alb and Library associa-
tion, Wickliffe.
The Entertainment. .
and Mary Scott. Ices and cake were
served in the dining room,. the club
colors of violet and gold prevailleg
in the designs. On the cakes, various
musleal inatiuments Were -traced.
Nee arrivals for the meeting yes-
terday Were: Mrs. Ora L. Adams.
liairodsburg; Mrs. David Johasou.
Clinton; Mrs. W. P. Phillips. Louis-
ville:. Mrs. Frank Beckham Powers.
Lawrenceburg; Mrs. L. K. Rue. Dan-
ville; VIII. John L. Grayut, Smith'
land; 14rs. J. I.. Woodbury. Louis-
ville; Mrs. John Durham, Franklin:
Mrs. It. E. tioldsby. Fulton; Mrs. W
I.. R. -Reynolds, Mrs. W, W. Morris,
Fulton; Mrs. II. W. Houghton. Bos-
ton.
timunsissiosier's Hale.
In pureueuce of a judgnment.of Mc-
Cracken Circuit Court, rendered at
its April terut, 11108, in the action of
II B. eublette, plaintiff, against E
W. Vatic-haw admieletmtor, etc , de-
fendant, 1 will, on Monday, June Nth
about the hoer of 10 °Slack a m I.
1901t thing Ouunty Court day 0. at
the Court House door its Pidilt•aft
Kentucky, sell to the Wettest bidder.
on a credit sis G) months, the tot-
!afternoon. Continuing Welnesday St strenuous lowing described preperty. viz:
I 
rpiruorawnio.mt..hne delegates and Paducah. - The featuring described prolwrtyWedneretfay Evening.
left the wharfboat at situated in the city of Paducah. Mc-Strenuous, the word made famous
by President Roosevelt, is the only .7:10 o'clock for a river
 ride on th• Crackeu rowels Kentucky. describe.1
one that will adequate 'y describe fast steamer Dick 
Fowler, under the 15, follows, ,
personal charge of Mr. Saunders Fow-
ler and ('aptain Mark Cole. The. slos on the west side. of Harrison street
First tract Beginn:ng at a poiselWednesday'r proeram of the state
I federation. etarting with a business
I
joyed One of the most unique social right angles towerds (lay Street 173
perceptibly before the Is.etsession at 10:30 o'clock. few breath. r:"re'd
;eft and over a brindled guests en- out from the river lios feet; thence at
es-- 120 feel front Girard street; thence
ing spells were found in the whole
'day, until nearly midnight. when the
second reception was ended. 
, entertainments the federation has feet 3 inches; thence at right angles
i After the morning business PCS- ever known, and from expreesion
e of' 50 
those aboard, •n entertainment that I stii "triserd ttlinentsfibssi°1 1173vefreer rand :1 tath717:sloe, which closed at 12:45 o'clock. 1
luncheon was served in the club will stand out among all t
he piano- to the beglansing point 00 Harrison
'building and the afternoon session rate functions Of 
th:. meeting Music street. sass. Los" is ',ewe s ,s It Q
began at 2:15 o'clock In the K,-was furnished by 
the steamer Cr-'
ch• stria. while the guests scattered Paducah. and beteg the saris. iirtipPt-
.4.6.. ...entAtitilk's additive to the city of
s tucky Avenue Preebyterian cburch.
labs E. N. Cloeiper, of the nat:onal ov•-r the handsome steamer, to 
be iv in all respects cow...el-el to Mrs. 11
rhi:d :alsor tornmittee, made a short served with ices and cakes 
wherever C_ Vaughan, now deceased by T C.
and comprehenaie address on the they happened to sit 
down. Afterlo.s,a,ch 2,14 his wife. kenos. Leese, un
limportance of supporting the )(011- going severa miles up the Tennesse
e the 12th day of April. 194'.;, and re-
tticky child labor law, white.' enemies river, tile boat turned around and ' corded in deed book al. pone 217. In
are sot king to have certain veal went down the Ohio river past Pade- he.. eeeseck.n (snooti)st:sow Clerk's
paragraphs repealed In 1910. tie cah. thus affording the guests a rideismco. -
recommended that the chairman of on both 'rivers. MI" regmt was PI. 1 fiecond tract Being lest No S IS
Steal committees mend lists of names pressed at the enferred brevity of th
e block No. :... addinua I to the cliw of
of men and wouom in their commune trip, when the boot landed at the p
laduca"ealucky. said kit 
min 
hsina.
It.' conditions he described. to Mrs. 
wharthQat at 8:11 o'clock' Er". Ed' 
of 
n:nic at a .point on Harrison str...-t
d Post. third ice-president v ..
ties who are interested in alleviating
C. P. elver. of Louls%llle. who will 
c•41 feet front the northwest corner
the federation. Mrs. Mildred Davis. of Hareem and Twelfth ateret
turn them over to the Kentucky and Miss Matte' Fowler were the hoe- theme In a westerly direction to-
Chiid Labor IISSO4iation. This abli1)- te"ell Cif the river trip. weeds Thirteenth et r• et, and with tho
elation, will communicate Toilettes were again made for the with the i line of illurrecon street So feet, then.a.
pc.rsonr whose names are sent In second of Wednesday evening's en-
M r. Oropper said that there is an tertainment at the Kentucky Avenue at 
reghi angles arid towards; (la.
econoelic advantage to the corn- at
alreertist17.3 feet and 3 Incases, thence
Pretsbyterlan church at 9 o'clock.
munit • whe . child labor' hu ir when local talent gave a recital of 
t angels towards Twrirrh
street S'is feet, theme at right 'melee
173 feet 3 !aches to the mem of lar •
ginning on Harrison /nee te.Ing the
cense lot or parcel af eronind In VI
respects conveyed by li e Vmurbin
and Paul.ne Vaustiin and F. W
Vaughan and his wife., Daisy C
Vaughan and Mildred Vernen atel
her linefeed. George C V.rnon. NI
I Mii.ica I club followed at 'the wr LMrC. M C Vaughan by their .te,.I
tend on the stage, while the 
t
nes
man's club building at le o'clock. dated Mar, h 1 104,7.th. 1.6 dl. an.recor.1--- e * ,
and diction of SOM. were highly cred-i. 'Many delegates and local cub INF' elf in (14441 bn°"t• Ong° 154. Me"
itable As a group, the six I' d wh
ten numbers. Mesdames George Itca, over eommun ities where it is per-
netted. .Hart, James Weille and Lela Wade
I 
;Lewis, Mime; Anne Bradshaw. Lela 
Reed. Mamie O'Brien. May-meIsrey-
Remarkable 'evidence of , woman's 'fuss -and Messrs. Richard fine and
self-possessiun in public was shown winam De al _. participated. The
in the two minute reporta from the weather was gifiet and • large audi-
individual clubs. that followed 'Mr. ence, elegantly gowned, flied the
Cloppees address. Not a single on' ..
f the1uult • 
church The receptlos by the Matinee
men, who were kept away from TOPS-
women. who reported from the local day byclubs, Mrs Louis Rieke. Alumni 
.a, 
evening's opening rasses
the rain. attended this reception.
elation: Mrs. Mildred Davis. Delphic making it, if possible, more brilliant
club: Mrs. Hubbard Wells. Matinee
Musical club: Miss Anna Webb, 
than that function. In the receiving
Slit- 
line were the officers of the Matinee
Magazine club; Klizabeill Musical club, the presidents of the
nott, Kalosophle club, and Mrs. federated clubs in title city and the
James A. Rudy, the Woman's club,' federation officers. Downstairs the
easily ranked among the best speak-i'active members of the Matinee muse
ecs. Mrs. Rudy. as head of the Pa-
dwell clubs in entertaining the fed-
,eal club helped to entertain while the
Tn 
lanociate membere had charge up-(e on, was applauded vigorously. maws.
I ller report showed that the Paducah!
Woman's club handled over $5.000 
Cot flowers and potted plants were
distributed artisticaev mare. the build-
last year. and no city in the state has ng Punch was served on the backclubs that have attempted more am-•
, 
iporch by Misses Aline Bagby. Maim.
I
bilious programs than Paducah. 1 Dreyfuse Anne Bradshaw. 1.11'a 11.TII 
A bird's eye 'viewof the work at-
tempted by Kentucky right was got-
ten in the reports yesterday after-
noon. It showed them active in a
wide variety of literary, artistic, civle
economic, social and philanthropic
lines, lAwreeceburg club women
have been made members of the
commercial club of that. town, and
recognition of the "boosting" value
of women's clubs has been given in
other ways in nearly all drier. Bev-
l eral reports were read for delegates
,who were unable to attend. Notable
among these was that of Mrs. Juliet
,R Belknap. of bottlevele, who wrote
her report on a sick bed, and which
Miss Cariyle A. Leech gave in her at.
fence. The report dealt with the
work of the woman's auxiliary of the
'Kentucky Humane society and indi-
cated that greater interest in this
humanitarian subject Is evident
throughout the state. Nearly three
hOIIIS IllierP CI:MAI/Med in giving the
club reports, under the direction of
Miss Haldon Hardin, corresponding
secretary. The attendance was good
to the end, bet several numbers on
the program were PoetPoset at 4:11
O'clock until tttigy, to glee the. done
es
tst
• •
Cracken County (Noun Clerk's office
I will offer for sale the fire frac'
to satisfy a debt of $1.141" MI with
interest from May IL leos, and tbe
costs of this melon, and if said prop-
ertv shall not sell for 01111101. to eat
hay said debt, Interest and rime :then
I will sell the. second tract above de-
sor !bed.
The purchaser wit he required tose,
give bond with approved "trinity ,
bearing interest at E, per cent from
clay of sale. haVil.olg force of replevin
bond, on which execution may issue
when dee.
This 234 dav of. May,
('rice & RCM Attorneys
celeste REED Ma....r Cern
't)
k
Help one of your friends to win.
one of those grand prizes in 74e
Sam': $2,000 contest, The first is
worth $700, the second $100,  the
third $300. Ste particulars on_
Pate : ..
S.
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THE PADUCAH •EVOCING
511
THERE is class, snap and style to the suits
we arc selling at V0.50-QUITE a con-
trast to the odds and ends offered over town.
• The new browns, tans and grays in snappy
styles for the young fellows and conservative
styles for the older men.
Note ou: windows for the biggest thing
in clothir.g values yet.
tee 
4 
1411271ANFID69/1
Ckominusibiluditilins 
THE LOCAL NHS
-Forms for real estate agents for
gate at this uMCe.
- Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400%
Broadway. Phone 106.
-We esn give you the finest car-
riages In the city for wedding, ball
and theater calls. Our prices are low
Sr than those charged for Bite service
In any city in America. Our service
Is second to none, and the best in Oda
city. Palmer Transfer Company.
-Mr. H. C. Hollins hap left the
city for a few months, andl have ac-
quired an intereet In his business and
. shall look after it for Lim. Any in-
• a formation with reference to an,
• &raoch of it will receive prompt at
lentlen if you will call up The Sun
*Mee. Both phones 358. IC. J. Pax-
ton.
--Ladieto and gentlemen*, strew
and Panama hats cleaned. Work
guaranteed. New York Shlee Parlors,
40b 14 Broadway.
-If you want to see how Brunser'et
Lawn Grass Seed grow. look In L. W.
Henneberger's ..how window. platted
May lett.
-Viet Page's short order restau-
snit, 123 South Second.
-For house numbers, door plates.
brass stencils, braes and aluminum
checks of all kinds, rubber type signs,
• • 4snaskers. See The Diamond Stamp
Worke. !IS South Third. Phone 35ti.
-Cameras. Cameras, Cameras, and
kodak supplies of all kinds at M. 'D.
/Clements & Co,
- To rid our thicken home. of
oh. and lire, use Lee's it., killerJ Yopp atee (.54„
-President 11. D. Smith, of the
Caron Directory rompany, of Loeb:-
vile, has arrived with a corps of can.
viewers to begin compiling the new
directory of the city.
There will 1w special serylees at
Temple leasei tonight at 7.39 o'clock
and iontorroe ))))) otitis all to o'clock
fur the fea-t of ''Stiebuopli.':
- 'Fte Ladies' Mite society of the
First liaptist hurch w1H meet Fri-
day afternoon at 4 o'clock witit Mrs
A. 0 Coleman, 1161 Monroe street.
- Guy NOI14.4. & Son have ore serf
a new flower wagon for Use at funer-
als. It is made with glasVities, and
• finished very handsomely, It Is the
to-west iehtele of the eort Joe out.
- The 111.1 rehearsal of all the ekil-
dren, who will take Part In the Chil-e
siren's day enrolees at the Ilreadwav
jgethorilst church, will be held to-
Morrow afternoon at 3 o'clock at the
church An *especially fine program
has be. n arranged sad as this is the
teat rehearsal, all of the children are
requested to attend.
•
Lant Change.
Ail millstone of any id•te will be bon-
_ peed until July 1st., porativeir not,
after. Riley & Sacra. photographers.
The aceompluw is as bad as the
thl. f Portugese.
o Cream of Tartar
and
Sulphur Lozenges
are a palatable combination
of two of the greatest spring
remedies known to science.
Everyone can remember the
vile taste and the wholesome
effect of these same nmedies
• when administered by Grand'
k ., but 
'unless you have tried
these lozenges you don't
know bow agreeable to take
Cream of Tartar and Tulpbur
can be made. Orestest sys-
tem renovator yet; make you
s L oo I as new.el
10c a Box
eilbert's Drug Store
4th and Broadway
Maher Phone Re. rt.
TOBACCO NEWS
Planting Big Crop.
"The farmer who goes in to riffle
a good quality rather than many
pounds of tobacco will make the most
money this year," remarked a promi-
nent tobacco buyer this morning.
"Front reports the farmers every-
where are setting out a bigger to-
Mies Marolvelin Weds.
The wedding of Miss ilelen Bern-
helm, daugtter of Mr. and Mrs. I. W.
Beruhrim, of Louisville, and Mr. Al-
beit S. Roth of Cincinnati, was sol-
emnized at 6 o'clock westerday even-
ing at the bride's home In Anchorage.
Rabbi Ku.-low performed thei
molly. Mr. Bernheim le a' known
In Paelucmh as he lived here many
years ago, and has often visited his
old home city. Mrs. Roth has 'also
visited here. Rabbi lenelow was pas-
tor of Temple 'Israel before going to
Louisville.
I 
.
For Jefferson School,
Kn. W. A. Berry, chairman of the
atontinittee that has In hand the Inn-
Irrovenient of the Jefferson school
i buildlog, has arranged an attractive
iprogranf for a lawn party which will
be given at the residence of Mr. Z.
IH. Bryant, 521 North Fourth street.
  tomorrow evening. The program
• follows:
Vocal ne-IO-Miest Caroline Itant.
Vocal solo-Miss Anna 11111.
Vocal solo--Mr. Bic-hard Stant.
Vocal solo--Mr. Frank Cheek.
. Instrumental solos-MIPS Erma
Reitz.
Rocitation---Mii.S Ruth Johnson.
Recitation- Mies Caroline Mason.
Recitation-Mias Mary S6ith.
No fee will to. charged and every-
one Is invited
Joseph Purchase. deputy county
bacco crop than they will be able to Jailer. Is quite ill of malaria at his
cultivate and handle properly end as residence, 1110S Ellis street.
a consequence there is going to bei Col. D. C. eitoberts went to Marion
an over suppls of cheap tobacco next 'hie morning to see Mrs. Roberts
fall and the farmer, who is content who is visiting friends there. Celonel
to put out a unmet crop and handle Roberts will return Tueeday!'
It properly. w11; make more 
money' Miss Katherine Duigiud, of Murray,than be would if he planted twice the will arrive this evening to visit Ml-
acreage." lOrtance Thurmite, :r,,o6 South Third
It is said that plants are still plenti 'greet. She has been in Cincinnati
fel and the farmers continue tbe'studying merle for a year.
work of transplanting as fast as they Mrs. W. W. French, of Brookport,
fan prepare the land. Although the was here this morning en route to
cut worms are working overtime on West Point, Tenn., to visit her par-
the young plants In the field, they ants.
keep reoestlng. determined to raise
("bath's McKinney, of No. 2 firethe biggest crop in point of pounds
station, is off this week on his vaca-in their litres. . 
lion. W. H. Pirtle. of No. 3 stationIn their' rush to get out a tobacco
has refereed to work after taking hiscrop the growers are paying little w"k.
14 rootattention to corn and other crops and
Mr. George B. Flournoy returneda short grain cranf is certain.
Ws afternoon from Telma. where he
The organizers of the association has been on a business trip.
and the Farmers' union have already Messrs.' •
started out securing pledges of the, Grand Rivers, are in the city today
1005 crop and considerable rivalry on a business trip.
between the two organisations exists James , the young son of Mr. and
Rudolph Nagel, the tobacco buyer Mrs, Joseph Reeder. 2165 Midgefor the liremeo market, returned last street. Is Improving slowly from an
attack of stomach trouble.
Mr. John R. Scott went to Louts-
vide today on business.
Hafford Hay, the crack catcher of
Ii,. Murray bansitall leans, was here
today en route to Princeton to Praia*
Is the local tobacco breaks follow: tire with that team until the game
Old crop burley. 12; 1907 crop Sunday between Princeton and Padu-
hurley. $4: dark, 100 hogshead'. cab, which he will catch for Prince-
Original inspection. 145; reviews. 57. sem
Total. 2002 hogeheads. Mts. R L. Roulware. of Hopkins-
The Kentucky warehouse sold 10 vile. Is visiting her sone. Mr. Logan
hogsheads of burley at $9.5&I 14.25,
and 1 hogsheads of dark at $7.700
in 00.
The Dark warehouse sold 35 hogs-
heads of dark at 54.00 0 7.50.
The Central warehouse sold 40
hogeheads of burley at $9.600
11.75, and 5 hogsheads of dark ,at
$4.100 5.5e.
The Meth-street warehouse Imola 5
hogsheads of burley at $8.60018.00.
and IN hogsheads of dark at 14.150
10.00.
At Clarksville. •
Clarksville. 'non.. June 4.- The
sales of tobacco at the sseociation
rooms mote ;alit report number 531
hogaheadr. at schedule prices.
night from Murray. where he bought
25 hogsheads yesterday at the asso
elation saleicroom, paying prices rang-
ing from 7 to 12 cents.
hoeieville Market.
June 4.--The offerings
 tedosser's Sale.
In purcuance of a judgment of Me-
Cranken (aren't Court, rendered at Its
April term, 1905. in the action of J.
It Miles, plaintiff, against /*rah T's
White. defendant, I will. on Monday.
June ath labotrt the hour of 10
o'clock it. in I. 11008 i being CiounlY
Court day). at the Court HOUPP door
Ii. Paducah, Kenttickg.- Sell tO th.
highest bidder, on a eredlt of Fix era
months, the following described prop
erty, OS: ---
The following described properly
satiated la McCracken cOutyty. Ken-
tucky:
Situated on the south side of Sixth
stre.t beginning at a point on Sixth
street CO feet from the kouthwest cor-
ner of George and Sixth street
thence with the west line of Sixth
'street towards Elisabeth street 77
feet and 3 Melo': thence at right an-
gles to/wards eleventh street 12o feet;
thence at right angles towards George
street 77 %.-et and 3 Inches; thence
at right angles 120 feet to the begin-
ning beams a part of lots 49. fro and
7,1 In J. Woodwardie addition to
the city of l'adueah, Kentucky, and
same cols and conveyed to J. B.
and Mr. Phillip Boulware, of this
cite.
Mr. William Martin, of Oklahoma
City, Okla., is visiting his brother,
City Attorney A. Y. Martin.
Visa Mabel Robertson has returned
from Denver. Col., where she sp-nt
eight months for her health. Miss
Robertson has recovered and expects
to resume her Place as teacher in the
public schools.
Mrs. F. Schulte and daughters.
Katie, Grace and Neal. left Wednes-
day for Marshall, Tex., to visit for
several months.
Mr. and Mrs. William Boyd and
daughter. Edith. of Cairo, are visit-
ing relatives lit this city.
Mrs. R. E. (delete's.. of Fulton. Is
the guest of the Rev. and Mrs. M. E.
Dodd, 125 North Fifth street.
Col. William Stone las returned
from a month's stay in Weehingten
.Chy and other eastern cities.
Miss Cary Griffith returned home
last night from Bristol. Va.. where
she has been attending school.
NO. and Mrs. W. E. Covington. J
R. Puryear. R. L. Eley and the Rev.
M. E. Dodd, pastor of the First Bap-
tist (Imre* will leave Wilda,' for
Loultrville to attend the State Beretlat
conventien.
Mrs Fannie Ranks has returned to
her borne at Murray after visiting
her sister, Mrs Perry Meloan.
Mr. Charles Speck, the grocer of
Thirteenth and Tennessee streets, who
was taken seriously ill last Saturday
night with malaria is somewhat im-
proved today.
"'Attie Priam's."
"Little PrIncesis' will be the offer-
ing by the Hutton-Halley Stoiek com-
pany at Wallace Park Casts° Mon-
day, June R. This is one of the new
plays Of the season and has 'been a
decided success In every city played.
Mr. Bailey has spared no expense In
making this a first class production
Miles by deed recorded in deed book .n i_ n he Clerk's °see _ every
u
.t way. Alma Mae Totten, the "It Is one of the-fi
p 
'best summer re-
44. age 144. t
the Morraeken County Courts 
reter leading lady. has won much sorts I know of," he said the other
peals' for her sweet portrayal of the day, "and I expect to find plenty of
The pein.haser will be requfred to part of Jaesamine Carew. ;recreation? listen needed. on the golf
give bond with approved seeurity. 
bearing interest at -- per cent. from
day of sale, haying force of replevin
bond, on which execution may as.
when due.
This 211.1 dey of May, 1,0S.
L. B. Palmer, Attorney.
Mem REED, Master Corn.
Deputy Kills Dog.
,A small black dog of Mr. Fred
Atelier. 4'.1 South Sixth street, was
killed this morning by ,Harrev Mar
tin, deputy county jailer. The dog
acted as If It was mad, and was run-
ning around the 'streets snooping at
pedestrian.. The dog snapped -at
Deputy Jailer Martin, but he struck
It in the head with a hoe handle.
This woman says Lydia E.
Pink ham's Vegetable Compound
saved her life. Read her letter.
Mrs. T. C. Willadsen, of Manning,
Iowa, writes to Mrs. Pinkham •
"1 can truly say that Lydia E. Pink-
ham's Vegetable Compound saved my
life, and I cannot express my gratitude
to you in words. For years I suffered
with the worst forms of female com-
plaints, continually doctoring and
spending lout of money for medicine
without help. I wrote you for advice,
followed it as directed, and took Lydia
• Pinkhans's Vegetable Compound and
it has restored me to perfect health.
Had it not been for you I should have
been in my grave to-day. I wish every
suffering woman would try it."
FACTS FOR SICK WOMEN.
For thirty years Lydia E. Pink.
ham's Vegetable Cbmpound, made
from roots and herbs, has been the
standard remedy for female ills,
and has positively cured thousands of
women who have been troubled with
displacements, inflammation, ulcera-
tion, fibroid tumors, irregularities,
periodic pains, backache, that bear-
ing-down feeling, flatulency, indiges-
tion,dizziness,or nervous prostration.
Why don't you try it?
Mrs. Plnkham Invites all sick
women to write her for advice.
She has guided thousands to
health. Address, Lynn, Mass.
NEWS OF COURTS
1 Circuit Court.No new b' uSiness is being taken ei.on the equity dot•ket by Judge 114'.'.1
;now except in cases where agreed
orders can be made and the re-
imainder of the week wi.1 be largeO
consented in eompleting records in
cases already decided.
.an appeal was granted the defend-
ant in the suit of Parrish against
Acree.
I A bill of exceptions and evidence!was tendered in the suit of J. L.
!Jones against the city of Paducah
,The case will be.. appealed,
I Motions and reasons for a new trial
were flied by the city of Paducah in
the suit brought for back taxes be
Auditor's Agent Lucas. The case was
'decided against the city and will be
appealed.
1 111 County Court.The last will and testament of
Mrs. Ida Wilson was offered for pro-
bate in the county court. All prop
erty, personal *and real, is divided
equally between her two daughters,
Vera and Minnie Wilson. with the
stipulation that should both die with-
out issue, the property is to go to
John Rupertus, a *brother of the te-
rmer. Mr. Rupertus is made etre-
eittor of the will and guardian of the
children. s: '
1
r, 1. --•--
'Marriage Licenses.'
Hugh Koonce, 21 years old, and
Miss Allie O'Neal, le years old, both
of Marion, 111., secured a marriage
license from the county clerk today.
County Taxes,
Sheriff John W. Ogilvie and his
;deputies wilJ begin the collection of
county taxes next Tuesday, and all
owners of property in the county Will
have until October 1 to pay before
tne penalty is added. About all the
have been made out, but the col-
HOPELESSLY sPLIT.
I ,.tion will not begin until the mid-
die of June.
Ou Monsoon Questiem Is lidelto Demo-
cratic Party.
-
Twin Falls, Idaho, June 4.-The
Democratic party of Idaho is hope-
lessly split on the Mormon cillest:i•a
Amid the wildest scenes ever wit-
nessed at a convention in this state
'
,
two conventions were held in the'
same hall: Both claim to be e Iselin
and a costlest before the nations: e .tn
mitfre 4 Denver is certain. I
The anti-Mormon faetion is led by
former Senator Dubois and the other;
1by K. I. Perky. The latter elected
delegates favorable to Bryan.
Comfeased Night Rider.
Columbus. 0.. June 4.-A young
Farmer near Rad.), 0.. has confessed
to the teeret service men under State
Fire Hershel. Cosi/air. that be has
been a member of the night riders
who have romp over from Kentucky
and destroyed the tveds of tobacco
grow as en the OW° side. This farm-
er has ibis far refused to give any
nettles of Ohio night riders tent the
etate fire marshal has found out I
omelet Vo.' take steps for the arrest
of sorts* Obie men. He say, he ex-1
To Enforce JusIgnsegt.
An action was filed in cfrcuit court
by Mrs. Eva W.nfrey against the I;
A. Robinson estate to enforce a Jude-
nvens for $162.25. the amount of a
verdict she recovered at this term of
court. An attachment is prayed for
against property of the defendant on
the ground that the administrator of
the estate wag alsettt to seed personal
proiwrty valued at $2.000 out of the
state.
In the Police Court.
The docket in police court this
morning was: Drunk-Ed Ware. $1
and costs. Breach of peace-Woody
Williams, colored, continued until to-
morrow; John Nicholson, $16 and
costs; Mrs. Katie Girard. C. MOM-
ney. Warren Baker. $15 and costs.
Grand lareeny-Charles Lowe, col-
ored, continued until tomorrow. Ma-
licious rutting-Kate Hughes. alias
Minnie Wilkerson, continued until to-
morrow. Drunk-Walter Buckner,
colored, dismissed.
CHIEF CLERK RAISED IN RANK.
sotememeenes
1 GEO. 0. HART & SONS CO.
Incorporated
HART'S VARIETY
Saturday, 6th, Sale
These prices will look good to all
needing these excellent article s.
90 Clothes -------._ 10C
$1.50 Curtain Stretcher, 
50e Clothes Baskets ..... . 37C
12 Boxes Tax 1 OC
6 qt. B. & W. Milk Pans._,.. 22C
15e Lunch Boxes ____ 9c
10 inch Tin Cake Pans. • 8C
8 iuch Tin Cake Pans _ ......
$1 50 Seed Sowers____ $1.00
Sealing Wax Ladle  
Lemon Squeezers 8C
sets Leather Buggy Washers.. ' 30C
40e Fibre Water Pails 26c
25e. lee Chisels . -... 17c
50c All Steel Hammers 27c
7cLemon Drills
Saban-same, inserting want ads in
The San will kindly remember that
such items are to be paid for when
the ad Is hmerted, the rule applying
to every one without exception.
POO. DRY woo-it New phone 01--17
FOR DRY wad old phone 2361.
-FOR RENT-Apartment in Hecii
Flats, 511 Adams.
-FOR-SALE-=A-No. 1 witch tow.
Fresh. Phone 867. '
InOR SALE-- CHEAP - Fain-1-17
horse. Phone 1774.
LkWNatiOWERS sharpened and
adjusted at John Greif's. 118 Waal-
ingtcp street.
1.05 Rs 'l- -Five room fiat, mod-
ern' conveniences. Apply 603 North
eixth. Geo. Rawleigt.
-IQ. E. MORGAN Dorm, elsossing
general repairing. rubber Urea, 4u5
:South Third-
WANTED-Three dining room
girls New Richmond House.
-VOW SALE--Houeehold furniture,
In North Fourth.
N I OELY ISHED front room,
Bath. Phone. $2 week, 420 North
Fourth.
WANTDE-Iffecond-hand shelving.
Paducah Printing and Bookbinding
Company.
STRAYED-From 1•841 Nen*
Thirteenth street Friday night, a her
pony mare. Report Information of
her whereabouts to Fred MoOrearT.
THE PERSON who took a lady's
umterella at the poetoMoe this morn-
ing between 8 and 9 o'clock will
please leave it at The Sun offlep._
-FOR-SALE-Credit coupon good
for $741 on any piano in W. T. Mil-
ler & Brother's store. Old phone
1293.
FOR SADE CHEAP-One of the
best paying restaurants In thee cite( if,
bought within the next three 'clay'.
Reason for selling, have other inter-
acti demanding my time. Address
217 Kentottety avenue.
recta Deputy Fire Marital Ambrose tich potickl Apoisited Aesistant of W ar LADIES ATTENTION =The re:
of Cincinnati, to make somt• arrests Department. 
 liable Home for !toffee before and dur-
at once. -- Me confinement. First-class In every
Washington. dune 4.-John C. way. Fine, airy rooms, firstelass phy-
Schofield was appointed assistant and sk :ens and nurse. Good board. Tertus
chief clerk of the war department. moderate. Dr. Mary Howard, Cie-
Schofield has for some time been elnnati. Ohio, 430 Clark street,
chief tlerk of the war department.
The new title, adding the wo-d
1NEYIS OF KENTUCKY
"Assistant." created by congress, IS
Murdered Man Found at Home. iinterpreted as adding an additional
Jackson. Ks., June 4.- Jefferson secretary of war, and relieving the
Davis has been released from prison situation which has been found em-
here. He was accused of baying harrassIng, whenever. in the absence
murdered Leek Tolson by smashing of both the secretary and assistant
hint on the hat and sending Toleon secretary. It is necessary for the rank
Into the river, drowning him. l ing army 
officer on ditty in the de-
Davis came to jail unwelingly, de- partment, to act in the capacity of
claring,that Tolson would never stay secretary.
under wafer for any length of time.' Schofield entered the war depart-
Tolson was found at his home with ment as a clerk twenty-four years
a black eye, and Davis was released. ago.
Thumpers Wanted.
Eminence, Ky., June 4 -"Tell all
the damn dumpers to cut out tobacco,
or there will be hell to pay, We
ain't a going to look for no more
beds, but will wait till they grow it
and burn the damn barns. They
can't starve out our children.
• "N. R."
Thls notice tacked firmly to the
front doors of several of the most
prominent stoles In Sulphur, in the
lower end of Henry countv. on the
Cincinnati division of the Isouirvide
& Nashville railroad, was the only
card left Within the town limits to
notay tile residents of visitors who
had been there.
1 l'he Evening flu. 1•e a wy..k.
rill111/ 
Always ready and
Always appetizing--
Post (Formerly celled \k Elijah's Manna/
Toasties
with cream-and sugar If
you like
"The Taste Lingers"
usee,ter
Posiso arrest Company, Linettrd
!Nile Ch•A, With,
&terrine. Slays at Capital.
Frankfort. Ky., June 4 Governor
and Mrs. Willson are now well set-
tled in the executive mansion, and
the governor declares that he expects
to *remain in Frankfort all summer.
link"; at the Country club. Mrs. Will-
iam Matle. of Indianapolis, sister-In-
iaw of Mrs. Willso?, is the sliest of
Gevernor and MN. Wilson', at the
ma IMO*
Governor Willson Journeyed to
Lexington by trolley to attend a
meeting of the board of trustees of
State University. As usual. In mak-
ing short trips from the capital, he
toot with him the records of the
Powers case to study en route.
• Friend of the Famile--"W011, bob-
by. how is your sister pm:green, lit
her piano :staying? IS she 41111019119911?
Bobby-"I guess she's either im•
proving or we're gettina used to It, I
&tea know whIsh' Itatetklyn !.,Me.
A combination of the
right hat, the right shoes
and the right girl ought
to mean a pretty good
summer for you.
The hat and shoes are
here and all the other
dress attractions to at-
tract the right girl.
Everything up to the
minute.
CARPENTER contractor, Prompt
attention to repairing. Call B. E.
Moore. New phone 528.
FOR SALE - Square fteliiiiiTY
piano. Most sell at once. $36. Cab
at 122 South Second street, city.
GOOD PASTURES. 20Aacres reli-
ning water. Apply to Thos. E. Lydon
or phone 675 or 1261.
POSITION WANTED-By young
man willing to work. Address B.
care Sun.
WANTED-Two or three rooms
for light housekeeping. Address M.
G. A.. care The Sun.
-- WANTED-Two or three rooms
for light housekeeping. Address G ,
care Sun.
-- FOUND-One black bicycle, owner
ran get same ty identifying and pay-
ing charges Old phone 21.30.
• WANTED--A woman that can do
Kist-class washing and Ironing. Ap-
ply to 918 Broadway.
-TrIOKE YOUR CLEANING and
pressing to Solomon, the tailor. 522
Broadway. The man who does good
Work and promptly. Old phone 523-a.
FOR RENT-414 South Tenth. 9
room house on lot 90x175 to an alley.
High and dry. Hot and cold bath.
J. A. Rudy.
--FUlitNISHED front room, for gen-
tleman only. Three blocks from Fifth
nail Broadway. Electric light and
bath. Old phone 1352.
PASTURAtIE-Two hundred acres
good, shady, plenty water and more
MSS than 100 horses can eat. Apply
JOhn W. Roof. Phones 745,
• ARTS BROST-successors to Mr.
.1. W. Agnew. Shop 709 South Fifth
street. All kinds of fixture and other
carpenter work. New phone 1543.
GET OUT that old suit of last year
and have it cleaned and preseed by
James Duffy, South NIn'h near Broad-
way. and it Will look like new.
leoR RENT-Apartment In San
gond flats. also three room house
14128 Monroe street. Apply to W. E.
Cochran.
WILL -pay a reasonable price for
residence of eight or ten rooms con-
veniently 'located. Address 0. L..
care The Sun.
Asthma can be cured at home.
Trial treatment and full information
absolutely free of any charge. Write
Frontier Asthma company, room 51?
Ituffaks N. Y.
FORTIIA lib- -One 14 horse-power
aarollue engine. Franklin make. Snit-
114i, ft r gasoline boat. Newly over-
.auled, Will eell at a boreal& Ad-
:dress V I. Knowles, care Bun.
00A1. YARD for sale. Best lo-
-ated coal yard in city. First-class
equipment, *211 advertised and good
stablidied trade. Reason for selling,
other business interests requires.at-
emotion. Good twoposition for right
party, Address Coalman, care this.
office.
FOR $25 'eask only and $26 per
month you can buy ten acre plot for
homes In Wyandotte place This
beautiful property is situated near
Wallace park in Paducah's most at-
tractive suburban district on west
side. Call on me or write for full
particulars. J. P. Holt, 119 South
Fourth.
WANTED---icet U. S. army: able-
bodied unmarried men between ages
of 18 and 37, citizens of tht United
Mates, of good chararte- and temper.
ate habits, who eau speak, read and
write English. Men wanted ter
•ervIce In Cuba and the 1Philipplaaa
For information apply to Recruiting
()Meer, New Richmond House, Pa--
ducali. Ky.
TO CHUB IAIORE TON(ICE44.
New 'York Preacher to Repeat (ioariip
Math Names of tiomipere.
Utica. N. Y., June 4.-The Rev.
Henry Maellravy. who for several
rears has been the pastor of a Little
Falls church, told his congregatiou
last eta-sting that he was going
curb the goesipers who live iu the
town.
He was of the opinion that in Little
Falls there are just twelve fountain
heeds of gossip. and he said that
these twelve might well be matched
against all the other goositotietti of the
country, they having the qualities
and faculties amounting to genies In
gasalo, and at least they would win
prises in a contest. In order to eurb
loose tenree Mar. MacIlravy announc-
ed that he had deckled to set apart
ale Sundae( of the month to squelch-
ing goesipers,
He wilt on that day recite the gels-
atp. without the name* of the victims
but With the names of the troesepers
In this way. the public will become ac-
quainted wtth the twelve gossiper's'
names, and some who are not. far be
hind.
Modality is the beauty at women
Irish
"los.
•
4.•
•
THTRSDAY. zrvr t.
You Will Need an Oil Stove
Ere was burning.
When warm days
and the kitchen Are
make cooking& bur-
cleu-t:len is the time
to try a New Perfection
Wick Blue Flame Oil
Cook-Stove.
Marvelous how this
stove does away with
kitchen discomibrts -
how cool it keeps the
room in comparison with ,
conditions when the coat
The quick concentrated heat of the
NEW PERFECTION
Wick Blue Flame Oil Cook-Stove
goes directly t9 boil the kettle or bake the bread, and none
is diffused about the room to overheat it. Thus using the
"New Perfection " is real kitclicn comfort. Made in three
sizes and fuily warranted. If not with your
dealer, write our nearest agency.
The R,..tvio Lamp Inl:tn7hpas
everyone
wants-handsome enough
kw the parlor; strong enough fr the kitchen, camp
or cottage; bright enouch for every occasion. If
not e:th your dealer, write our nearest agency.
STANDARD OIL COMPANY.
(Ineseperesed)
• ADTT'AIT .EVENTNG WIC
TELLS HARD LUCK 1`
STORY TO POLICE
Woman Dressed in MACS Ap-
iparel in l'empany et Hobo's
Mrs. Kate Girard Says Her Husband
Abused Her and She Was on Way
to Clary.
SHE IS ARRESTED IN THIS (ITT
Dress. d as a man and waiting for
a freight Pain with three men. Mrs.
Katie Girard was afreste1 last night
south of the Union station by !nitro
Klrk, of the ihinols Central force,
and Patrolmen Ronsch and Bryant.
In appearance she resembles a young
man. hut her voice betrayed her.
When found she wore a soft crushed
hat, a cheap coat and shirt, a pair of
overalls and a pair of white tennis
shoe.. She told the patrolmen her
iitory of hard luck, which has not
enntratlicted. With her were
C. M. Kenzie, Warren Baker and
John Nichonton. who werd arrested
on a charge of lettering around tbe
station.
In 'appearance Mrs. Girard would
pass for a youity.; men with her sun-
tanned-lane, blue eyes and bold nose.
- Her light hair is clipped close, but a
part in the middle mayi,,be seen from
under her hat. elte is about flve feet
four inches tall. and weighs 135
pounds. This morning in poles' (hurt
she wore a corduroy cap, but was
dressed In a neir dress. She Is calm
and answers all questions readily.
Mrs. Girard says her home is in
Cincinnati, bat -two -Years ago her
parents died and ahe was marrled to
!inns Gitard, who livti near Evans-
vile. The:. farmcd last r0Ottncr and
Hearin' about $1.....o. Thelr home
life was happy. and prepara•ions were
made for this year's crop. when the
'high water .covered their farm and
ithey went to the city_ Girard begat.
'drinking. and Ka" said he male life
, so miserable that she packed her
honsehold goods, and taking what
money she, mold find :eft for Mound
CIty. II:. Her brother, Thomas pe:-
cher worked in a saw mi:I. but Mrs.
Gitard thud ,not 1191 work there, and
becoming discouraged. wiinted tco re-
'turn to Clueinnati to he- brothcr. -
WEDDING ANNIVERSARY frieuds.
of 1:v.1're-sift:nit and Sirs, eleeeland
CI. %. lard, r. port. d to h doirg
w.11 thaugh lit 11:ts not t,s ye•.•
reit-Mated at Their Home. tak, T1 11.i accustomed afternoon drive
abi-ut
Princeton. N. .1.. Jur..• 4.-- Th.'
twenty-se coed u4Al I,r.g ry ..,!" When a man fecIs cal upon to
r• form r Pr.sident anti Mrs, (1r,iver offcr an explanation it :s 'a sian he
Cl-veland was quietly a: not caught at sunnthing.
thel.r loom Y.st,rday.
A Tar.,-' iv liltor rake was pr. t.'s
eel the 1'1t vy'tands lrY P,
200,000 PLANTS
'Me largest assortment of rose.' and plants in the eery. also
211.4Mn) plants at less than 3 cents, 175,000 other plants to select.
from. See us before placing your order.
SCHMAUS SRO
Both
Backache,
Pain in the
Hips and Groins
la. molt eases are direct results
9! WEAK KIDNEYS and IN-
FLAMMATION OF THE BLAD-
DER. The strain on th• Kid-
neys and fur arned membranes
lining the neck of the Braider
produc,ng the palm.
LAILEy
GLOBES
WILL CUP E IT
Two doseee eve roller, and
One box ell cure any ordinary
case of Kidney or Bladder
trouble. Removes Gravel, cures
Diabetes. Seminal Emissions.
Weak and Lame Back. Rheuma-
tism and al! Irregularities of the
Laney, and Bladder In both
men and women. Sold at 50
cents a box on the No Cure No
Pay basis by McPherson's drug
store, Fourth and Broadway,
Sole agents for Paducah. Or soot
by mall upon receipt of prim to
Lark fredicine Co., Louisville,
BOY ORATOR
HI'MPIIIIET LEE, OF MISSOURI,
WILL SPEAK ON PROHIBITION,
Novel Treat for Public at Eird Bap-
tist 4 hun Ii Friday Night tu
11.1 hre k. ',then Talks,
Humphrey Lee. the lreeyear-old
orator, of Missouri, deliver an ad-
dles. en the subject of prohibition at
the Fit .t Baptist church Friday night
at s 0*, It.. k. lb ha, it nationatepii-
tation and is we:. known to man%
Padieah people Ti.' nil: be intro-
duced 1.y Wi.I Rock. winner of th..
Barkl.. medal for deck:mat:on at the
High ',hood There will be special
music.
F. D. Brown at Lange.
F. ft. lirewn. the Padurah p:cture
agent. sho i• sten ed at Mounds.: .
on a rape tharge. Is sub at large and
Chief eV: rs has received a Intier
John Pen her. Borrowing $6 from
front the sheriff urAnderson county.
;ignite that a watt!' be kept for
BrOW% in l'aduah. as it was expo., I-hold picas and shipped them to Cid?'
S. , her brother, she repacked her honse-
e,,u ni come htme for his trunk.
aP;n1d.P!hYe 7..(1_ 1711eivy.k, tt. •,. far iamo 
Phones 192. einnati. Her
 infloglogniminmgmlueiligglidiflis cbtediendg tuonaht:::b.otop herlei trl ewmawyo raet‘o the Que.n
of thc man in Paducah silty,' the
(mini no trace
-- crime sas committed.
. potToliS POINT OCT 
City.
0:d men's clothcs were borrow.id nrsery lines companv eren better
ti,:s pharmacy- as one where t!,,ir
prest-riptiotts are cornillourdfrol w.th
,.1c,t,tote accuracy apd the purest of
csu ass. wiTuri teedicine is needed in
your ow:: tb wi.!1
to have us pr pa It. TI-en ‘yon'.1:
1‘., sure of not defeating the dee tor's
to make the sufferer ell.
Tlink that over. Telephone us.
Both phones 1:56.
S. H. WINSTEAD, Druggist
Seventh and Broadway.
Phones 7511
ESTABLISHES) I571.
THE CITY NATIONAL BANK
KENTUCKY.
UNITE!) STATER DE1•OSTTORY.
Capital, Surphis and Undivided Peseta $400,000 011
Shareholders Reeponsiliility •  2100.000 04)
Total Responsibility to Depostitore  000.000 00
S. B. HU(711114, President. JOS. J. FRIEDMAN. Tice President.
J. C. VTTEREACH. Cesiden, C. IC RICH.tRDSON, Amt. Cashier.
INTEREST P.4ID ON TIME DEPOSITS.
DIRECTORS.
A. R. ANSPACHER. S. B. HUGHES, EL A. FOWLER., J. L. FRIED.
M ‘N. .1. C. 1"1"TI.:ItIlACK, DR J. G. BROOKS, BRACK OWEN.
Mill•••••
INSURANCE AGENTS  _
ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.
fire,
Life,
Accident,
Health,
Liability,
Automobile,
Office rtiones 214"' •ow 34111
Steam Boiler,
Bonds,
Plate Olana,
Cargo,
Hull,
Elevator.
Residence Phones Old 725(Pil•wr 725
Campbell Uulldlrig, PtiduCah, Ky.
•
Good Workmanship First-class Material
SQUA1E DEALING
WM. Intik tin Ow largest plumbing bushiest; In Weitteen kelt-
tut ky. My object is ter make it larger. Estimate,' tree.
ED D. HANNAN
Both Phtsness 201
Starti Fitter
1.12 South Fourth Mt.
from a neighbor, and at Mound City
she met McKenzie. who was gotqy to
Louisville. At Water Vailey
found her long hair was mlMrnit'j to
keep under her hitt and bad a ncg-e.
woman to cut it off. She put it in
.her peeks; anti rerards It as a treas-
ure. Paducah was reached early
Tuesdity morning. and sincs. then she
has been walking over the city.
Last night she and McKenzie went
to the Union station, where they met
Warren Baker. of Memphis. and
-John Nicholson. a 16-year-old Padu-
cah boy. Several cans of beer had
Men. drunk when Patillo Kirk re-
ceived a tin she was a woman. Quiet-
advancing Mr. Kirk played hobo,
and after learning their Intentions
cared Tnttroltnen -Bryant and Rottsch
from their hidlhg places and the
bunch was nabbed.
Tbis mortiing in court McKenzie
admitted he knew his companion was
a woman. hut the two other boys did
not know Mrs. Cilrard. When arrest-
ed the men cursed and abused ,the
natrolmen and were fined $1 and
,osts this morning in pollee court.
P. IBERIAL
WILL BE HELD AT OiIVtIN
EVA NGE11.11cAL CHURCH
414it4olf Evening MI Knights Will
Meet at Lodge litte1111 and Go
In • Body.
Memorial services for the departed
mernItlers of the Knights of Pythias
will be held next Sunday evening at
the German Evangelical church, the
Hee. William Bourquin preaching the
serviee. Only one member, II, J.
Bookhammer, has died In the past
year. There will be ispecial musk
for the service and the church mill be
decorated prettily. The Knights will
attend the service In a body- The
death roil' has sixteen names: L. -H.
raids-4 II. Gus Clark, James A. Bryan,
.1. A, Bryant, John L. Powell, W. A.
Gilliam, K. B. Jones. Andy Well, Sr.,
U. P. Robinson Ed Gleichman. A. L.
Well. C. .1. Wilson, Harry Whe..ler.
.1. M. Bunker, It. E. Stallings and If
J. Dookh a miner.
i• niftorm Rank.
The uniform 'rank of the Knights
of Pv.hlas will meet at Nineteenth
and ('hi). streets tonight for theft
regular drill. The members of the
rank will attend the state Meeting
ate Lexington next fall and intend to
carry away their share of the prises
offered for the best drilled company.
This Is the 'second drill held In the
open, and by mentioning this-drills all
esaMer the rank eSpects to he In fine
shape for 'Urchin lad trilling at
Lessitems.
%hill it do. --e't Wk. nomi4tn‘
Do
You
Own
A Home-
?
How long have,ou been
paying rent? Do yon osm
a picket on the fence or a
shingle on the roof? Now
stop and think.. V) 00 per
mouth or 20.: a day will
start you, and after the
loan is grinted it will only
cost you $96t a month
principle and interest on
each S,000 borrowed,
with 10 1-2 years to pay
back. We hare bought
and built 300 homes at
$1,000 each in the state in
the past two years, We
operate. in IS sates and
have been the means of
many a poor man getting
a home arid a start on the
road to independence.
The Standard Trust
Company
of Illicsilsoham, Ala.,
is incorporated with $500r
000, and as per last audited
report has $13,000 surplus
going in the loan funds
each month. Call or ad-
dress for a few days-do
it today
State Manager,
W. E. Mathews
tis,mi4St. ilanaltega laws
.itotwass 8.a. in.. aid 9 p. a.
HANIRCAPPED BY
HIGH SCHOOL '08
Proves Great Success and
Highly Entertaining.
Large Attendance set Perfiirinsinor in
High lielvoed tuditortuul Last
Night.
THE CA)411' OF CHAR WPM&
Threatening weather did not pre-
vent a large attendance at the pre.
-.ntation of "Handicapped." the sen
:or class play, last night at the High
school auditorium. It was the lino
play ever glven on claps night,' and
Tin, Innovation pawed most _strew-
able to tbe large audience. The sen-
iors have rcheir,ed faithfully on their
play and theIr reward comes In the.
statement 'that it ens the. best play
ever given at the High school. The
Itlati is really 'a High school produf-
tie!) as It has been so altered and lin-
er ved that the original play - is an-
other story. Closely WOVien into the
play are delightfut tnitsi.al features
and local jokes that adt can under-
stand only add to the enjoyment of
the play.
The scene is laid at the Summer-
ville academy-- for young ladles, anti
during the absence of Mrs. lAwton.
the principal. the _g.ris hate a frolic.
During her absence. ThidS. Thurston,
a youth given to racing, and the Rev.
TheOlohillts Alters, a new profeneor.
arrive at the academy The old con-
fusion of an exehang,. of coats comes
In brightened up, and Teddy Is In-
troduced as th.. prefeesor and Dr.
Stings as the )onng man The. light
plot of the play Is curt ri merrily on.
and the restoring of order ones. more
'n the. academy brings out min+ fun
Mis-s Helen Mils as Ws" Mks,
,e,n youngerthe teacher who had
daVs, 4474 most satisneitory to the
an-lieece II.r eorstan• hope of a
rein brought mary bright limes into
the play Mr. Edwin Randle as the
14.y Th.ophilu, St .gr., a badly
frightened young professor. cisme in
for mm j.lt:litlfte for his Komi work His
apptaranee en the stage was a frignal
for mirth MI -s Ennice Robertson
play,d.the part of Mrs. Lenten, the
nrincipal. with dignity and self-con-
trol Th it rs• lin the younc
man s'th !flow 14 lire. in a eeht
vein. nas in eapahlo hands he 11114
EII:ett, and h- ntarie•a (ladling youna
lover Will Rock assiiined the role
of Tom, th- janitor. and made much
out of a minor part. Ethel S.ghts
and Margaret Schwab as inotierta and
Goorgiana, th. twins. were ail infs-
. voi:, as !sirs are supposetel tn -be
M'ss totruitly and NI::ae Bess
Lane as May and Nellie Las.t,,a, wee,
refreshing in their work ;end their
t!nt-s
(X the musival numb -re, the duets
of Miss 'Re SP -tare and Gus Elii,ett n
"I'd Like to Rock Verti in My Heart."
was greeted wdh merle.d applaesa.
Miss Detain IltItm. sang "What the Rose
Said." isith humorous effect. Miss
Ethel Sights sang "Cupid-- Piet •" 4
clev,t song with one stanza Te-
latlopr to the High school. -The
Girls of P. II. " was sung by Hdirin
.Randle w th tire chorus. "Under
the Tropical Moon" was a good coon
snag for Will Rock and with his
dame we' greatly enjoyed. The
school girt chortle sang "I Can't Do
That and the (losing chorus
was "I Want to Do Beek "
The play was staged and rehearsed
under the direction of Miro ..linna
turd Stewart. and the relic with which
the voting actors elletinguiehtd them-
.orts was due largely to MiFs Stew-
art's toletalOW. Miss Allah I. Brazed-
'n had sinsehlslon Of the musical
'Ambers and the seines which lent
Tom Ii for the sncerttes of the play.
MANUEL WEINSTOCK
DIES OF BLADDER THoU111.1: Sy
HOME OF' DAUGHTF:R.
1:errner liusiners. Man of lAelitOtlie
to Priebe-eh Bei Fade of
Paducah did not afford the relief
Mr. Manuel Weinstock, of Centralia.
1,1, expected, for he dieelast night
at 10:40 o'clock at the residence or
his daughter, Mrs. Benjamin Michael.
Fourth and Ohl,p streets, from blad-
der trouble, after having been bare
only a week. Mr. Weinstock was 60
iears old and was born In Philadel-
phia. When young, he moved yrith
his parents to Louisville. where he
was In business for many years until
1903, when he went to Centralia. l'
He Is survived by four sons and
two daughters, Messrs. Alexander.
William and Samuel Weinstock. of
Louisville, and Charles Weinstock. of
Centralia, and Mrs. Benjamin ItiPharr
and Kra Jennie Weinstock. of Pn
durah. Two brothers, Messrs. Har-
mon and Abe WelOstork, also survive
him. The body wilt be taken to Lou-
isville for burial. Mr. Weinstock had
many friends In Paducah and other
cities where he hai lived.
•
A boon companion Is seldom looked
upon as a boon by the family of the
mu be assoelatas
Capital 
Morphia, 
SKIN DISEASES
CAUSED BY HUMORS IN THE BLOOD
The skin is provided with countless pores and glands, through
which an evaporation is going on continually, day and night. This is
.-eature's method of regulating the temperature of our bodies, and pte
serving the natural appearaoce of the skin. These pores and leant*
are connected with tiny veins and arteries through which they receive,
from the blood, the necessary nourishment and strength to preserve
their healthy condition, anti enable them to perform this duty.
, So long as the blood is pure and rich the skin will be free frym
eruption or disease, but when the circulation becomes infected
acids and humors its nourishing and healthful properties are lost. IP
its acrid, humor-laden condition causes irritation and intiiirnmatiim of
the delicate tissues and fibres of the pores and glands, and the etit,t is
shown in Eczema, Aerie, letter, Salt Ittc...:1:1, or someOther distressi hg,
disfiguring skin disease.
These humors get into the
blood through a deranged or inactive
condition of the system. Those
members whose duty it is to collect
and expel the refuse matter of the
body fail to properly do their work,
and this surplus or waste matter is
left in the system to sour and fer-
ment and be absorbed into the
blood. There are also certain
other humors which get into the
blood from without. The juice or
milk loan poisonous plants, such
as poison oak, poison ivy, nettle
rash, etc., enters through the-open
pores of the skin and takes root in
the blood. This causes a breaking
out which remeins for a time and
then disappears, but returns at
costain Cad' year.
The cause of-all skin troubles can be traced to some kind of humor
in the blood. Smooth, healthy skins are only possible where the circu-
lation is pure; and therefore the curc of any skin affection can only
come through a thr•rototh cleansing of this vital fluid Salves, %vilifies),
lotions, etc., are value!: o:Ay f r thcir 31.inty to keep the skin cleat) -
allay the itchnN, and tend to reduce inflammation; they cannot corrtst.
the troubie beca9. e they do not reach the blood.
S. S. S. cures skin diseases of every character and kind, because it
purifies the Hood. It goes down into the circulation and removes the
humors that are causing the trouble, budds up 
and
de *cn•enaikp,leatcreliyd
cures•
Eczema, Acne, letter,
Salt Rheum, Poison
Oak, Poison Ivy, apd
all eruptions and 'dis-
eases of the skin.
-'When S. S.-L*.- has"
driven the humor from
the blood, and cooled
and cleansed the acid-
heated circulatiota.,.
every symptom pames away, the skin is !main nourished with rich,
healthful blood, and comfort is given to diSease-tortured skins
Special book on Skin Diseases and 'any medical i.e free.
S. S. S. is for sale at all dTrinigE 
W
•
fS"reIsIrT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA. GA.
•
EOZiallA FORTY YR as.
I want to tell you the great
COOd I received from the use of
a.....I am now 75 old
and had suffered with Icsem•
for forty years, and could Sad
nothing to ears me until I tread
111.•.•. I suffered intensely
with the itching alad burning;
pustules worald form from
which there Bowed • sticky
Raid; crusts we uld come on the,
skin, and when scratched off,
the-skin was left as raw as a
piece of bort. I suffered agony
the lose years I was eallated,
but er:ten I used 5.1. 5,1 tuned
a perfect cure. TL•r• has
never been say return of the
trouble. C. H. EVANS,
Stockholm. Web.
• • •
SSS
PURELY VEGETABLE
SAVE MONEY ON YOUR MAGAZINES
It Is a inset it•al cheaper to pliers sansal awbseripoons to eev-
erd magazines at 'tbe 61113)* time and order them all tomeber Plum
us. than it by ir, :Ile same Magazines singly or De-rn, to them
eenerately. Combination cab offers are now made 'by whirl sub-
serihers to aeveral magizines an secure bargain prices, goznistimes
ire" .1g three or four mageeepe for the prig* of one or two. Sub-
s,- pitting May be seat to different addressee, if desired, and may be.
• n with any month. Let as know what magnate*s you are tak-
nig now or what magazines yos east to take next year. and we will
quuto the combination price. showing saving to be effected.-_ - -
SAMNA
MeClore's Materna* $1.1e
or Annerl, an
Reader Magazine.... 5.00
Metropolitan ..1.65
or World Today
or Woman's Home
Companion 56 00
All for 103.00, Half Price
Reader Magazine ...$3 00
Review of Reviews . .200
Or Outing
or A !fleet'',
or Smart Set 11.•••••
$6 00
Roth for SOLON Half Priem
Home Magazine ... $1 00
McClure's ..1
or Cosmotiolitaa
or A merle-an
ar Sucteas
$2.50
Both for $EM
BARGAINS.
COnITIOltolltaft • -11.60et
Home Magazine ..1.05
or American
$3.00 a
All for Wei
Weekly Inter Oman
and Farmer ....$1 00
McCall's Madnetno • • 10
(with pattera
Home Magazine.... 1.00
$2.11
All for $1.15. Half IVIre
Destener.. ..$0 60
telth hyalites')
Onemeepolitan I all
Reader Magaziae .. It 00
-
$4 55
All for 112.1111°
oompipop netosceiptina natal nese, with beautiful Renum niter
eover, listing all magazines singly and In clubs at lottegt retell. Mint
you free on receipt of poestal card request.
_
Central Magazine Agency - • Indianapolis, Indiana.
'rite Hobbs-Merrill Company.
_
11111111nmem 
W. F. Payton,
Pre-Indent.
Rudy,
Cashier.
P. raryear,
Andstant Onatiler.
CITIZENS' SAYINGS BANK
(taro rrrrr tea.)
Ttalrd tired Iletatidkvety.
City Depository State Depository
.1110,000
  50,000
  100.1)00
Stockholders liability
Total Ileettrity to depositor. 
Awrnot• of Intik eltialn anti tlemg nee appreciatesmall ser well as large de1eedtor,4 and n(,ord to all the same coshrteountreatment,
eel biles!.
$250,000
- tOPNIUM111111111i
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOlfith
OPEN SATURDAY NIGHTS FROM 7 TO a O'CLOCK.
it
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MR W. WHITTEMORE
REAL ESTATE
AGENCY
FREE
REAL LSTATE PRICE LIST.
Call, Seal or ;ey..orie for .t
Pb.... 835. FRATERNITY MIX
PADUCAH, KY.
•  
FIRST CLASS LIVERY
MODERATE PRICES
Theme are the foundation* upon
which we are building staves
Our homes are groomed Li) the
pink of condition always and our
equipment the hest, yet our
prices are extremely reasonable.
Next tiute you want to take a
drive, jwit call
HAWLEY AND SON
Either Mae
100
417-421
letterset St,
Dr. Stamper
v 4 DENTIST
Fraleryty lsftöiag- his 205
•
•
1
attracting Teeth and Plate
Work &Specialty.
immeemeenet
DR. SUNG' TswATIsT.
ROttlil 7, Truelseart Building. up-
stairs. Neat to Catholle daunts. Nen
plione 1 
JIJJ.se1
ii.LIRAMII CENTRAL Al-
01714810N BULLMIDII.
Birmingham'. Ala, ConfeS.
crate ,Veterans.- Special trite
sersiee lca lag !Indies:kb about
6 p. m., June Nth. arriving at
.It about 6 31.in
Jose 9th. Seduced rates on
rel.:solar trains. Parties desir-
ing to make 'this trip ahosold
&dela,. es so that we can ar-
range for f1)14 at Coach Of
If needed.
Chicago. ItepublIcan
Nat usual Convention --Tickets
to be eold June 13th to 16th
irecitie.s,s, limit June 30th.
Hounel trip $11110,
Fratikfort, Ky. - Kentucky
Ed u at holed Association. -
Tickets to be sold June 15th
and 16th. return limit June
301h. Rotted trip $8.60.
Birmingham. Ara., and Sa-
vannah. Ga.-On May 301h
through service will be estab-
lished froni Cticago to Savan-
nah, via Fulton. Jackson and
Birmingham. Passengers !cote
fug Padicati on train 103 at
3: SO a. tn., connect at Fulton'
With this through slel•per 5:10
a in., arriving at Birmingham
3:15 p. in., and Savannah at
7:35 a. in.
• J. T. DONOVAN.
Arent City Office, Paducah,
K.
IL M. PRATHER.
Agent -Union Depot.
ININK 
KILL Mg COUCH
AND CURE The LUNC8
 •Sk
-writ: Dr. King's
Newittiscover/
FOR cum Tari,
ALL lailOAT MD WAG TIMM
1317ARA 11LITTI'wLoTlac
1:4,1110$ astruirriAz,asstualwammatusesse
Rose Plants for 2c
Brunson's last cut on bed-
ding plants. Rose plants.
realm'', Coleus, etc., at 2
cents. Largest and best as-
sortnient of roses at 'fieriest
prices ever offered in Padu-
cah.
PH_
'I bar. •uffrreil witil pile* for thirty eft years.
• ynsr Imt auril I keemi taking Cese•rele
Is ren•ttation. IN the retiree of Swell I eotIrett
pit,. dit•ppear •htt e4 the rod f •1S
seek. they '0.1 o.l tn,tillie to, 51 .41. l'esererete
1.14. Ant.- e,...ader• T.., use. I Igo entirely euse4 s.
eel 1,i, a • Mail .“ deorge art der, Napoleon. O.
Pleasant Palnitsh't• Pot.nt Taste aft... flerlemit
lover tilAinit. Weals. air Grip. Ife et, N.r•r.1.1 n Ito lk. •Tb• &womb,. sato.1 &tarn, CO.
1.1.,•03...1 toe.,, or tour moor)" tee-
St -rl.ng Remedy Co.. ChIcage or N Y. me
tNNULL SALE, TEN 111W01 RUES
MEN AN WOMEN.
u. y v tenet
In I 1.1 6 dam dimitarren.iallain-uso
thormemi italati.e• Or M..; •tio133
10 mucous nieSabreaes.
PatoWes, end sot Luria.
IdeaellICALAILRG, gent Of
6.1.10,0 Sued sIbruieggenes.
r. it. a.. ee teat is tilam wratinir.
b• Cu ere. meant& foe
el re r 31 70
less t+tea riect s.ielapieek
So
•
Rubber Stamps and Sup-
plies, Numbering Ma-
chines, Band Daters, etc.
#9
0° .7)%
14,1,
TRADE
OR QUALIT
MAR Pk,
115 MN St. Pions 350
HENRY LUMEN, JR.
samovaa O Tonna ikaa
took Ittellhog. lash Were, Lew
and Larry weft •spsdahly.
i. %VILLE. 11..ADIVAH ANI)
('AIR() LINE.
( Ineorporal ed.)
E% P.V('ISKT.
(Daily Escept satiabl)'.)
Stetunere 'Joe Fos ler and John S.
leave Paducah for Evans-
e.He and asuy landings at 11 a. in.
THE sTE.L9W14 Dit FOWLEIt
at es Piteluesh for Cairo and way
landings at S a. in. sharp. daily. ex-
pt Sunday St etial exeursien rates
now in effect from Paducah to Cairo
and rcturn. sith or without meals
:old loom. Good music and table un-
F utpassed.
For further information apply to
S.. A. Fowlet. Gene ral Press. Agent.
Gisen Koster. City Pass: Agent, at
Fow ler-Crum ha ugh & Co.'s Once.
First and 11roadway.
'MT. LOUIS & TENNESSEE RIVER
-
'K ET tri MP.% N V. '
(Incorporated.)
FOR THE TENNENSEE RIVER.
-STEAMER CLIVE.
heaves Paducah for Tennesitee River
Evrry Wetlneiuiiay at 4 it. in.
.t. W. WRIGHT Master
EUGENE ROBINSON Clerk
This company is not reepontellee
for Invoice charges un:ess collected
by the cierk of the boat.
Special excitheion rates from Padu-
cah to Waterloo. rare for the
round •trip $8.00. Leaves Paducah
every Wednesday at 4 p. m.
NEW STATE BOTH
1110KCIROPOLNI.
lb. A. INalfar. !help.
Nina sat beet betel le the elle
biers *SAM Two lease essepto
teems. Bath rooms, Itioctrle Iig
rtie este erearelly Doeseed Seed II
• eits. •
41.1111111111X4L PATINOMMIN
worn%
VICTORY FOR
GOVERNMENT
Sweeping Decision in First
Whiskey Test Came.
ilitiseicit Don• Sly District of Volum-
'"orl,--101011 Harking foe the
Purse Food Regulations.
'Iii RE STRICTLY ENFORCED
Washington, June 4.-The court
of appeals, the highest court of the
District of Columbia, handed down a
sweeping decision in the first "what
is whisky" test rase, which practl-
..ally sustains evely contention of the
government in its pending cases on
that subject under the pure food
law.,
Although the derision was deliv-
ered in a case which was brought up
to the court a kw months ago, un-
der the provisions of the trade-mark
art, it covers substantially every
point of the two Whisky test cases in-
stituted by the dc,partment of justice to that effect almost at the very time
In Washington gild Baltimore re- that President Roosevelt and Attor-
spectisrly. the former being against y General Bonaparte made the fa-
the James Clark Distilling company mous rulings against such mixtures.
for mleabeilag as whisky a mixture It is said tlyst the commissioner of
of neutral soirits and vehisky. and patents saw the Bonaparte rulings
the ;atter against a Batimore house to late to comply therewith and this
for labeling neutral spirits made case went to the court of appeals
front molassea in icooklaus as "B°11r- presenting the anomalous attitude_eon roe paidtkmabie chwitis.--(tiote Di.bon whisky." the part of the department of the in- erclar Eloped with Organist.The (Wit. decided Cattle up to the terlor as opposing the enicial- rulings
court through litigation between pri- on the question of shisky which had Pittsburg, Pa., June 4.-The fash-sate mirth's, it has resulted in Judi-
lonahle Milivale shyterian church.
which for some tittle has featured Its
music, was yesterday without musec
and there was a rigid investigation
set on foot, which resulted in uecov-
ering the fact that Ralph W. Ct- n.
director of the chair. had eloped 1.3
Ohio with Miss Ma; Henderson, ;he
organist.
S.
dal dictum. for the first time in the
United Slates. on the much-mooted
gee stiott of what constitutes genuine
whisky on the. one hand. and Its ment of the treasur and the depart-
tat ions and adulteratious on the inset of commerce and labor. It Is
other. 
y
said that- neither the commissioner
Victory for the Goversummt• , of patents, the examiner of interfer-
The. decision. comprehending as it ences, nor Secretary Garfield. had in
deut Itooseved and Attorney Genera! The court 
N
r
in it,. bread soapy. nearly every any way intended to openly oppose
issue on the labs-ling of whisky under other co-ordinate departments of the
the pure. food law. is an overatielni- government.
ing victory for the rulings: of Presi-
point shell has been thrown into the posit:on of the president and the
orewveinr,4:%decurhe: 
• practice or rehearsal for the Senday•
choir had been u:table to got ary
music.
the middle of list week and Use I
The elopement look place cetent1
commis- 
In advocau) of which Dr. Wiley, chief
Bonaparte'. It sustains the positions stoner of patents and throws the de - 
The missing pair came home and.
were forgiven.
partment of the interior into accord
of the. bureau of ehernistry. is perhaps
now best known about the country.
and give,. legs: backing, as it we
to the rugulanons governing the
los:ending of whisky by interne: reve-
nue gangets slit. II Secretary Centel-
you Osited a few weeks ago.
The dee isnot of Secretary Taft.
%ton United States circuit judge in
I Seak i p. rhirps the most conspicu-
ous autheerity relied upon by the
court of appeals in rendering its de-
cision. Secretary Taft in the case in
question declared that no one had a
right lie label a mixture so as to de-
resit e the public into thinking that it
was an- unmixed sttaight whisky.
X*M isiaetsx ALL ITosam4) hOUR IN COTTON LE.A.MS
In Chorea Cried. (Bye Us Newbesep
PtiniiVide•
This word of lateyas been in ever)
one's mouth, anel twin,: are wonder-
ing what the word sanifies, though
no one has yet beeei 'ound who will
deny that NEWBRO'S HERPICIDE
does the work. -Well, for the infor-
mation of thousand° of people who
like to know all about a good thing,
we would may that HERPICIDE
means a destroyer or keles of
"Herpes." Now "Herpes" Is the fata-
lly natne of a disease caused by vire
ens vegetable parssites. A similet
microbe causes dandruff, itch irvt
scalp and falling .osir; this is the
microbe that NEWBRO'S HERM-
CIDE promptly destroys; after
which the heir grows. Sold by lead-
ing druggists. Two sizes, 50c and
$11.00. Send 10c In stamps for sam-
ple to The Herpicide Co.. Detroit.
Mich.
the history of this trade mark case,
from which a solution of the whole
whisky contrversy seems to have so
quietly and completely evolved, is
that the department of the interior
through the examiner of trade mark
interferences and the commissioner
of patents had virtually recognized
any sort of mixture as eligible to
registration under the name of
whisky, and had rendered an opinion
tWarrnsts Iliargitur A.;esusistraety biased
and Two Men Surrender.
-
NVeshiugton. June 4.-Bench war-
NOW ON
SUMMER
The place to get a goad
rants were issued today for Theodore Bunn Mei EDUCATION,
B. Price, of New York, a cotton olk- to prepare for a WOO -
erator; E. S. liolnies. Jr., former' resale:sr, and to get ready for THE RUSH of the fall business Is AT
otatletician of the departateut of a DRAUGHON'S PRACTICAL BUSINESS COLLEGE
rteuitur: Moses Haas and Frederick , JailetausliD by Milanese men fruits Mauls to California. catalogue intit; asa for 1T4
A, Peckham, both of New York ,lia-orporatedi Paducah, 211 Broa date, Old phone
charging them with conspiracy. The
warrants are in the government cot-
ton report leak cases and were :sailed
for the purpose of causing the arrest
of the New York men and their re-
turn to this jurisdiction for trial.
New York, June 4.-Moses Haas
and Frederick A. Peckham, who were
indicted with Theodore H. Price on
charges of conspiracy and bribery in
connection with the cotton report leak
surrendered thenutelves to the govern
ment authorities.
When Haas and Peokham appeared
before Judge Ohatfield in the crimin-
al branch of the United States cireves
court Haas was required to furnish
$10,0010 bail. It was then under-
stood that the grand jury had found
four indiestments against Haas, Peck-
ham's bond was fixed at $5,e(00. Both
men were instructed to be in court
again on June HS.
When you need something to take
take it promptly for the stomach, but
take something you know is reliable
-something like Kodol. For Dys-'
monde and Indigestion: Kodol is,
pleasant to take; it is reliable and is
guarantee/Liu_ give relief. It is sold
by all druggists.
NO Mt tlIC
Nos !Ake substances.
One of the pivotal questions del
(1410.1 by Prealdent Roosevelt and At-
torney Genestal Bonaparte last May
was that whisky and neutral spirits
were not like substances. and in the
derisien the court of appeals legally
declares that the y are not lite sub-
stance's, which point alone seems to
ennelaip this' pending test ease
against Clark & company in favor pt
the government's contentions. The
court also decides that Bourbon
whisky can only, he made in the state
of Kentucky and Must he made from
a mash, the chief ingredient of which
is corn.
The rectifiers have deeded the rul-
ings of Secretary Wilson, the presi-
dent and Attorney General Bona-
parte and the fond and drugs board
on the ground that these rulings had
never stood ahe test of the courts,
and might be upset when put to the
test. The rulings of Secretary Cor-
te 'you in May. throwing the entire
machinery of the revenue bureau Into
co-operation with the pure food law
and previous official rulings made
thereunder, were said to have threat-
ened to put an end to the rectifiers'
defiance.. but the decision seems to
have taken the last pretext away
from them. and the. government offi-
cials now expect to strictly enforce
the law throughout the whole coun-
try en the question of whisky.
A Alisup hi
A most peculiar feature nvolved in
YOUR WORD WILL BE
UNDISPUTED
AND YOUR RONEY REFUNDED
Where CARBOZONE INIS to Correct
Any Disorders of the STOMACH
reeulates the bowels,CARBOZONE cure a oonstipatiot.,
and stopa the fermentation of food, so
that the food digests perfectly, and
you reeelre the full strength and
nourishment from what is eaten.
owisoioNE destroys the poisonous
germs In the stomach,
and 'wilt rallies Peptic poison in every
part of the svatem, tend is both a pre-
ventative and a cure.
A kW doses relieve., distress and the
stomach lagoon digesting and afifiltUl-
hitIng the feed. The CARBOZONE
Ma perfect relief for Indigestion In
alt of Its forma Price $1.00.
If your dealer cannot supply you
eider direct from
TIE CARBOZONE COMMIT ,
296 bledielle Ave. 14041411.•
All the patent medicines and
toilet articles adirertivd inothis
paper are on hha siN
filelliorsoses ere bore
!•,arti..ec.± T. 41.
been promulgated by the government
Itself, through the co-operation of
the department of justice, the de-
partment of agricuitnre. the depart-
with the rest of the government on
the question of "what is whisky?"
he court's decision explains that the
trade mark act will not permit the
department of the interior to pass
for registration any trade mark
shich has been used "with a design
of deceiving the public in the pur-
chase of merchandise."
"In this ease," says the court. "the
record conclusively shows that the
applicent. Uri & company, was not
entitled to the exclusive use of the
mark because of misleading and de-
ceptive statements contained on their
label. It was the purpose of the act
to protect holiest manufacturers and
dealers. because in so doing the pub-
e would in,turn be protected. It was
not the purpose of the act to recog-
nise the right of any person. arm or
corporation, to deceive the public."
"In other words." says the court.
"the government will not become a
party to a trams!" In the case de-
rided a rectifier named Uri sold a
mixture of neutral spirits. whiskY,
caramel coloring matter, bead oil and
prune juice as 'Pure 0,d 11,e
Whisky.'"
WILLIAMS' KIDNEY PIMA
Have you neglected your Kidneys?
Have you overworked your nervous
system and caused trouble with your
kidneys and bladder? Have you pains
In loins, side, back, groins and blad-
der? Have you a labby appearance
of the face, especially under the eyes. 
Toofrequent a desire to pass urine?
If so, Williams' Kidney Pills will cure
you-at Druggists. Price 50c. Wil-
liams' ItTg. Co., Celeveland, 0.
EVERYBODY WORKED.
Even Father to Rebuke St. Louis city
Administrather.
St. Louts, Mo., June 4.-More than
4)00 residents of Schiller place. more
than half of that number women,
worked all day yesterday grading a
street, ro blocks long.
They had tried vainly to induce the
city to do the work, and, tired of
waiting, they decided to do the work
themselves. At 6 a. cn. the women
and every child old enough to be of
sersloe joined the men, with shovels,
hoes and picks..
By 10 o'clock the effect of the
steady work was shown by two per-
feetly formed gutters, the length of
2s0 city blocks. At noon the women
quit long enough to serve coffee and
sandwiches, then went back to work
and stayed on the job until 6 p. m.
A BM'S HOLIDAYS.
The ardent controversy which has
been waging in Engldsh and Amorica
concerning th'e hest way to dispose, of
school boys in the long summer vaca-
tion has prompted the Grand Trunk
Railway system to lesue a special pub
heath:en giving suggestions and practi-
cal hints to parents, as to what to do
with the public and preparatory school
boy during the months of July and
August. The vacation camp is one of
the solutions and the publication en-
titled, "What shall a Boy do with his
A'acation thoroughly covers the
ground and solves the problem of the
best way for a schoolboy to enjoy his
holidays.
A copy mny be obtained for the ask
'ng by applying too. W. Vaux 4117
Merehsnts Loan est- Trust WollatnIt.
Chime, Ill
Kennedy's Inxative Cough Syrup is
the one. that children like kfl well to
take. as it tastes nearly as good as
maple sugar. It acts gently yet
freely on the bowels and thereby
it drives the cold out of the system.
It is sold by all druggists.
MRS. LOGAN INJURED IN FALL.
Woman Thrown atati . siert While
Alighting From Street ear.
Washington, June 4. --As the re-
sult of a fall from a street car, Mrs.
John A. Logan is confined to her
rooms in this city. The accident oc-
curred Friday night, l'pan return-
ing home from a call Mrs. Logan was
alighting teem a car when It started.
No bones were broken, but Mrs. Lo-
gan was badly bruised and much jar-
red. She is unable to move without
assistance, and her atending physic-
ian says she will be confined to her
rooms for a week or ten days. Mrs.
Tueker, daughter of Mrs. Logan, it
with her mother.
DeWitt's Kidney and Bladder Pills
are prompt and thorough and will in
a very short time strengthen the
weakened kidneys. Sold by all
druggists.
a
IN MALE ATTIRE.
Pihe Worked. and She fiirl Mail to
Marry Her noose Mate.
Rok Springs. S. D., Jane 4.-For
the Arst time in the Weary of Scuth
Dakota. a young woman became a
it de while wear:rg male attire. She
had been working as a man,- on a
lath*, and a week ago her employer
engaged a young man ited required
that they occupy the time quarters.
. He learned her 4ea and declared
that unless she -nterried the young
ban at once he eculd send her it,
jail. She consented. a minister was
s-nt for and knot tied before the-
g:1 could change he' clothing.
SUMMER HAS ARRIVED
and with it the necessity for a
rew light weight suit. If you
want your clothing to he theasme
of style and elegance you- should
Choose your fabrics from our su-
perb assortment, and we will fit
them perfectly, and give indi-
viduality in style such as you can't
get with ready made garments.
H. M. DALTON
493 1k9444/MA7
s--- ---_ ._-_-_
ICE ! ICE! • ICE!
you will be cunferring a favor by reporting to ,the manage-
ment any discoUrtesis shown you by any of our employees,.
SCALP-At ON Al.L. WA4 TONS.
INDEPENDENT ICE CCONIP'ANY
Phones" 11154 10th ee AlatcHarion
0........n.romipmek .....
City Transfer Co.
C. L. Van Meter, Manager.
All Kinds of Hauling. Second
and Washington Streets:
Warehouse for Storage.
Both Phones 499.
in.........mogg..
CLIP YOUR
They look better, feel better and work
to groom and you are not-annoyed
have an electric machine and an expert
-it good work as can be done,
better.
by horse
operator
at
LIVERY
We
as
tioRses
Clipped horses are easier
hairs when driving.
and will glee you
the regular mice.
CO.
Avenue.
THE TULLY
(Ineerpurated.)
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District of Kentucky, at
Paducah.
an information has been
the District Court of the Unit-
for the Western District of
at Paducah, on the 22nd
May, taus. by George Do-
Esq., attorney for the United
against ten barrels, seventy-
barrels and fifty kegs of eider
in substanoe that said articles
to the United States, as
misteramied withiu the inclining
Fool and Drugs act of congre:Js
United States approved 'June
19116, and praying protein
the mime. and that same may
a-. forfeited, ate afore-
hosing been seised try the
under due process of law.
therefore, in pursuance to
under seal of said court to
and delivered I do here-
public notice to all persona
eaid articles or in ally mate
steed therein, that they maY
appear before the salt' court,
held in the city of Paducah is
sail Distric, on.. the 16th day
lase,. then 0 and there
their claims. and to make
in that behalf.
W. LONG, U. S. M.
Elwood Neel, Deputy.
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IIKAUTI1 AND VITALITY
Mott's Ne•erine Pills.
great iron and tonic
men and women, produces
and vitality, builds
and renews the normal
sale by druggists or by mall.
box, 6 boxes for $5. Williams'
Co.. Cleveland, 0. .
-
lit ETTY SPOOK
Governor Hoke Smith's ram
ily With Her %lefts.
Ga., June I.-While Gov-
Hoke Smith ie away engaged
fight for ieolection the ghost
woman clad in gray In
Mrs. amen and daughters
executive mansion. It is said
woman has appeared
that the inmatea of the
have developed a bad ca=e
matter how much a man
Deli/bets he seldom
with his wife.
reform is inaugurated
the people want something
about which to complain.
,
A,
-
....": 
thic3go's Great t*.uropean Hotel
• ••,.. . The Virginia. Absolutely fireproof. Rates. 9130 and up
. • A high-class Trensient anti Residential Hotel, in the most4;• I,akc,  to beautiful" sect part of the city-nar the convenient..4 
, 
3.,..North
le
 Park System. Rotunda, a h.irmony itt Italian marble.
lIK benntiful statuary and eathedrol glacs. WO handsomely fur-
...'1 nkhed outnide rooms, skittle er en suite Large bright I 'Mint
orii- . i If ell, with finest cuisine. livery conveaience that appecls to
the most exacting patron Far enouah from city noise tor
A . „,,' reset.' quiet, yet within ten mine ten• walk of business i enter.
' -1M:ri ii , .  St cars I? hlooks away) in) minutes take you to the shop-
li ,," pine district. passing all leadinc theatres. Booklet free.
u GEO. W. REYNOLDS. Prow. Reek sod Cade Ste. askew
t.
.
-"".---
.
-
Early Times
Beam
And
i Jack
The purest whiskey made. It
has been stored for years in
charred oaken barrels, at an
even temperature, and has a
uniformity due to perfect ag-
ing. Bottled in bond spring
1900. Sold everywhere.
_i_
41.
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You Will Need an Oil Stove
fire was burning.
When warm days
and the kitchen fire
make cooking a bur-
den-Cien is the time
to try a New Perfection
Wick Blue Flame Oil
Cook-Stove.
Marvelous how this
stove does away with
kitchen discomforts -
IlOw cool it keeps the
room in comparison with
conditions when the coal
The quick concentrated heat of the
NEW PERFECTION
Wick Blue Flame Oil Cook-Stove
goes directly t9 boil the kettle or bake the bread, and none
is diffused about the room to overheat it. Thus using the
"New Perfection " is real kitchen comfort. Made in three
sizes and fully warranted. If not with your
dealer, write our nearest agency.
The R‘PY0 
Lamp Just sucha lamps.
everyone
wants-handsome enough
for the parlor; strong enough for the kitchen, camp
or cottage; bright enough for every occasion. If
not Is Ali your dealer, write our nearest agency.
STANDARD OIL COMPANY.
tilneseaserattedi
wt:lmiNG friends.
• port. d to lo doing
Of Et-President and 11m. Clevebond very w. thaugh hc -has not t.r. yet
il'idebritteil at Their Home. ta kit lcs necustoomed afternoon drive
alseut Prino•ton.
Princeton. N. J.. June The
twenty-so cond idlung anoil%er-ry of When a man feels calIeJ upon to
rerm::r Pro sident and Mrs. Grover offer an explanation it is a selin he
Cieveland was qUielly. tAt :•ratt•tt :1! got caught at sumathing.
their home h.
A larle w eake was Imes...fir- A magi. II re-
ed the Clo relands by Prin., 'MI :o Keel
-7
1 SCHMAUS BROS.
Both Phones 192.
vemmiesamanumaaneralmaalas
200,000 PLANTS
The largest assortment of roses and plants in the city, also
211.000 plants at less than 3 cents., 175.000 other plants to select.
from. See us before placing your order.
- -
• lx s Tints POINT oil 1
this pharraizey as one whe!.• their
presfTiptions are comOolinol..1 :th
.tbsete accent y and the purest of
Wien wedio ine need»! in
.y..vir lionise. therefor.. toriT do well
to leave in: or, pare e. Tien ‘y011•1:
Ile, slfrio tec not defeatIng the do) tar's
ficiis to make tie. safTeier IT.
Think that over. Telephoue us.
Booth phones 1
S. H. WINSTEAD. Druggist
Seventh nedDroadway.
' Phones 756
 ..aalabe 11111=111111111111111111111110
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THE CITY NATIO AL BANK
PADUCAH, IsENTUC-KY.
UNITED STATES DE11)81TORY.
Capital, filurphis and Vedlvkled Pruta $1400,000 00
Shareholders Responsibility •  200,000 11)0
Total Reeponalbaky ta Depositors  5410.000 00
S. H. HUGHES, President. JOS. J. FRIEDMAN. Vice President.
J. C. UTIKRRACK. Cashier. C. IC HIrliclIDSON, Amt. Outlaw.
INTERMT PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS.
A. R. ANSPACITER, R. R. HUGHES, R. A. FOWLER, J. L. FRIED.
MAN.'. C. IMF:HAACK, DR J. G. BROOKS, BRACK OWEN.,
INSURANCE AGENTS
ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.
fire,
Life,
Accident,
Health,
Liability,
Automobils,
Office Phones 0" 1"Nit. telt
Steam Biller,
fiends,
Plate Glaaa,
Elevator.
Residence Phones
Cram pheall UulldIng, IPeeduCnh, Ky.
TELLS HARD LUCK
STORY TO POLICE
oman Pressed in Man's .‘p
'pare! in company of Hobo's
Mrs. Kate Girard Rays Her Hisabasad
Abused Her and She Was on Way
to (Intl.
RIM IS ARRESTF.D IN THIS MY
Dresso d no a men and waiting for
a freight train with three men. Mrs.
Katie Girard was arrested last night
south of the Union station try Petro
Kirk, of the Illinois Central force.
and Patrolmen Ronsch nnd Bryant.
In appearance she resembles a young
man. but her voice betrayed her.
When found she wore a soft crushed
hat, a (-heap coat and shirt, a pair of
OVe'reS and a pair of white tennis
shoes. She told the patrolmen her
story of hard luck, which has not
been contradicted. With her were
C. McKenzie, Warren Baker and
Jilin Nicholson. who werg arrested
oni a charge of :oiler-int around the
station.
In appearance Mrs. Girard would
pass for a young man with her sun-
tanned faee, blue eyes and bold nose.
Her light hair is clipped close, but a
part in the middle may be seen fro
der her hat. She is about five feet
four inches tall, and weighs 135
(pounds.. This morning in police court
;she wore a corduroy cap. hut was
dressed in a new dress. She Is calm
and answers all questions readily.
Mrs. Girard says her home is in
Cincinnati. hut two years ago her
parents died and she was married to
lionns Girard. who :Ivci near Evans-
ville. They farmed last rummer and
iear.'d about 4 coo l'hflt home. . .
life wa., happy, and preparvions were
:made for this year's crop, when the
'high water covered their farm and1
s
they went to the city G:i.atd began
drinking. and Katie said he male life
so miserable that she pack. d her
hotisehold goods. and taking what
money she, could find left Rior Mound
City, r. Her hrother. Thomas Pe:-
cher, worked in a saw mill. but Mrs.
Girard-could not find work there, and
becoming discouraged. wanted to re-
'turn to Clacinnati to her brother.
John Pr. 1r her. Illotrowitix id floret
.he- brother, she repacked her house-
hold goeds and shipped them to Cin-
cinnati. Her purse was empty and
hung unah:e to get more aid, she de-
cided to hobo her way to the Queen
City.
Oid men's clothes were borrowat
from a neighbor. and at Mound City
she met McKenzie. who was going to
Louisville. At Water Valley she
found her long hair was dfficnit to
keep under her hat and had a negro
woman to cut it off. She put it in
her pocket and reeards it as a tress-
ur• . Paducah was reached early
Tuesday Warning. aud since then she
has 'been walking over the city.
Last night she and McKenzie went
to the Union station, where they met
Warren Baker. of Memphis. and
John Nicholson. a ill-year-old Padu-
cah boy. Several cans of beer had
been drunk when Patillo Kirk re-
ceived a tip she was a woman. Quiet-
y advancing Mr. Kirk played hobo,
and after learning thc Ir intentions
eared Patrolmen Bryant and Rolisch
from their hicillIg places and the
burch was nabbed.
'1*tHs morning in court McKenzie
admitted he knew his companion way
a woman, hut the two other boys did
rot know Mrs. Girard.- When arrest-
el the men cursed and abused 'the
patrolmen and were fined $11; and
,..ist.i this mottling in 10).'er. court
K. P. 113110RIAL
WILL RE HELD AT GERMAN
EVANGELIcAl. CHURCH
Sunday Evening All Knighta Will
Meet at Isulge Room and Go
In a Body.
Memorial services for the departed
members of the Knights of Pythiaa
will be held next Sunday evening at
Old 726C 
the Getman Evangelical church, the
Rev. WIIIFam Boarguln preaching the
N•w 726 service. Ottly one member, IL J.
Ilookhatnmer. has died In the patit
,ar. There will be special musie
for the service and the ehurah mill be
docorated prettily. The Knights will
 . attend the serylee In a body The
ibath roll has sixteen names: L. -D.
Caldwell. Gus Clark, James A. Bryan,
.1. A. Bryant, John L. Powell, W. A.
(Mem. E. B. Jones. Andy Well, Jr.,
P. Robinson Ed Gleichman. A L.
Weil. C. .1. Wilson, Harry Miele!.
.1. M. Bunker. It. E. Stallings 3114
J. Bookhammer,
l'nifeorm flank.
The uniform rank of the Knights
of Ps-hias will Meet at Nineteenth
:Ind Chty streets tonight for their
regular drill. The members of the
rank will attend the state Meeting
an Lexington next fall and intend to
carry away their share of the prizes
oftered for the best drilled romp:my.
This Is the s-conel drill held in the
opcn, and by continuing the drills all
eutoMer the rank expects to be in line
shape for mantas and drilling at
Lextagtoa.
14,1**FeLtf ffMil***11A‘Ifillk...4*zit*
Good Workmanship First-class Material
WAGE DEALING
flare btoilt up Bic large.t plumt.ing business in 11 'estern Ken.
ky. My Objeri Is to tonLe 11 larger. Estimates free.
ED D. HANNAN
PILII11111111-
Both Phoroom 201
INV 
St earn Fitter
1.12 fabiloth l'ourth t.
Backache,
Pain in the
Hips and Groins
N. melt eases Ire dirlidt results
g! WEAK KIDNEYS and IN-
FLAMMATION OF TOR BLAD-
DER. The strain on the Kid-
neys and inflamed membranes
lining the neck of the Bladder
producing the pales.
INfl
GLOBES
WILL CUit IT
-ores
Two domes girt rellsr, and
one box wit cure any ordinary
case of Kidney or Bladder
trouble. Removes Gravel, cures
Diabetes, Seminal Emlasions,
Weak and Lame Back, Rheum*.
(lam and al! irregularities of ths
Kidneys and Bladder In botk
men and women. Sold at 50
,ents a box on the No Cure No
Pay basis by McPherson's drug
store, Fourth and Broadway,
sole agents for Paducah, or seat
by mall upon receipt of price to
Lark MUdicine Co., Louisville,
Ky.
BOY ORATOR
FICMPIIREV_ LEIS_ tIE
SPEAK ON PROHIBITION.
Note! Treat for Public at First Bap-
tist thumb Friday Night at It
lull's k, 11'llen loath Talks.
Humphrey Lee, the irecyear-old
orator, of Missouri, will deliver an ad-
dies' en the subject of prohibition at
the First Baptist church Friday night
at 8 ol.lock. lie has a nationarrepti-
itation and is wiel known to men
Paducah people lie it: he
duced by Will Rock. winner of the
Barkley medal fur declamation at the
High school. There will be special
music.
I F. D. Brown at Large.F. D. Brown. the Padoteah picture
agent. oho Is wanted at Mounds. I: .
on a rape charge, is still at large and
Chief Collins has reeeived a letter
from the sheriff of Andersen county.
asking that a watott be kept for
Brown In Padlicah. as It was expect-
ed he wouiti come heti) for his trunk.
The 'mice so far !lave found no) trace
of the matt in Paducah sine.' the
Cr!Mlle Sall COMMItted.
Nrsery likes company even better
When it doesn't like the company
Do
You
Own
A Home-
?
How long have,ou been
paying rent? Do yon own
a picket on the fence or a
shingle on the roof? Now
stop and think... $6.00 per
month or 20.: a day will
itart you, and after the"
loan is granted it will only
cost you $9 66 a month.
principle and interest on
each $1,000 borrowed,
with 10 1-2 years to pay
back. We have bought
and built 300 home, at
$1,000 each in the state in
the past two years. We
operate in 18 states and
have been the means of
many a poor man getting
a home and a start on the
road to independence.
The Standard Trust
Company
of Bli Worsham, Ala.,
is incorporated with $500,-
000, and as per last audited
report has $13,0(,0 surplus
going in the loan funds
each month., Call or ad-
dress for a few days-do
it today
State Manager,
W. E. Mathews
11i S. Dirt St. htselozrEsr Iroise
Between 8 a. in. and 9 p. in.
HANDICAPPED BY
HIGH SCHOOL 108
Proves ti reef Sneeess and
Highly Entertaining.
Large Ittettilnuce NI Performance in
High Solvis.11 itUoiitoiluuIi 141si
Night.
THE ('14T OF ChARACTKRS.
Threatening weather did not pre-
vent a large attendance at the pre-
•entatiOn of "ilandicamwd." the sen-
ior class play. last night at the High
school teudRorium. It was the first
play ever given on elass ...night,' and
the Innovation proved most _aceetpt-
able to the large audience. The iiPn-
if)rs have rehearsed faithfully on their
play and their reward comes in the
statement'that it was the best play
over given at the High school. The
Way is really a High school prodnv-
!ion as it has been so altered and tilt-
tin vest that the original play isan-
other story. 'Closely woven into the
play are delightful nitisi.al features
and local jokes that all wan under-
stand only add to the telJoyment of
the ply.
The scene ie laid itt the Summer-
ville academy for young ladles. awl
during the. absence of Mrs. Lawton.
the principal. the g:rls. have a frolic.
During her absence. Teelly Thurston.
a youth given to racing, and the Rev.
Theophilus Stiggs, a new professor.
arrive at the academy: The old con-
fusion of an exchange of (mats conies
in brightened' up. and Teddy is he
teodueed as th- profewor. and Dr.
StIggs as the young man. The light
plot of the play is earn: ii merrily on.
and the restoring of order once more
"n the academy. brings out much fan
Woo Helen Mita ito Woo Pinks.
the to acher who had seen younger
days. wns most factor:I-eery to the
an-Pence. ifor constarr hope el a
man brought many bright lilies into
the play. Mr. Rdisin Hamitic as the
Iles Th.4.1411111, ,.i:gcs. a badly
frightened Young professor, eame in
for applause for his good work. His
appearanet• en the stage was a signal
for mirth. 34: Robertson
cd the par of Mrs. T.airtnn. the
principal. with dignity and self-cen-
tre! Teddy Thers•en the young
runt nith a view if life in a llrht
9,321 in eapah'e hands by Goa
Elliott. nod h- made a &noting Yolln1
lover WLI Rack assumed the role
out Torn), Janiior. and made much
out of a minor part. Ethel Rghts
and Margaret Schwab as l'eninerta and
Georgiana, th, wore as Mfg.
e' hie Verti-, as twIns are supposold to lee
Nt - s.. Smith and Wss
tiny and Nu Ill Lawlen, wi
tr.t.iffilieelling in th• in work and thelr
tel the mos', al numb re. th;. duets
of allos R• so Lave iiyal C us Fe:Ii•ett n
-I'd Like to Hock You in My Heart."
was grcidi-.1 ruerit.t applause.
Miss Helen little sang "What the Ros,,
Saiol." with humorous effect. Mist
Ethel. Sight. sang "Cupid-PM .'• 4
idevir liVirs song with idle statiza re-
lating to the" High school. -The
Girls of P. le 5.•• was sung by Edwin
Randle w.th the chorus. ''Under
the Tropical Moon" was a good coon
song for -Wilt Rock and with his
dam .. via: greatly enjoyed. The
school g]': chorus sane -I Can't Do
'That and the closing chorus
was ••I Want to Do thick "
Thu play an,i staged and rehearsed
under thc diet-lion of Mies Anna
Bird Stewart. and the ease with which
the young actors distinguished them-
seives was due largely to Mielt Slew-
art's leicliine. Miss Allah L. Braze!.
ten had supphision of Ote muskrat
numbers and the songs which lent
tooth for the) Sell'eNe14 of the play.
MANUEL WEINSTOCK
DIES OF' BLADDER TROURLF: AT
HOME OF DAUGHTER.
Former linsIness Sian of Louts% ill,
 •s to) 1'84111c/ill But Fade of
• Paducah did not afford the relief
Mr. Manuel Weinstock. of Centralia.
F. expected, for he died 'last night
at 1 tt:40 o'clock at the residence of
his daughter, Mrs. Benjamin
Fourth and Ohio streets, from blad-
der trouble, after having bee. here
only a week. Mr. Weinstock was ce
)ears old and was born In Philadel-
phia. When young, he moi44 arith
his parents to Louisville. where be
was in business for many years until
1903, when he went to Centralia. l''
Ile is survived by. four sons and
two daughters. Messrs. Alexander.
William and Samuel Weinstock. of
Louisville, and Charles Weinstock. el
Centralia. and Mrs. Benjamin Mirka.
and Mrs. Jennle Weinstock, of P11
d ;kith. Two brothers, Messrs. Hal
moti and Abe Weinatock, also survh,
him. The body will be taken to Lon
!Nellie for burial. Mr. Weinstock hat
many friends in Paducah and other
cities where he hai lived.
A boon companion Is seldom looked
iipon as a boon by the family of the
man he 'gradates wit!"
SKI I DISEASES
CAUSED BY HUMORS IN THE BLOOD
The ski, i is provided with countless pores and glands, through
which an evaporation is going on continually, day and night. This it
.-anure's method of regulating the temperature of our bodies, and pre
serving the natural appearance of the skin. These pores and giant*
are connected with tiny veins and arteries through which they receive,
from the blood, the necessary nourishment and strength to preserve
their healthy condition,' and enable them to perform thus duty.
So long as the blood is pure and rich the skin will be free from
eruption or disease, but when -the circulation becomes infected
acids and humors its nourishing 'and healthful properties are lost,
its acrid, humor-laden condition causes irritation and inflammation
the delicate tissues and fibres of the pores and glands, and 4he effect le
shown in Eczema, Aerie, Tetter4 Salt Riw .a, or somtother distressine.
disfiguring skin disease.
These' humors get into the
blood through a deranged or inactive
condition of the system. Those
members whose duty it is to collect
and expel the refuse matter of the
body fail to properly do their work,
and this surplus or waste matter is
left in the system to sour and fer-
ment and be absorbed into the
blood. There are also certain
other humors which get into the
blood from without. The juice or
milk frtan poisonous plants, such
as poison oak, poison ivy, nettle
rash, etc., enters through the open
pores of the skin and. sakes root in
the blood. This causes a breaking
out which rcmcinr for a time and
then disappears. but returns at
ceistain seasons z.f. each year.
The cause of all skin troubles can be traced to some kind of humor
in the blood. Smoot, healthy skins are only possible where the circu-
bition is pure; and therefore the cure of any skin affection can only
come through a thnrounti cleansing of this vital fluid Salves, washes,..
lotions, etc., are valuek -ottly f -r thcir ii1-.if:ty to keep the skin deal) -
allay the itchitm and tend to reduce inflammation; they cannot come*.•the trouble becan-e they do not reach the Mood.
S. S. S. cures skin diseases of every character and kind, because it
purifies the Mood. It goes down into the circulation and room es the
humors that are causing the trouble, builds up the weak, acrid blood,
and completely cures
Eczema. Acne, 'fetter,
Salt Rheum, Poison
Oak, Poison Ivy, apd
all eruptions and dis-
eases of the skin.
• • W. U'hen S. S. S. hasdriven the humor from
the blood, and "cooled
and cleansed the acid-
heated cirCulatiotko.‘,
every symptom passes away, the skin is again nourished with rich.•
healthful blood, and comfort is given to disease-tortured skins.
• Special hook on Skin Diseases and -any niedical advice free.
S. S. S. is for sale at all drug stores.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA. GA.
 •
ECZEMA FORTY YEARS.
I want to tell you the great
good I received from the wee of
S. II. 8. I am now 75 years old
and had suffered with Ressema
for forty years, and could fInd
nothing to *aroma until I tried
8. 8. 8. I suffered intensely
with the itching and burning;
pustules would form from
which there Sowed a sticky
fluid:crusts we uld come on the
skin. and when scratched off,
the skin was left as raw as a
piece of beef. I suffered agony
the long years I was i41toted,
but w,sn I timid IL S. 8.1 found
• perfect cum. There has
never been any return of the
trobble. CAL_ tvess_
Stockholm, Nob.
PURELY VEGETABLE
SAVE MONEY ON YOUR MAGAZINES
It in a great deal cheaper to plats. annual subscriptions to ssee.
oral magazine, at the iame time and order them a:I together from
us. than it is to.) lii, same magazines singly or airbaCr.b• to theila
Separately. Combination cub offers are now made *by which sub-
scribers to setosral magazines an secure bargain prices. sometime/
getting three or four magas:we for the prae of one or two. Sub.
scr.ptions may be sent to different addresses, if desired, and may be.
.gip with any month. Let us know what magazines you are tak-
SS now or what magazines you want to take next year, and we will
ote the combination price, showing saving to be effected.
14.%111P1.111
McClure's Magartne 61.65
or Atneri• an
Reader Magazine.... $AO '-
Metropolitan -1.61
or World Today
or Woman'. Hain*
Companion 56 00
All for atm. Waif Price
Reeder Magazine ...51 00
Review of Reviews -1.00
• Or Outing
Of Amntled'a
or Smart Set
Si 00
Roth for 05.00, Half Pries
Homo Magazine ....SI 00
McClure's • .1
or Cosmopolitan
or Amerkaa
or Success
62.60
Both for $1.1115
BARGAIN&
Cosmopolitan ... ..$1•000
' Home Magazine ..
or American
1111.00
" An for OSA/
Weekly Inter On
and, Farmer ....$1 01
MrCall's linguine .. AO
(with patters)
Home Magazine.... 1.00
$2.10
All for SID& Ralf Pries
De•iguer .
(with fashions)
Coamoopalitan 1.,41
Reeder Magazise .. 3.00
AR dor OLIO
Oomplete Rwherription Cataloger, with beaittiful Harmon roamcover, lisUng all Twig:minas singly and in clubs at lowest rates, metyou free on rtteelpt of postal ear d request. •
Central Magazine Agency • • Indianapolis, Indiana.
Vitas Itehlke- Morn II Gatti/any.
W. F. l'atton, It. Rudy,
President. comities%
P. Plaryitur,
Anshilmst OWIlder,
CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK
illeecorpnreelceii l
'I tiled stud
City Depository State Depository
Capital 
Rtirpine 
Moe khoolders liability 
$100,000
00,000
100,000
Total seenrIty to depredforie 
02/10,040
Account. of bulk ktuals end tirm• solleft•41. F1'e appreciatesmall as well as large depositors aml ,'rd to all the same coeetoonstreat meet,
- _•••
INTEREST PAID ON TIME nEpoerth
OPEN SATITIRDAY NIGHTS PROM 7 TO a O'CLOCK.
5..
•
•
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PIIGAR W. WHITTEMORE
REAL ESTATE
AGENCY
FREE
REAL ESTATE PRICE LIST.
Call. Soot or Islay's.... for it.
Phases 1335. FRATERNITY BLDG
PADUCAH, KY.
•
•
FIRST CLASS LIVERY
MODERATE PRICES
Thew are the foundations upon
which we are building success.
Our hornea are grootuol to the
pink of condition alwayr and our
equipment the beat, yet our
prices are extremely reaaonable.
Next time you want to take a
drive, just call
HAWLEY AND SON
[her Nine
100
417-421
iettersee St.
Dr. Stamper I
D ENT 1ST
Friterilty Building - Roos 205
tracting Teeth and Plate
Work &Specialty.
01.=•••••••=.011.
DR. kING 1114001i14. 01.11STI8T,
Room 7, Truelwart Building, Up-
teat to Catholic than h. New
kebooe
CMINTRAL Z.
CURS ION neurons.
Birmingham. Ala., Confed-
enite Neter:Ins.- -epecial traa
rv ice leeving Paducah about
p. in , June 5th. arriving at
reritichem about G a in.
June 9th: Reduced rates on
r.•gii:ar trains. Parties desir-
ing to.-make ties trip should
advise ss so that we can ar-
ranee for epee !al emus& Of
ediseer. if nettilcd. -
('lilt-ago. lie- Republican
Natemal Convention --Tickets
to be Fold .J ow leth to 16th
iticeteivre _ limit June 30th.
Itimiel trip $11
lerenkfert, Ky. - Kentucky
Edm ati , av-sociAtion. -
Tit-kits to be sold* June 15th
and 11;11). return emit June
20th. Bound trip $h.0.
Itirnringtraur. Ala., and Sa-
vannah. Ga.-On May 30t14
through servire will be estate
lishee from Chicago to Savan-
nah, via Fulton, Jackson and
Birmingham. Passengers bay.
lug Path/1%h on train 103 at
3:so a. m., connect it Fulton
with thla through sli+per 5:10
e. in., arriving at Birmingham
3:15 p. in., and Savannah at
7:35 a. in.
• J. T. DONOVAN,
Agent City Office, Paducah,
Ky.
U. M. PRATHER,
Agent .1.7nion Depot.
IKILL Tim COUCH
AND CURE Thi LUNC8 
-witar. King's
Newt DiscoveryEMUS so.n.511.m.rm.
AM ALL MOAT Memo TROUBLES.
GUAR AVIINATISritCYLVEPX)
OR MON If R.S.FUHDA.Z..aniamositammuseople
Rose Plants for 2c
Brunson's last cut on bed-
ding plants. Rose plants, (le-
ritalum, Coleus, etc., at 2
cents. Largest and best as-
sprtmeut of ro-es at low.et
prices ever offered In Padu-
cah.
PH-
bare suffered wItly pile. for Shirty•afx years.
Jae year ag.. tart April I Lewin Alma Casearela
kir eatiattlatilan Ii. ithe roars. Ma Webb I noticed
pile• began L0 it...int...sr alit ab the end of ida
•er It• they tilt* toadile at all trotttorrto
lOnt ilene treader* far lair. as. entirely eured sad
sal lilies awl" atital." llama* liry dor. Sataileus. O.
P1  Pa1atal/1e !Meat Taste flood Pe (Plod,
lever si,dotii. Weaken or Gripe. bOr IS t
✓ I ro E.!), /lie eemili.* Sato.* .tainced I. C C.
I., rum or liar
Si ig Remedy Co.. Ce,•,...c. or NY. liyj
1111Ut.l. SALE, TEl MILLION BOXES
MEN AND WOMEN.
CU Coe Bin f liatmoirs)
I. Ia.,. di.. Asi em.intlaamiatians,
soo•••••4 ty aloltic.00 Of OlOatatbailb
• t •••••••, ti rotas nInitbrisnaga
t••". PaiiiSms, and sot minim
Iltisuisiotutacx.f." gent oa
(11110Millie1.4 Oahe by Ilicassdaals
of boot I. plain wrapper.
to. •a rowo preptal. bOir
SI rtt, r 3 t 1.11.55? ts
1,as tot 0.4 toy estpassa.
...FOIR...
Rubber Stamps and Sup-
plies, Numbering Ma-
chines, Band paters, etc.
ce
o‘i•?'
.ceo-
115 5 AO St
HENRY AMEN, JR.
alaSOVIRD TO TUMID am.
fleet Bank week Lep
and Mgr! Week a specialty.
i. iNSVILLE. PADUC.tH AND
(*.lint() LINK.
(Itectorposrated.)
.% Nst'111.1.E.P.tild'4".%H P.tekvir.
(poor Sunday.)
SrieunerT Joe leneler and John he
II hk in,.'a c. Pailitcah for Evans-
% '0 Ll1l way lantlings at 11 :i.
'I HE STEA3WIt 11141i FOWLER
Laves Padre ah for Cairo and way
landings at 1, a. in. sharp. daW . ox-
pt tiunday„ Stecial excursion rates
new in effect fr  Paitteah to Cairo
e or without meels
mei Heine Good muser and table un-
su passed.
For father Informatien apply to
.%. row e•r. Gem rat Pass. Agent.
re (Is on rimier, City Pass. Agent. at
here l.r-Crum le ugh, & Co.'s °Kee.
First and Broadway.
Kr. Louis & TENNEskii*: RIVER
11'.%1K ET 1*(1)11'.‘Nra
(Incorporated.)
FOR TIIE TF:NNESSEE RIVER.
STE.14IER ci,y1)E.
Leaves padenth for TPIIIIIMalve River
Every Wednesday at 4 p. in.
A. W. WIRIGHT Seeder
EUGENE ROW \SON Clerk
This company is not responsible
for invoice charges tin:ess collected
lo the clerk of the boat.
Special exleirsion rats% from Padvi-
iali to Waterloo. Fare for the
round trip $s...0. Leaves Parilucall
every Wedni•sday at 4 p. m.
NEW STATE ROTEL
DISTROPOTAL yuta.
S. A- Halley, Pee%
Stweell sad hew betel In the Obi
levers 1141.00. Two large sample
POMO. Bate rourna, klectrle Liable
Pb. only rcetrally located Sobel b
dtl. •
00110411MOIAL IPATIMINAGS
VICTORY FOR
GOVERNMENT'
Sweeping Decision is Met
Whiskey Test Case.
Handed !hien By INetriet of Colum-
bia lourh--lacaall Racking for the
lure Food Regulations.
TO BE STRIt 'ELY ENFORCED
Washington, JulIt. 4.-The coure
of appeals, the highest court of the
District of Coiumbia, handed down a
sweeping decision in the first "what
IS whisk " test ease which tiprat -
tails sustains every contention of the
government in its Pending eases on
that subject under tilts pure food
law.
Although the decision was deliv-
ered in a (Use which was brought up
to lb.' court a few months ago, un-
der the provisions of the trade-mark
act, it eoverit substantially every
point of the two whisky test cases in-
steuted by the department of justice
in Waehinglon -alid Baltimore re-
spectivily, the former being against
the James Clark Distilling company
for mislabeling as whisky a mixture
of neutral spirits and %Welty. and
the latter against a litetinnorteletese
for labeling neutral spirits made
from molasses in Louisiana as "Boer-
bon whisky."
The case decided came up to the
court through litigation between pri-
vate parties, it has resulted in, judi-
cial dietten, for the first time in the
Cnifed States, on the much-mooted
qtestion of ,what ronstitutes genuine
whisky on the one hand. and its Mil-
TAM SAXIFLE ALL TO MALI/ !VCR IN COTTON LE.Allts
in Chorini Cried, Give Pa Newbroli
Setide•
This word of late Vas been its ever)
one's mouth, anti are %veneer-
ing what the word s %nines. though
no one has yet beret 'ound who will
deny that NEWBRO'S HERP1CIDE
does the work. Well, for the Infor-
mation of thousand* of peop'.e who
like to know all about a good thing.
we would say that HERPICIDO
meens a destroyer or kele, of
"Herpes." Now "Herpes" is tho fata-
lly name of a diseese caused by earl
oes vegetable pan -'its. A similar
microbe causes dandruff. itehir4
scalp and tailing atir; this is the
microbe that NEWBROS HERPI-
CIDE promptly destroys; after
which the heir grows. Sold by -lead-
ing druggists. Two sizes. 50c and
$1.00. Send 10c in stamps for sam-
ple to The Herpicide Co., Detroit.
Mich.
the history of this trade mark Cane*
from which a solution of the whole
whisky contrversy seems to have so
quietly and completely teethed. is
that the departmert of the interior
through the examiner of trade mark
interferences and the c nonissioner
of patents had virtually recognized
any sort of mixture as eligible to
registration , under the name of
Whisky, and had rendered an opinion
to that effect almost at the very time
that President Roosevelt and Attor-
ney General Bonaparte made the fa-
nious rulings against such mixtures.
It is said that the commissioner of
patents saw the Bonaparte rulings
to late to comply thereilth and this
ease went to the court of appeaeso
presenting the smonialous attitude on
the part of the department of the in-
terior as opposing the oKcia: rulings
on the question of whisky which had
leen promulgated by the government
iteelf. through the co-operation of
the department of' justice. the de-
.,ther.
tations and adulterations on the went of commerce and labor. It is
partment of agriculture, the depart-
ment of the treasury and the depart-
said that neither this commissioner
Victory for the Government. , of patents, the examint r of interfer-
The decision. comprehending as It enees, nor Secretar Garfield. had in organist.
the pure food .avv. is an overwhelm-
ing. vletury for the ruling:: of Presi-
dent eiiosevee and Attorney Genera!'
Renato:tie It sustains the positions,
In advocacy I If which Dr. Wiley. chief
of the bureau of ehemistry. Is perhaps
now to's! known about the country.
and gist-. . ea; bat:king, as it were,
to the :. 43:lit ions governing- the
branding. .e whisky by interne: reefs-
hue gall '-H whets 'Secretary Ciiiitel-
you i- i .i Ice weeks ago-
The .I.. eion of Secretary Taft.
eh. n Un e e States circuit judge in
Isfet. it: pr rhadis the most conspire'
ons authority- relied upon by the
I owl 01 - alipea is ; n rendering its de-
cision. Secretary Taft in the casein
question declared that no one had a
right to label a mixture so as to de-
ceive the public into thinking that it
was en 'lunette(' se:eight whisky.
NM bike Substance-sr.
One of the pivotal questions de
iiiiied by President Roosevelt and At-
torney Omelet Bonaparte last May
was that whisky and neutral spirits
were not like substances, and In th
decision the court of appeals legally
Ili e:iiren that thi y are not like sub-
stances. which point a:one seems to
concliiie the pending test ease
against (*lark & company In favor pf
Ike government s contentions. The
court also decides that Bourbon
whisky can only be made in the state
of Kentucky and must beenade from
a mash. the chief ingredient of which
Is corn.
The rectifiers have defied the rul-
ings of Secretary Wilson, the presi-
dent and Attorney General Bona-
parte and the 6-rod and drugs board
on the wound that these rulings had
never !toed the test of the courts,
and might be upset when put to the
test: The- rulings of Secretary Cor-
telyou in May. throwing the entire
machinery of the revenue bureau into
co-operation with the pure food law
and previous official rulings made
thereunder, wete sald to have threat-
ened toettit an end to the rectifiers'
defianco-. but the decision seem, to
have taken the last pretext away
(rum them. and the government offe-
cials now expect to strictly enforce
the law throughout the Whole coun-
try on the question of whisky.
A elicit)) In Illph. Nis.
A most peculiar feature nyolved in
YOUR WORD WILL BE
UNDISPUTED
AND YOUR RONEY REFUNDED
Where CARBOZONE FARS to Correct
Any Disorders of the SIOMACIII
CARBOZONE re4"14t'es the ho_weill,c urea conatipAlut.,
and stops the fermentation of food, so
that the food digests perfectly, and
you receive- the full strength and
nourishment from what is eaten.
mtiozolur destroys the poisonous
"germs In the stomach,
and neut retires septic outman in every
part of the system, and Is both a pre-
ventative and a cure.
A Kw dotes relieve/I distress and the
stomach is anon d breaking and anal tol-
'sting the food. The CA RROZONE
isa perfect relief for Indigestion in
all of its forms 4 price Vol
If your dealer cannot supply you
order direct from
TYE CAR1IOZONE COMPANY
2% %iodises ave. Mempille. Tam
All the patent medicines and
toilet arteries advert hohis
paper are on imb
Mcilwrsosis Drag Store
F o vr th d lebreadira •
Warraets Cliarging Consiviraey Issued
and Two Meu Surma/des.
1Vashrugton, June 4.-Bench war-
rams were Issued today for Theodott:
H. Price, of New York, a cotton op-
erator; E. S. Helmet,. Jr.. former
statistician of the department of ast-
NOW ON
SUMMER
The place to get a good
nuete ENS EDUCATION,
to prepare for a Giu0D •
P. eeTti or, and to get ready tor THE ItUsit of the tail business Is AT
DRAUGHON'S PRACTICAL BUSINESS COLLEGE
riculturei Moose Haas and Frederick • lelbeestiED by basilicas men from Meuse to eallforula taut-togas raNt;
A. Peel:heel, both of New York,
charging them with conspiracy. The
warrants are in the government cat-
ion report leak cases and were .ssued
for the purpcee of causing the arrest
of the New York men and their re-
turn to this Jur:attire:ion for trial.
New York. June 4.-Moses Haas
and Frederick A. Peetkhani, who at-re
indicted with Theodore II. Price on
charges of conspiracy and bribery in
connection with the cotton report leak
surrendered themselves to the govern
ment authoriees.
Wben Haakeand Peokeam appeared
before Judge Chatfield in the crimin-
al branch of the United States cermet
court Hells was reepered to furnish
$10.:009 bail. It was then under-
snood that the grand jury had found
four indivenents against Haas, Peek-
hates band was fixed at $5,00.0. Both
Olen were Instructed to be in court
again on June le.
When you need something to take
take it promptly for the stomach, but
take something you know is reliable
-something like Kedol. For. Dys-'
pepsia and Indigestion. Kodol is,
pleasant to take; it is reliable and is
gueranteed to give relief. It is eoldi
by all druggists.
NO Mt SIC
For learshionable Church-Choir Di-
rector Eloped With Organist.
Pittsburg. Pa., June 4.-The faeh-
lonalee Mievale P. sbyterian church.
which for some time has featured Its
music, was yestereav without muse'
and there was a nail
set on foot, which resulted in In:cov-
ering the fact that Ralph W. Cieon.
director of the chair, had eloped to
Ohio with Miss Mai. Henderson, 'sle
110,s, in II. bruad eloPe. nearly every any way intended to openly oppose •r he elopement took place aersteepees alike has hi-en thrown intb the position of the president and the,the middle of its: week ane tecissue on the labeling of whisky under othi r eo-ordinate departments of the 
e
choir had been ultable to get are
government.
All Now in Accord.
The court reversed the commis-
sioner of patents and throws the de-
partment of the interior Into accord
with the rest of the government on
the question of "what is whisky?"
The court's decision explains that the
trade mark act- will not permit the
department of the interior to pass
for registration any trade mark
%%Mill has been used "with a design
of deceiving the public in the pur-
chase of merchandise."
"In this case," says the court. "the
record conciusively shows that the
applied-tit, Uri & gompany. was not
entitled to the exclusive use of the
mark because of misleading and de-
ceptive statements contained on their
label. It was the purpose of theact
to protect honest manufacturers and
dealers. because In so doing the pub-
Jr would in.turn be protected. It was
not the purpose of the act to recog-
nize the right of any persou firm or
corporation, to deceive the public."
"In other words." says the court,
"the government will not become a
party to a Iraq." In the case de-
rided a rectifier named Uri sold a
mixture of neutral spirits, whisky.
caramel coloring matter, bead oil and
prune juice as 'Pure Oid Rye
Whisky.'"
WILLIAMS' KIDNICY PILIA
Hate you neglected your Kidneys?
Have you overworked your nervous
system and caused trouble with your
kidneys and bladdei"? Have you pains
In loins. side, back, groins and blad-
der? Have you a flabby appearance
of the face, especially under the eyes.
Too frequent a desire to pass urine?
If so, Williams' Kidney Pills will cure
you-at Druggists. Price 50c. Wie.
Hams' M'f'g. Co., Celeveland, 0.
EVERVOODY WORKED.
Even Father to Rebuke St. Louis City
.edminisitristime.
St Louie, Me June 4.--More than
400 residents of Schiller place, more
than half of that number women,
worked all day yesterday grading • a
..) ,steeet bloeics long.
They had tried vainly to induce the
city to do the work, and, tired of
walling. they decided to do the wore
theniselves. At 6 a. tn. the women
and every child old enough to be of
serviee jotted the men, with shove-is,
hoes and picks.
By 19 o'clock the effect of the
steady work was shown by two per-
fectly formed getters, the length of
20 elty blocks. At noon the women
milt long enough to serve coffee and
sandwiches. then went back to work
and stayed on the job until 6 p. m.
.% 1103 *'S HOLIDAVS.
The ardent controversy which has
been waging In English arid Aurre.a
concerning the best way to dispose' of
school boys In the long summer vaca-
tion has prompted the Grand Trunk
Railway system to issue a special pub
lication Miring suggestions and prised.
cal hints to parents, as to what to do
with the public and preparatory school
boy during the months of July and
August. The vacation camp is one of
the solutions and the publication en-
titled, "What shall a Moy do with les
Vacation thoroughly covers the
geattnd and solves the problem of the
best way for a schoolboy to enjoy his
holidays.
A copy may be obtained for the ask
'ng by repplyIng te G. W. Vaux 917
Werehree; teem and Trust Building.
Chita)t
practice or reheara: for the Sentlay t
music.
The missing pail came home and
were forgiven.
Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup Is
the one that children like so well to'.
take as it tastes nearly as ,good as
maple sugar. It acts gently yeti
freely on the bowels and thereby
it drives the cold out of the system.
It is sold be all eruggists.
‘11;14, 14(XLIN INJURED IN FALL.
Woman Thrown and Hurt While
Alighting From Street Car.
WastIngton. June 4.-As the re-
sult of a fall from a street. ear, Mrs.
John A. Logan is confined to her
rooms in this city. The aecideut 0C-
curred Friday night. Upon return-
ing home from a call Mrs. Logan was
allgeting 1,P111 a car when it started
No bones were broken. hut Mrs. Lo-
gan was badly bruised and much Jar-
red. She is unable to move 'without
assistance, and her atending physic-
ian says she will be confined to her
rooms for a week or ten days. Mrs..
'Netter, daughter of str,5. Logan, is
with her mother.
DeWitt's Kidney and Bladder Pills
are prompt and thorough and will in
a very short timP" strengthen the
weakened kidneys. Sold by all
druggists.
IN MALE ITS/IRE.
$he Worked, and ilhe Girl Mad to
Marry Mer /town Mate.
Hoe Springs. S. D.. June 4.-For
the first time in the history of Scuth
Dakota. a young woman became a
hede while wearleg male attire. She
had been working as a min on a
ranch, and a week ago her employer
engaged ia young man tied requirel
that they occupy zhe seme quarters.
. He learned her sex and declared
that unless she married the young
lean at once he acted send her te
jee. She consentiel a minister was
sent for and th, knot tied before the-
gel could change her clothing.
MEIBIOREMIMEM111111111111111ESSIMII
SUMMER HAS ARRIVED
and with it the necessity for a
rew light weight suit. If you
want your clothing to he the Imre
of style and elegance you should
Choose your fabrics from our su-
perb assortment, and we will fit
them perfectly, and give indi-
viduality in style Such 5* you can't
get with ready made garments.
H. M. DALTON
403 Braid/way
itieurporetedt Padre:tie 311 Brea es Old eitune I 7:.e.
Sok fur It.
,___ ---- ---- --_ ---- -
ICE! . ICE ! • ICE-3!
You will be conferring a favor by reporting to the (nonage' 
meet any discourtesis shown you by any of our employees.
SC:At-VAS ON Alt. WA( liONfil.
INDEPENDENT ICE COMPANY
Phonems 184 10th .sl- Alitdisson
4.1.1.11.111.111.q.1.PWIWIels areas
City Transfer Co.
C. L. Van Meter, Manager.
All Kinds of Hauling. Second
and Washington Streets.'
Warehouse for Storage.
Both Phones 499,
CLIP YOUR
They look better, feel better and work
to groom and you are not annoyed_
have an electric machine and an expert
good work as can be done,
I-IORSES
better. Clipped
by hozse hairs. when
operator and will
at the regular pi Ice.
LIVERY
Avenue.
We
as
horses are easier
--driving.
give you
'
CO.THE TULLY,.....r..,......,
Fourth and Kentucky
I NITED
Wtetern
Whereas,
filed in
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Keetrieky.
day of
Rolle,
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file half
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were forfeited
being
i d the
of the
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Now,
the motion
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by give
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By
Disturbs
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in a hot
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STATES OF AMERICA,
PLAN
4tif
'•
cArc
HMIS
AMERICAN 1 / ._4.161111ROPEAN
District of Kentucky, at
Paducah.
an inform:alien has been
the District Court of the Unit-
for the Weettrn Distriet of
at Paducah, tin the 22nd
May, 190s, be George De -
Esq., attorney for the United
against ten barrels, seventy-
barrels and fifty kegs of eirter
in substanue teat said articles
to the United States, as
neebraitded within the meaning
Food and Drugs act of conge:s
United States approved June
1911e, and praying process
the same, and that same may
en a, forfeited ac afore-
having been seized by the
under due process of law.
therefore, in pursuance to
under seal of said court to
and delivered I do here-
public notice to all persone
said articles or in any niate
therein, that they neer
appear before the said court.
held in the city of Paducah in
said Districe teethe 16th dal
itenel then and there
their claims, and to make
in thatebehalf.
W. LONG, U. S. M. .
3t4 wood Neel, Deputy.
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WALK!
-e-
or nerves. Recent yr, it is said,
"ghost" appeared to Mrs. Smith
both fainted. Negro servants
grate-clad woman is the spirit
Price, niece of Goe eror A Dee/rand
ler, who died In :he mansion
her uncle occupied :t. Mies Price
very happy In the mansion, and
dying said she would , hover about
scene of her happiress.
ma
and
say the
of Miss
while
was
when
the
restore-
up the
viger.
$1
revels
starts
-
HEAI/ell AND VITALITY
Molt's \maim Pills.
The great iron and tonic
tive for Men and women, produces
strength and vitality, builds
system and renews the normal
For sale by druggists or by male
per box, 6 boxes for $5. Williams'
M'f'g. Co., Cleveland,: 0.
-
PRETTY SPOOK
Governor Hoke Smith's Fain
Ily With Her Visits.
oe.
Ga., June 4.-While Gov-
Hoke Smith ie away erlietiecl
fight for reelection the ghost
woman clad in gray I.
Mrs. Slifer, and daughters
executive mansion. It Is sae,
woman has appeared
that the inmates of the
have developed a bad eami
No matter how much a man
in meeting trdebless he seldom
an argument with his wife.
Political reform is inaugurated
when the people want something
new aboue which to atualdida.
,
,•,.,•• Chicago's Great European Hotel
'- k The Virginia,,, w Absolutely Firepred. Rates. $1.50 and upAtt--c". •01 A high-class Transient and Residential Hotel. in the most
i f . 4 select ',Art of the city - near the Lake, convenient tii toe...fib:1
- '' 
'Rs North Park system, kt,mmiss a harmony iii Italian marble.
' 1 . ' r''' . beautiful statuary and cathedral glass. WO handsomely fur-
. ri * - raidied outside rootos. sing li• or en ',an, 1.111-ge briltItt Dialog
, it in iisi - Flail, with finest cuisine. livcry convenience that appeals to
the most exacting patron Par..eniolith from city noise for
.. restful quiet, vet within tett minutes' walk of business center.
' !Iwo ig, .. .,, can tsz Nook,' aw y 1 in 5 minutes take you to the shop-
,- , . Ding clistrirt, pass all leading theatres. Booklet free.
GEO. W. R 4 .Pvt., Loa sad Okis IlSnaChlaaras
'rp-- •
'
,
.
I,
Early Times
...
And
%Nick -Beam_
The purest whiskey
has been stored
charred oaken
even temperature,
uniformity due
ing. Bottled•
1900. Sold
made.
for years
barrels, at
and has
to perfect ag-
in bond spring
everywhere.
It
in
an
a
.._
Miss Miaow Thiene
Athol Robertson  
Mrs. T. L. Roeder 5.345
Miss Pearl Griffin 2.2R5
Mies Addis' Bard 
311as Mamie Bayntuvre 3.060
2,100
Maurice eicintyre  1.813
V. B. Fowler 1,621
Chas. licwtplf 1.506
L. P. knee 
M is* Ca t I wrier. Thomas
Sleet Marie Wilcox  
Mite Geraldine Gleams
%Hee Jennie Caesar 
Mist, Mary Renclunint
'Frank Moore •  
Miss Kathy (*nada - 
Harry ladeertit 
Hubert Wright . 
Harry Collins 565
Miss Erneetine Alms 5415
A. .1. Balteley 561
and asked to be dropped from the
Leon R. ((leaves 560
contest. This candidate was only a
Floyd Swift 530 couple of thousand votes behind the
91Ise My Milburn 521 district feeder: one yearly subscrIP-,500Gee. Watts eon would have put the candidates In
Chas.- Horton 5(10
, :the lead Discouraged because one or
two othe:s were a few votes ahead:
:the one had turned in a subscription
Miss Mern Nichols 17.906 and the other hadn't:one had worked,
A. 51,'„ Mew MASS 17,5101 the other had not loafed. There
Mien Kate Nennenleeefer • • • • 110.795 are just two qualincations, of condi-
Sire. John heittiley  10.155 date* in thic contest. one Is stickto-
James. Murray 10.43:1-i ltiveness. the other discouragement:
Jessie l'allandirighani  10.3,451the first is going to win, the second:
(ism. Denker 960,1s going to lose, in thle or any other!
Mew liaite Melamine 510-lcontest. Stick to' JR r four weeks. ,
Pithy (-own  1f4,475:put In every good liek ,you can and,
Wan lArsie Vaughn 7.325 you won't be discouraged.
E. L. Wilson 7.2531 Are you watching the list! DO
Mies Maude Russell 6.290 yen know the standing of fetch can-
MIAs Jeanettf• Douglas 5.4751didate In youv district? Has any-
Mrs. E. E. Buck - 4,535 one forged ahead of you since the last'
Miss Ethel Sea ((((( n 3,376 r eount? Some of the candidates are
'H. G. Jotineton :1,906 voting the limit this week. Severe"
elite. Doris Martin 2.14)0 turned in enough votes :.esterday to
A. W. (WWI' 2,1s13 putt them a bit ahead Arf• you one ,
Thomas potter 2.5650 them? Only three have passed
C'. (i. Kelly 2.210the 20,1)00 mark but there Sr.' others
.1. C. Mitchell 10140:that are running a close race.
Leo Harm  .1.8351 Wheel Who he the Conte...epee. .
Jeff J. Reed . 1.3110 Miss Fere.  Hodge still lead!. with
Lee Willson.  1.587 23.026 votes, while Mew Ella IfIll
Miss Bertha Speck 1.2761holds second place with 22.447. but
John Roam 1.146 the third Wm.e has changed bands:
Mae (Orient. Wientead . .  1.025 Miss Carrie Chiefs. of Metropolis.
ammo, Hickman 1  003 polled • 'arse number of 110.ea yes-
(2e°. A. liondurrust
Mks Mamie Inaynham 
Weary 'Utley
7110 lord and passed A CI liargron.
613 Palucah R F.D. and now ranks t3)
Met 20.0411 , less than 3.00ti votes
lthe limits of the city of Paducah.
I More Then 52.000 In Prises.
Following is a description or the
:magnificent list of prizes offered for
the winners. In this contest together
with the errargement governing
:heir distribution.
The candidate securing the highest
number of votes, regardless of dis-
trict, wilt be given The- First Grand
: Prize, a $700 double, building lot in
'Gregory Heights, Paducah's prettiest
suburb.
The candidate securing the second
highest number of votes, regardless
of district, will be given The Second
grand Prize. a $400.00 two-carat.
blue-white diamond, on display at
to Wolff's jewelry itore. 327 Broad-
way.
After the judge* of the finish of
the contest have awarded the Grand
Prises. the games of the two winners
sill be stricken from the list of con-
testants and the nine district prizes
will Me awarded as follows:
The three persons who lead their
respective districts will be awarded
a $300 piano, on display at W. T.
Miller & Bros., 520 Broadway, a $150
stilt of furniture, displayed at Gar-
ner Bros., 207-213 South Third, a
$100 buggy and harness, displayed
at Powell-Rogers. 129-131 North
Third. The above three prises will
be given to the three district leaders
in the order of the number of votes
creditedto them.
he three persons who receive the
$25 lady's or man's watch on deplay
at J. L. Welliver's, 311 Broadway.
In addition the management or
The Sun will spend $100 in special
prizes to be distributed to busy can-
didate* during the progress of the
contest, making a grand total of
more than $2,000 in prizes, to be
distributed gratis.
_Table of Values. •
Besides the coupons welch ai
printed daily in The Sun and which
are good for the number of votes
Printed on thins If voted before tbe
time limit staled, contestants may se-
cure gmbeeription votes according to
the following !schedule:
For Payment in Advance By Old
Subscribers.
Time By carrier By Mail Vot.,,i
1 year $4.7.0 $.1.04) 2.2e u
S months 3.04 2.40 leeito
1 months 1•50 • 14,0 5,40
2 pears 9.iio 6.410 6,04) ,
For Advance Payment by New Sub.
scribers.
Time By Carrier By Mail Votes
I year $4 50 $3.0.0 4,500
S months 3.00 2.00 2.401)
4 months 1.ele 1.00 1.004
2 years 9.00 6.04 12,003
Subscription payments of lees thau
$1.00 by mall and $1.50 by carrier,
will not be accepted as counting for
votes.
No etnploye of The Sun or member"
of an ermploye's family will be allow-
ed to enter this contest.
The Sun is the anal arbiter in sill
questions that May arise In conneue-
ion with the contest. Candidates by
'nterIng agree to thew published cou-
nt/ens.
The right is reserved to alter these
rules should necessity demand.
Contestants may secure subscrip-
tions anywhere they Wish. For in-
TAFT DISTRESSED
BINCAESE A-T.1.1.11i ON HI"
: MEMORIAL Irtv SPEle-411.
%it.'uiu;.t to Make Polititall Capital of
Itt•nsarke By Hi. ippna-
PU1s,
Washington. June 4 --Secretary of
Witr William H. Taft, when impulsed
that continent had been made by his
rue, rtnee :n his Memorial flay address
rt. New York to Gen. Grant's resigna-
teen from the artily before the Civil
: ear, made tlie following statement:
-I ant very II1Plleh dIstreetsed that
anything I have said should he roll,
?trued to be an attack on Oen. (Iran, r
memory. I yieel to no man in III%
admiratirni for (en. Grant, in tii%
h gti estimate of the remarkable qua]
ides and character and of the great
debt that the natioir owes him. In
my ntemorial address I attributed h •
resignation Dr!' the army in lteel
M Garland's life of Gen
to his weakis „ tot strong drink, be
cause from 
Grant and the evidence that he cites,
and Isom other histories. I evipprieed
it was undoubtedly true. I referred
to the matter only treatise it seemed
to nee that It was OUP of the greatest
victories of his life that he suttee-
mrently overcame this weakness.
"The wonder of his life was that
with all the discouragements that he
encountered before the Civil war, in-
t-hiding this. he became the nation's
chief instrument in auppreseing thi•
Thfu odds are al against the so'
man who marries for the purpose of
itettlriR / v. n
QI EEN SEEM AEROPLANE FALL.
Donative lenewes1 WInste. Bele-
ireatere Airwhip a Broken.
Jtitre 3 The u aperiment of -
leern Delaxrange. the French nee.-
lean ist fore the Queen Dow a ger
Ma, ithe ta. sod A few in nod meet,.
herr, I :inn, to nothing, thrcolOth a rata
t'hap to the in.., hit,.' Si DeLverange
es ted mac lift path and began to
nv laptret ami snimithly, butt after
Cu'- g II tCl'., a rds theaeruptan•
Poddenlv 1..'1 'o thc ground from a
1 Might of six fe.l. The aft-Went aes
! • aneed by mine (hi ing y.uiuig aroma
at.tti the motor. and lb, fat,
the machlur so that It an,. impoo.,1.0
ir....-t.ttnur I le riip.-rOnect.
if you want to See
what's ncw in hot
wcathtr furnishings
U) St(' his cast
window.
Outing Skirts
Tub Cravats
Cool Underwear
This spring's display of these negligee furnishings
is the richcbt in the way of material, style and
color it lit me this store has cvei had the pleasure
of offering the people,
iVe wish to invite your
attention to our line o/
Belts. Blacks, brosone and
greys, .50c to $1.50.
a •
3,....1111116111
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11040eissira001.11
Tell Your Oroc.er to Send YCnJ Nothing But
fibiZina NOW TFIE PADUCAH EVENING STMT. I til 1,•-e VIH NI 4
THREE MORE GRAND PRIZES COMING
WITH THE SPECIALS EVERY WEEK ADD
MUCH MORE INTEREST TO THE RUNNING
I.;mme. park.
1. High and Hit the Bull's U. E. Miller 
'Dick Harris 
behind the leader Then there are
six others in the neigbhorbood of
I/4.000, a score who have over 10.-
000 votes.
Several new candidates have mi-
tered the geld and from the Viotes
they are turning in, have entered to
win. Notably among these Is Miss
Ruby Flack. of Mayfield. who entered
under District No. 3 on Wednesday
- and now stands seventh in a hat of
 5140
576
571
l efts. Nora Jordan 565H. J. Shelton 665
Gene Patton 561
Miss Murrell Smedley 560
Miss Alma Adams 560
Joseph Arts 535
Mrs. tie T. Brookshire 555
T. Steger 1
DISTRICT 3.
Miss tarrie Chilee Metropolis, Ill.
 210,2,40
Miss Luna Street, Ke,ll, Kg. 17,007
A. C., Hargrove, Paducah R. F. D.
Who's Who in the Contest-Many 16,519
New Candidates - Third Plate Miss Vera Dodson. Latlenter Ky.
Change!. Hands-Race is Young, .15.016
With Ninety Entries and Twenty Arthur .Switzer. Paducah R. F. D.
Per Cent W tuners.
Eye-The Target is Large
and Includes Seventeen Big
Prizes at the Ead and One:
Each Week.
“STICKTOTTMENFISS• WILL WIN
if 
SPECIAL OFFER THIS WEEK)
over thirty in her district. Miss
Flack is one of Mayfield's most
charming and popular young ladies
and in a contest held there last year
won the first prize by a large margin
of 23,237 votes.
Other out of town candidates who
are doing gd wrk are Miss Carle
Chiles of Metropolis. Miss Lura Street
rt Kevil. Miss Vera Dodson of La
Center, Arthur Switzer and J. 'H.
Hugger. of Paducah R. F. D. In
districts No 1 and No 2 within the
city, Miss Hodge and Miss Hill for
the hist district. and Miss Nichols,
Miss Vaughn and Mr. Stewman for
the second, are leading. They are
clone) followed in their respective
districts by Miss Noble. Mrs. Rose,
Mrs. Ashby. Mr. Ratcliffe and Mr.
 IMMO ilesberger. Add there are many
J. H. Bugger. Paducah R. F. D. ethers that cart go to the top of the
list by polling the votes that would
come from one yearly subscriptin.
The Race is Young.
The race is young and not won
by any means. Many think they
can pick the winner but there's many
a sip 'Mixt the cup and the lip and
like any race, there's many a quarter
horse that's not good for a mile and
many a mile horse that makes no
showing until the last quarter. A
10,010
Sam J. Brown. Paducah It. F. D.
 $e165
C. K. Laniond, Paducah R. F. I).
 8415
For suleferiptione turned in be- MISS Ruby Flack, Mayflt•Id, Ky..
tweets Monday morning. June 1, 6  900
and 9 p. nu Saturday, June ft. Paris Ellbein, Murray. Ky 5.50M
Forep-two dollar Howard 17 elies-Treva Cmultran, Murray, Ky.
jewel Irak* to candidate turn- .5.530
ins lu largeet amount of cash Oa miss m„bri marpm. Brookpoet.
itebeeriptkussi. III. 4,500 spurt now and a spurt then loges
10,000 bonus VOlea to randl- e mi.,. Rosetta Emhart. Paducah R. :many a race while a good steady run-
dale turning in largest amount F. D. 4.500ner stays with tre bunch aid wins.
on new subscrip(ions. J. J. Lane. Paducah R.F.1) 3.570:if only by a 11010` Oven nIntey en-
5,000 bonus vote* in each dis. A. Leeway, Paducah R.F.1) 3.3621 tries for this Mg race and grand,
( frief for candidate turning Iii
( largest amount  of (*eh. 
Mks .ellie Ituesell. Kevil, Ky'. _2,900 ' prizes for the nrst seventeen to cross 
Miss Dora Draffen, °sheet City. Ky. under the wire on the eventful 4th.:
2,000 bonus vote* for every  2.41511 as well as prizes at every quarter!
025 any candidate turns It,. Henry Temple. Maxon Mill 2.565 post at the end of each week. Prizes.
After this week the size of the Guy C. Hanbeery, Eddyrille, Ky Jur over twenty per rent of the eon-I
special/ prime will steadily de - 24100 teetante--a big stake for one short'
cline to the end .01 the conteist. Clifton Seater, Paducah R. le D. !race.
SO that during the last week 1  mu: Just a little time and just a little
there will be neuter bonus nor Miss Mace Matthew*, Kuttawa, Ky. I work.
speslal prise.  1.70  Prizes for hustlers but none for those
H. C. Hartley. Paducah H. F. D. I who shirk.
Standing at the (lose of Balloting 1,525 Eighteen dandy prizes for candidates
Wednesday at 6:00 p. m. Bernard Knott. . Paducah .1e, F. D.: who try.
  1,1I5 And as many smeing faces on the
John Theohaid. Jr.. Paducah IL F. 4th of July.
I). .1.110
21'02e Henry Hammer. Paducah R. F. D. The Paducah Sun's Great Popu-22447
• 1.0°3 larity Contest began with the official
18•085 Julius, Starke, Hesston, Kg VD2 announcement on May 23 and will
17'083 J. W• lenglere• Fadeicah IL F. H. !close on the great national holiday.11,91140
11,432
11,064
' 9  590
DISTRICT I 
Miss Elsie Hodge 
Mina Ella Hill  
Murrt Ratcliffe  
:Miss Marian Noble
Mrs. Ha Rose 
Joe Depalterry  
,11Irsot Ida Ashby  
J. L. Dunn
Mm. Scott Ferguson  • 8,725
Jas. Hollich 7.33X
• July 4. That makes exactly six weeks
te (Wiper. Paducah R•F•14• 81141 There will be no extension of
C. Dudley, Pled•ealli f4;•-•511M the time of the contest. Wben Its
Mina Sarah Duke Thomism  over it's over, and the happy. lucky
Providence. Ky. 565 ones will be lugging home deeds for
Thon. Krsuse. Metroisolls. • • •5111 real estate, orders for fine furneure.Mies Mary Barry ' 41"413 .1 vd to r. °call R• F. H. rare jewels and a bunch of otherMiss Nellie Schwab 5,010
1ALUS cilia Randall, Paducah R. le. D. 
MO ..•
velem. Blanche Anderson 
eine Nellie Schwab 4  5141 35111 
Who Are Eligible? .
Mks ('ante Ham p Any white person, man or woman,4 300 J. C. Reeves, Maxon elill 
Jamcs Wood 3,760 
513, ef good character, residing In the ter-
Three More Prize* lritory covered by The Sun may be-Mrs. Harry Garrett 3,445
One month from this evening and come a caadidate for the honors andGeo. (e Bauer 3,335
Fred McCreary 2,905 
it will all be over--what are you go-the prises in The Padlicab Sun's
ing to do In those thirty days? Muer:Greatest Popularity Contest. -
2'61):S ttle and win, or plod along and bring, Duratioss--Awards.2'4117 u
up in the rear. Will you on the: The contest starts with today's an-
eventful evening of the 4th be onet nouncement and will continue till
of the fortunate prize winners. one , July 4, at 9 p. m., at which time a
of the lucky fifteen-no, one of thekommittee of well-known and trust-
lucky eighteen, because we are Wel worthy citizens will be chosen to de-
ing to add three more excellent kermlne who are entitled to the
prises to the already long hat of val-' velem
uable gifts. Watch tomorrow's paper: Districts. '
FRIDAY 11(90, Kx
Fifth Day of the Great Price Concession Sale Includes
Sheets,
Cases,
Spreads,
Towels,
19x34 Linen Huck Towels
one lot of Hemmed Huck Towels, an extra good
value, offered special at 3 50C
20:42 Bath Towels
one lot of extra heavy Unbleached Turkish Bath
Towels, special, each _ ____12 '71 C
Extra Large Bath Towels, Bleached
A..good heavy quality, specially priced for this sale,
exCh -  ---25c
19x34 H. 9. Towels
One lot of H. S Hoek Towels, a very fair quality
of towel and good value for, each ___--100
27,00 Bath Towels
This is an extra size and weight,thoroughly bleached
and hemmed; a regular 50e quality, special  39C
White Quilts
One case of Plain Hemmed Quilts, a good full si/e,
good patterns, special during this 111110........._980
White Quilts
Ft ingest, cut coruers; one case of extra good quality,_
splendid patterns, lull size; special for sale.$1.25
Marseilles Quilts
Five dozen Marseilles patterns, extra quality and
weight, fringed, cut otners; a goad 13.2:i value,
during this sale $2.60
18 Inch Crash
All :linen, 20 pieces all pure linen IS lad) Crash
Toweling, an exceptionaily good quality woith
12 'we, special at 1 OC
Toweling,
Sheeting,
Ginghams,
Calicoes.
18 Inch Crash
Bleached Cotton, 25 pieces Bleached Crash Tow
cling, an exceptional aud dear fotalitee Per Yil 5C
18x36 Scalloped Towels
A very splendid gush/Jr ot Union Linen Huck Seal
loped Ends Towels, worth 25e each, special at 15c
20x38 All Linen Huck Towels
We offer 25 dozen of the best all linen hemmed
Huck Towels that. has ever been offered .by us, a
grade that would be cheap at 35e each, during this
sale at, eaeli 25c
9-4 Sheeting 
•••••••••••....• •••••••••••.••••
We offer the well known bnind of 9 4: Blenehed
Sheeting, special at, per yard - -:25C
81x90 Sheets
A good heavy grade of 18'1We/whet! Sheets that
rug uilari i•eli at t;lic offer at   490
42x36 Cases
Hemmed, a good quality of cloth, well made and
splendid 12 'se value, special at   10C
Best Calicoes
.%11 Calicoes, including American priol,,
hst blaek and grey, Meritnark light skirtini.:*,
tinnier's red prints aml al, the leading best breeds
are utivv, per vard -
French Gingharns
lb. lire of best quality of French Gingham.:
vatteri wortli 12 Ise and 15e yard, for,
.4. -
per lard and 12 C
Ube Daylight Store
second highest -eruniber of votes in
their respective linstrictb will be
awarded the followingprizes in their
order of rank a $63 watch on dis-
play at Pollock's. 333 Broadway. a
$e0 lady's or man's watch at Nagel
and Meyer's. • corner Third and
Broadway. a $ell Miller range. dis
payed at Hank Bros., 212 Broad-
way.
The three persons 'receiving the
third highest number of votes in
theih respective districts wild be
awarded the following prises, a
!stance a candidate in Distriet 3 is
.v•netrsitaled.
Districsee: or District 1, and vice
to turn In subscriptions from
New subscribe! R are those who were .
not taking The Sun May 23. the date
'if the start of the contest. Ilene.'
fur from one member of a ramie, to
'another or t.io gomeone e:se thing in
the same Potpie will not be counted as
a new subseriutioe. •
Voting 1Jmnk.
Until June 6 ne candidete will be
11'011411 euet more th•n ter
tetielefiri. I venture to ea) thet no
impertial matt fan If all my nemesia'
day edit:Ines and pay I tle not icy, et
Gee Grew a elace In hisior) Wiitti
as that pee. si h:nt to Alt% 01 ill, 111%,
('in; Os admirture
•-r-h.• P. • nil r great m. n teeeng
to the ((entire. If farts are to'd.
showing that tie y had weakliest...,
*he ti the% its st, the forte el
their toreee•eill t•sample IS greater to
lift 'hi, of the- -country up to
. initiate th,•nt than It they ere painGet
as perfect without. tentptation att..
1.475 $37.50 refrigeratw. displayed at :
tined votes in any one day %elope' w.akneeset.'•
214 for the announcement of these aldi-i
none! prizes. ranging in value from 
The territory covered by The Sun Henneberger s, 422 Broadway. a le -, Oldie... all tommuni.atiosta 
10
$50 to $100. three prizes any Off. 
of has been divided for the Purposes of chair or other furniture from Rhodes- onteu le pats
 675 this contest Into three districts, as Burford's. 112-116 North 
Fourth. a ..fe
4912
,I137
- - for some time past: three that mean
1,20
much to the winners not only for the
602
present but for years to come; three
595.
that will give the winners an oppor-
5145 
tunity to acquire assets that will be
570
valuable to them all through life.
Aim High and Win.
A candidate called up last evening
Clerk Bondurant 
1/114TRIC1' 2.
which -eon may have been wanting follows:
Dietrict 1 c
of Paducah
eluding the n
I District 2
of Paducah
Icluding the
District 3
,ritary served
omprises_ all of the city:
north of Broadway. in';
orth side of Broadway.
comprises all of the city
south of Broadway. in-
outh side of Broadway.
comprises all of the ter-
by The Sun outside
_
5c
1 BRADLEY'S NEW PROCESS MEAM MEALWill not heat or must. You shall know it by its wh.teness.MtinuffiLALireci Dttily by BRADLEY BROS. -Paducah, Kentucky
